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Dedication

Iwould like to dedicate this book to each and every person in
my life that doubted me. Your hatred, doubt, and cruel

words only fueled me to prove you wrong. So, thank you from
the bottom of my deep, dark, and loving soul.
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UNDERLAYES

Underlayes is another dimension, where all sorts of noc-
turnal creatures reside: witches, vampires, fae, shifters,

werewolves... The dimension was created by all these creatures
working side by side to escape the scrutiny and danger to their
very existence that stemmed from the human world. Humans
tend to fear things they do not understand, and tend to try to
eliminate anything they fear, even though these nocturnal be-
ings were humanoid themselves, just different—more en-
hanced—than their day-walking brethren.

When God created the Earth, He had some help along the
way. While there is only one true God, there are many under-
ling goddesses and gods to help Him. Let’s just think of God as
the CEO. Just as God created man in His image, He allowed
His goddesses and gods to create certain races in their images
as well. Their races come in every color, shape and form there
is, but are like them in their...characteristics. Like, for instance,
Hekate and her necromancers, or Aphrodite and her beautiful
sirens. Since most of these creatures are more powerful when
the moon comes out to play, they are nocturnal, though don’t
get it wrong; they are not ruled by the moon. Some have a
deadly reaction to the sun, while others are just as powerful be
it day or night.
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Many of these creatures can be quite deadly, though it’s
usually only when provoked. Though there are some who tend
to be more violent and sadistic, regular humans can be that way
as well. After all, most serial killers, though not all, are human.

Originally the intention was for these nocturnal creatures
to have their time at night and keep to themselves, while reg-
ular humans were to rule the day, unawares. But even the best-
laid plans are doomed to fail...

For three hundred years, these nocturnal creatures have
lived peacefully amongst their own...or have they? Has that
peace been nothing more than superficial? There has never
been anyone who truly sought to rule all of Underlayes.
Though most factions have their own leaders, no one race rules
the entire Realm. And with that much power rolling around
unchecked and unbalanced, peace may be coming to an end.
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CHAPTER 1:
FORBIDDEN

LOVE

“I am fire, I am light.” As I said the words, flames began
boiling in my veins. “Fill my body, flow through my

mind. Let my flame become my guide.”
I was sitting cross-legged in my practice room, wearing my

workout gear, which was also my gear of choice, red sweats and
a sports bra. My caramel skin glistened with sweat. My scar-
let hair flowed down my back to my waist in untamable fuzzy
waves. I needed some time alone to think about everything. So
I’d come down here to call on my flames of guidance, which are
something like a camp fire, only I don’t need logs or matches or
even a lighter. Fire is my element to call. Watching my flames, I
can sometimes catch glimpses of the future. Today, I was trying
to catch a glimpse of my own future. Of course, I got nothing.

I had been merely five years old when my father had taught
me the incantation. See, Dad had been so proud I was such a
natural with my element, some kids having hit puberty before
they truly had any semblance of control over theirs. Though
he hadn’t exactly been happy he was going to have to teach
me about the birds and the bees at such an early age, and that
was exactly what my first glimpse had forced him to do. Not
only had I seen Mommy’s belly getting fat, I’d also seen her
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stretched out on a bed with blood gushing out of unmention-
able places along with a huge headful of curly, bluish hair; my
sister, Elyssia. Who, for the record, still has a big head.

“What the hell are you doing down here?” called a deep,
rough, grumbling, irritating voice from behind me, pulling me
back to the here and now.

I let my flames die out, though I knew exactly who was
there way before I even turned around. It was none other than
my best friend and hotshot werewolf, Grimm Packston.

Grimm is about six foot seven, built somewhere between
a pro wrestler and a body builder. Dark chocolate-brown skin,
hazel eyes, dark chestnut dreadlocks coming down to a deli-
cious set of hips, sexy and knows it. Prancing in wearing noth-
ing more than a pair of jeans, showing off every bit of a hard,
sculpted, muscular chest. Making the decision I was being
forced to make that much more difficult.

“Trying, unsuccessfully it seems, to be alone.” I ranted at
him. “What do you want, Grimm?”

“I want an answer.”
“You know, I am truly sick of all this shit!” I shouted as

I threw a fireball at the wall (good thing the room was fire-
proof ). “What are you doing down here?”

“It’s Friday, Tia.”
Damn, I’d forgotten. Or, to be more accurate, I’d been try-

ing to forget. Fridays, Grimm usually sneaked me out to the hu-
man world. We normally went to a bar, played some pool, or
went to a movie to see what the human world thought of us.
Just to do something normal. Well, as normal as a witch and a
werewolf could be, anyway. But that Friday, he had planned on
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sneaking me away for more than just one night. Something that
was never going to happen.

“I won’t be going anywhere tonight. I have a date.”
Grimm turned beet red and started sprouting fur on the

backs of his large hands, eyes turning into pools of pitch black.
“With who?”

“My fiancé.” I hated using that word. “You knew this was
coming just as well as me. It’s just sooner than we both thought.
Seems that way, anyhow. And if I see one fucking claw, I will
not hesitate to set your ass on fire.”

That stopped him in his tracks—for a minute, anyway.
“You wouldn’t.”

“You really wanna test that theory? Try me.” I started
bouncing a fireball in my hand. Finally, he shut his eyes and
calmed himself, at least physically. His energy was still vibrating
like a tuning fork in the air.

“Just because you know something’s coming does not mean
you have to like it. You think I want some bastard putting
his hands on you? I...” Grimm hesitated, then said through
clenched teeth, “I don’t like it.”

“It’s not for you to like or not to like; it is what it is. You
think I like it? You of all people know damn well how I feel
about it.”

“Why don’t you enlighten me? Cause I’m afraid I have no
idea how you feel.”

“How can you stand there and say that to me?! You and I
have both always known I’ve been promised to him since the
day I was born. I’ve never had a choice in this. Love has nev-
er been an option for me. None of this is about what I want or
how I feel or how anyone else may or may not feel about me.
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“There has only been one man in my entire life who has
ever cared to know the real me, who has ever displayed any
care about my hopes and dreams. There is only one man who
has ever looked at me and seen just plain Tia, not ‘all-powerful
Princess Tialanna’. There is only one man who has ever looked
at me and seen more than just a weapon to be wielded.”

“Tia, please don’t cry—” He took a step closer to me.
“No!”
I could feel my eyes turning molten gold, then to a blazing

red. I could feel fire threatening to burst from my every limb,
but I’d had no idea I was crying; that was something that hadn’t
happened in years.

“You claim not to know how I feel? Well I’m telling you.
So just shut the hell up and listen! I love you, Grimm. I have
always loved you, and from the bottom of my very soul I know
that some part of me always will. But we’ve both always known
you and I were never a possibility. So why are you doing this to
me now? Why?!”

With each word, I was steadily reaching my breaking point,
but I continued. I had to get my point through that thick-ass
skull of his.

“I can’t be with you no matter how much my body may
ache for your touch, no matter how much my heart is ripping
up inside me at the very thought of having to walk away from
you. No matter how empty it makes my soul feel, I have to do
this. You know that just as well as I do.”

Grimm began stepping forward with those dark pools of
his boring into me. If he would only let go, it would be so much
easier for me to do the same. Why couldn’t he seem to under-
stand that?
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“We can leave this world and be together. All we need is
each other. As long as I have you, I don’t give a damn about any-
thing else. I lo—”

“No, don’t say it. Don’t you dare say it. I can’t bear to hear
those words from your lips right now. Not when I know what
I have to do. I can’t just abandon my people, and what’s more,
my father would kill you. That’s the one thing I would never
be able to live with. Even if I can’t have you in my life, I would
rather walk away and never look back than be the reason your
life is taken away.”

He started walking closer. I started backing away. By this
time, I was so frustrated, my hands were literally on fire and
tears felt like acid burning a trail down my heated skin.

Everything he was saying was true. It just felt as though he
was taking how I felt and slapping me in the face with it. I’d
been looking for signs of this supposed impending battle for
years, and still nothing. But if I did leave and something did
happen to endanger my people, what then? I couldn’t take that
chance.

Whether this battle came or not, my father would kill
Grimm. I couldn’t, wouldn’t chance that.

He kept coming closer. I lifted my blazing hands, and he
stopped.

“Tia, I love you. I have loved you since before you could
even light a match. I thought I could just be a friend to you
and that would be enough. I thought that any part of your life
would be better than nothing. I thought wrong.”

“Grimm, stop. I want you so bad it hurts. But I can’t have
you. I can’t do this.”

“Yes. You. Can!” he growled at me.
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“No, I can’t. My father would hunt us down and kill you.
We would never be able to have peace, constantly looking over
our shoulders for the rest of our lives. What kind of life would
that be?”

“Fuck your father!” he yelled with a slight growl at the end.
“I love you, Grimm. But I can’t do this. I won’t do this. I

won’t—”
He came at me so fast, I didn’t even realize I had backed

up all the way to the wall. He pinned my arms above my head
and kissed me. His lips were on mine with such force it was al-
most painful, yet gentle at the same time. My body felt like it
was melting on the inside; it felt like time had frozen. There
was nothing but us and our passion for each other. Nothing else
mattered. Nothing else even existed.

I didn’t even realize my flames were out until he let his
hands slide down my arms and he was cupping my breasts.
There was nothing between us but the material of my sports
bra. As his hands slid down lower to my stomach, my hands
slid down to his flawless, muscular chest, which was slick with
sweat. He started pulling at my pants. Then before what little
self-control I had left abandoned me, I pushed him and broke
our kiss.

We both just stood there, panting, staring into each other’s
eyes. As if we were looking into each other’s souls. His eyes
were black pools of a deep, endless night, mine the blazing red
of a wildfire.

“Please, don’t do this.” I said when I was able to find my
voice.

“Don’t what?” he snarled. “Love you?”
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“Yes. No. Just stop!” I shouted in his face, barely able to
think, to breathe. “Tonight is the beginning of my courtship
with Bran. We have to stop.” Even though stopping was the last
thing I wanted.

“You think Bran can make you feel like this?” he damn
near growled as he grabbed the back of my head, gripping my
hair and rubbing his face in the crook of my neck. He inhaled
deeply, sending chills down my spine. “I can smell your lust,
Tia, your desire for me. Me, not him.”

“It doesn’t matter,” I replied weakly.
“The hell it doesn’t matter. I am not giving up that easily,

Tia. If this is the last chance I have with you, I am taking full
advantage. I will make it so that every time you look at him, you
will wish it was me.” He ground out each word slowly and pre-
cisely through clenched teeth. “Every time he beds you, it will
be my face you’ll see, my hands you’ll long for, my name on the
tip of your tongue.”

“Grimm, please...”
And then he was kissing me again, harder and faster than

before. His tongue exploring every inch of my mouth. Our
tongues twisting together in a wild, exotic dance. My body felt
like it was on fire, and so did his. Then we were sliding down
to the floor to our knees. He gently laid me on my back, never
breaking our kiss, my legs opening seemingly of their own ac-
cord to accommodate his girth. Slowly, oh so slowly, he broke
our lingering kiss. He was on top of me, hands on the floor like
he was doing a push up, eyes as black as pitch; I could see my
blazing eyes reflected in those dark pools.

Still balancing on one arm and looking into my eyes, he
was sliding his other hand down my body, pulling off my pants.
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Very slowly, he slid his hand up the inside of my thighs, spread-
ing them apart. His hand crept up my inner thigh until he
found that spot that let him know just how hot and wet I was
for him. Then he was nipping and licking his way down my
neck while flicking his thumb over my clit, making my body
shudder against his. When he found my breast and took as
much of it into his mouth as he could, he drove two fingers in-
side me. Then he released my breast and kissed his way down
to my navel, licking delicately down toward more sensitive re-
gions, all the while his fingers caressing, rubbing, and probing.
Suddenly, just when I thought I was about to explode with
pleasure, his fingers were replaced by his tongue, going deeper
than I would have thought possible, and he was drinking me
like I was the finest wine.

Somewhere in all of that, he must have taken off his own
pants, because suddenly he was once again hovering over me,
and with our gazes locked he thrust every inch of himself inside
me—and trust me, there were a lot of inches—leaving me gasp-
ing for air and wanting to beg for more.

“If you want me to stop, tell me now and I will,” he snarled,
pulling out slowly until only the tip of him was left inside, mak-
ing a small sound escape from my lips. “But if I am only allowed
this one last time, allow me at least this much to keep with me.
Allow me to have every piece of you, if only once more.” He
gave another deep, powerful thrust, making me cry out. “Allow
me to give you every inch of myself for just one final time. Al-
low me to feel every hot, sweet spot that is all you. Even if you
do go on with this foolish plan, he will only have your body.
Only I will forever own your heart.”
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He kissed me again, then said, “I swear, you will regret leav-
ing me.”
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CHAPTER 2:
DESTINIES

I ’d let the one man I’d ever loved walk away from me like
that? And not just out of the door, but quite possibly out of

my life altogether. The only time I ever felt whole was when I
was with him.

Everything he’d said to me had been the stone-cold truth.
I couldn’t have denied it if I’d wanted to. Of course I’d regret
leaving him. How could I not? Grimm made me feel complete,
whole. He filled me, consumed me with more heat than any fire
ever could. When I wasn’t with him, it was like a part of me
was missing. But for some reason—I don’t know how to ful-
ly explain it—it just felt like he’d meant something more by it.
Maybe I was just overanalyzing things. But his words had had
the weight, the heat, of a threat behind them.

I didn’t have time to think about any of that right then.
Right then, I had to get out of wallowing mode and focus
on the task at hand. Which was to prepare myself to begin a
courtship with my betrothed, Bran Leone.

I had nothing against Bran personally. How the hell could
I, when I didn’t even really know him?

For all I knew, we might both be in the same predicament.
He might be just as torn up about all this as I was. This be-
trothal had been set in place before either of us had even been
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born. Nothing but another power move. The two of us were
nothing more than two pawns in a game that neither of us had
signed on for. He might have someone whom he loved and had
to give up; how would I know? But truth be told, I honestly
could not care less about how he felt right then. I had my own
shredded heart to worry about.

All this because of some great battle. What if Grimm was
right and there would never be a battle? What if I had just let
him walk out of my life for nothing?

The battle was foretold in the Book of Knowing. “There
will be a child bestowed upon the Royal Family of the Under-
layes Witches, with hair the color of flames, fierce firelight in
her eyes. She will possess fire, strength, speed and unimaginable
powers. She will be born on the night of great magic, Samhain.
On the thirty-first year of her birth, she will come into her full
powers. She will be the determining factor in a great battle that
will change all magical creatures forever. With the help of a
strong warrior by her side...”

That was all I knew of it. Not when, how, why or in what
way any of this was supposed to come about.

So that’s why I was betrothed to Bran. He came from the
only family whose powers were almost as great as our own. Ac-
cording to my father, it stood to reason Bran must be the one.

If you asked me, which of course no one ever did, Bran
didn’t even fit into the category of strong warriors.

Granted, I’d only met him once. But the first impression I’d
got from him had been that he was nothing more than a pencil-
necked geek. From the looks of him, any of my sparring part-
ners would break his ass in half.
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Don’t get me wrong, he was very attractive, in a pretty-boy
type of way. But what good do looks do you in a fight? What
was he gonna do, bat his eyelashes at enemies and bring them
to their knees? Give me a break.

Hel, for all I knew, maybe he could.
Nothing seemed to make sense to me anymore.
Like my father’s utter loathing of vampires. If you asked

me, it was nothing more than an unjustified prejudice, just as
racism was in the human realm. Hating someone for no good
reason other than the simple fact that they were different from
you was the dumbest thing I’d ever heard. That was exactly
what humans had done to us all those centuries ago. Couldn’t
he see that?

Okay, so they drank blood—granted, a true yuck fac-
tor—but so what? We used some of our own blood to evoke
certain spells. Hel, his own sister used to use sacrifices for some
of her spells.

Apparently, from what I heard anyway, they could live to
be older than dirt. But again, so what? We had a life span of up
to five hundred years.

“Ugh, all of this is so frustrating!”
Oh, wassa matter, sugar? Chrissy whispered in my mind.
I’d been so busy thinking, I hadn’t even noticed her big

black furry ass prancing in. No, I am not being politically in-
correct. She is a big black were-panther who, for as long as I
have known her, refuses to take her human form. So when I say
she whispered in my mind, I mean that quite literally; she com-
municates with me telepathically (And only me. Aren’t I lucky?
Not.)
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“Oh, I don’t know, could it be the fact that my whole life is
fucking falling apart?”

Your life is really gonna fall apart if you don’t get to your room
and clean up all that sex off of ya. Ya smell like a damn brothel.

“Good. Maybe if I go on this date smelling like a sex facto-
ry, they’ll call this whole damn wedding off.”

Honey, you know nothing short of your death is gonna call
this weddin’ off.

“You know what, right about now, that doesn’t sound like
such a bad option.”

Don’t you dare put words in the universe like that! Your life is
not that bad.

“Look, Miss I-refuse-to-walk-on-two-legs-ever-again, I
know you of all people do not have the audacity to stand there
and give me a lecture on giving up on life. Isn’t that what you’ve
been doing for the whole of my natural life? You have been liv-
ing in your animal state for as long as I can remember, and I still
don’t know what in the hell you look like minus fur. Let’s be for
real, shall we?”

She hissed at me. That’s different.
“Like hell it’s different,” I snapped at her, needing to let my

frustration out somehow. And right now, she seemed like the
perfect outlet. “Or are you forgetting the similarities in my lit-
tle situation with your own? You know, the reason you refuse
to be nothing more than an animal? You lost your love. I’m
getting ready to lose mine. There is one big difference, though;
I don’t have the option of just retreating from life in another
form. I have to carry on, doing what’s best for everyone else,
with no regard to what may or may not be best for me.”
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See, back in the sixties, Crissy and a bunch of other pan-
thers from her pride had heard about the Black Panther move-
ment. They’d thought that since they were true black panthers,
they should join the cause, even though interacting with hu-
mans in that way was pretty much forbidden. The racism they’d
been standing up against had been no different from the preju-
dice that had been shown to all our kind, before we’d chosen to
create our own realm. At least we had been able to just leave the
situation, rather than continue to be subjected to all the atroci-
ties being committed against our people, from the innocent to
the guilty, from the young to the old. They couldn’t. They had
to live in that world. A world where they were treated differ-
ently for no other reason beside the color of their skin.

Over in this realm, we know a lot about being discrimi-
nated against for simply being different. We know how people
simply fear the unknown. Sure, all of the species had a lot of
different opinions about how we should go about things. From
staying to fight, killing those in our way, giving them a war they
would never forget. I might not have been there when things
went down, but I still hear talk of it now. Some still want to
go back for vengeance for things done to their families and
friends. I can’t even imagine what I would have done if I’d had
to watch my mother or sister burned at the stake.

We learned in our history classes that the highest councils
from each species finally had to step in and make a decision
to either leave or start an all-out war between mysticals and
humans. They were pretty confident they would win, but at
what cost? How many lives would be lost? Both on their side
and our own. Too many of our weaknesses were known to
mankind. True, they weren’t as strong as us by a long shot, but
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many of them knew how to strike at our most vulnerable mo-
ments.

So when Crissy and the others heard what was going on, it
hit them too close to home. They decided to go to the human
realm and try to help them, since they knew what being dis-
criminated against felt like. Especially knowing the humans
who were being treated that way had nowhere to run to,
couldn’t create a new realm and start over like we had. They
were stuck there. They had no choice but to stand up and try to
change things.

I lost more than a damn man back there. I lost my fucking
children that God-forsaken night! she hissed, baring sharp rows
of teeth.

I walked up while those blasted, ignorant, fool human police
were literally beating the living shit out of the one man I have ever
loved. I was so enraged I shifted right there on the spot to shred
them apart limb from fucking limb. I wasn’t even thinking... I
was so... Oh God, I couldn’t even see past what they were doing to
him. I wasn’t thinking of the fact that I was pregnant, and not just
pregnant, but pregnant with his children. His human children!

“Crissy, I didn’t kn—”
She snapped her teeth at me. Yeah, you didn’t fuckin’ know.

So stop speaking on what you know nothing about! When I shift-
ed, since they were part human, there was no way they could sur-
vive. Only purebred babies can survive a shift while still inside the
womb. So I not only lost the man I loved that night, but the only
part of him I could have held on to. A part of the two of us togeth-
er. My fuckin’ kids!

And you know what’s so ironic? I was going to him that night
to tell him that he was about to be a father. I had finally made the
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decision to leave everything and everyone behind to be with him.
To raise a family with him. I had already sent everyone else back
home. I was ready to give up everything to be with him! Every-
thing!

So when I saw him sprawled on the ground next to his car,
those fuckin’ pigs bashing his skull in, I went ballistic. I shifted
right there, I didn’t care who saw me. All I wanted was to shred
those bastards to pieces with my claws and teeth. To rip their cold,
empty hearts out of their chests. It wasn’t until I shifted back, ran
to him, screaming and crying over his body, that I realized not
all the blood on the ground belonged to him and his killers. That
I stopped to look down and see the blood running down my own
legs. While I was so busy revenging my lover, I murdered my own
children.

She turned to sprint out of the door.
“Crissy, I am so sorry.”
She kept going.
“Crissy...” Crissianna, STOP!
She stopped instantly, turned her enormous head and

glared at me.
What the hell did you just do?
“I didn’t do anything!” I didn’t think I had, anyway.
You made me stop. You echoed a command in my head! No

witch can do that.
“Crissy—”
What the hell are you?
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CHAPTER 3:
FIRST

IMPRESSIONS

“S o where are we going?” I asked Bran, trying, but failing
miserably, to seem excited.

“It’s a surprise,” he replied nervously, shifting his weight
from foot to foot.

He had told me when asked how I should dress for the oc-
casion that anything I wanted to wear would be fine. But when
I tried to be my normal, bitchy self and throw on my workout
gear, my sister, Elyssia, flashed into my room.

“You are soooo not wearing that!”
“And just why the hell not? And what did I tell you about

flashing your ass into my room?”
Elyssia just stood there staring at me with a grimace that

looked wrong on her sweet, petite, chocolate-brown face. Her
midnight-blue hair was pulled back in a ponytail and her arms
were crossed around her little chest.

“He said I could wear whatever I wanted to.” I shrugged.
“And this is what I want to wear.”

“He didn’t say to dress like you’re going for a walk up in
the hills. Here, wear this.” Elyssia snapped her skinny little fin-
gers, dressing me in a micro-mini red leather skirt and leather
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midriff top to match. It showed all my abs and damn near all of
my breasts.

“Oh, no to the hell no. We might as well skip the date and
go straight to having sex.”

“Tia, you are marrying this guy, so why not?” She chuckled.
She snapped her fingers again, this time putting me in a black
leather halter mini dress with holes at the sides and a V-neck all
the way down to my navel.

I just stared at her. And trust me, the stare that I gave her
spoke volumes.

“Fine, you’re no fun, at all,” she said with a pout, then be-
hind a little squealy laugh, she snapped her fingers yet again.

A wicked grin began spreading across my lips. “This, I can
do.”

When Bran arrived, I had on a pair of tight red leather
pants, slits on both legs coming up to my knees. Red, knee-high
combat boots with small diamond skulls going up the sides,
with a five-inch steel stiletto heel. A sheer, white, long-sleeved
blouse, with a V-neck all the way down to my waist band, over
a red sequined halter to seal the deal. Borderline sleazy, yet very
sexy.

“Are you ready?” he asked, still looking nervous, like some
human boy in high school going on his first date.

Don’t get me wrong, he did look very nice, in a black linen
suit with a blue silk dress shirt and a black neck-tie to seal the
deal. But he just looked so damn straight and narrow. No ex-
citement. Just. Plain. Boring.

“As ready as I’ll ever be.” I managed to say while wishing I
were anywhere but there.
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He held out his hands for me to take, which meant only
one thing.

“We’re flashing there?” I asked in a slightly panicked tone.
“Well, yeah. I mean, if that’s okay with you. It’d be the eas-

iest way to get there,” he stammered. “I’ll get us there safely. I
mean, in one piece, all limbs intact, promise.”

Oh yeah, that really made me feel so much better, not. I just
let out a long, heavy sigh and took his hands. Guessed if I had
to marry the little turd, I might as well start trusting him. I just
did not like depending on someone else flashing me anywhere.
Especially when I didn’t even know where that anywhere was.

I closed my eyes and prayed.
The wind picked up around us. One minute we were stand-

ing in my gardens, the next we were standing in front of...
“Carnival Erotica?”

EROTICA...HMMM. THE name pretty much said it all. It
was a place where all the true freaks came out at night. A place
where everyone in Underlayes could come together and just
be themselves without any worries about some sort of power
struggle. Though I had heard of it, I’d never been.

It was some sort of mix between a carnival and a night club.
With real sideshows, not like the ones in the human realm.
Kissing booths with two-headed exotic women. Eight-limbed
contortionist creatures. Dragon shifters shooting flames from
their mouths in their human forms. Werelions, weretigers,
werebears, oh my, having shifting contests. Truly a sight to see.
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All I could say was, “Wow.” For the first time that night, I
didn’t have to fake my enthusiasm.

“I was hoping you would like it. I mean, I hope it’s not too
much,” Bran stammered, “I wanted our first time together...I
mean, our first night together...our date, our first date together,
to be something special.”

It was so pitifully sweet the way he kept stammering over
his words.

“Bran, this is amazing. I have always wanted to come here.”
What else could I say? It was true. Even though he was talking
like a friggin’ imbecile, he had picked the perfect spot.

“Really?”
“Really.”
“Good, good, that’s good.”
He unsteadily reached his hand out for mine to hold as we

walked through the gates. But when I cringed at how clammy
his palm was, he noticed, and immediately withdrew his hand,
wiping it on his pants.

“Sorry, I am just nervous. Wow, I am doing everything all
wrong aren’t I?”

“Bran, it’s okay, really.” I tried to take his hand again, but he
just backed away from me.

“I’m sorry, I really am. I know you really don’t want to be
here with me, and that’s okay, really. I mean, I am a total goof.”
He raked his hands through his hair, “Imma just go to the little
witches’ room. You’ll be okay for a minute, won’t you? Yeah,
you will. I promise I’ll come back a brand-new man.”

And just like that he was gone.
“Men”, I muttered. I just shook my head and kept on walk-

ing. “Oh well, might as well enjoy myself.”
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Both full moons were out and shining beautifully. The
magic-filled night air smelled wonderfully intoxicating. I in-
haled deeply, taking it all in.

I walked past a witchdoctor’s booth. He was juggling three
shrunken heads that were still screaming. Stopped at the drag-
on shifters’ booth, gathered fire in my palm, and blew a fiery
kiss at one who’d caught my eye. He was very tall—maybe six
foot seven, heavily tanned, curly short brown hair, glistening
muscular chest. He wore nothing more than a rough pair of
pants, yummy. He caught the kiss and placed a sizzling hand to
his chest, then blew fire into the sky to make a heart. Then he
shot an arrow through it.

As I kept walking, I felt a chill run up my spine, and an
eerie feeling I couldn’t explain in the pit of my stomach. It felt
as though someone was staring a hole in the back of my head. I
turned around and found myself in front of the vamp booth.

OKAY, WHAT I SAW BEFORE me was nothing I had been
prepared for. From all the talk from my father, I would have
expected to encounter a bunch of raging beasts foaming at the
mouth. I would have expected to be completely paralyzed by
agonizing fear. I would have expected to find myself wanting to
run away screaming with my proverbial tail between my legs. I
would have expected my body to go cold with dread.

But I felt no fear, no dread, no revulsion. Instead, all I felt
was instant recognition. Almost the same feeling I got when
another witch was around.
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I can’t describe the feeling to you, ’cause I barely under-
stood myself; it was something I just knew. I’d asked my sister
once if she ever felt the same. She’d just assumed I was nuts, so
I’d never mentioned it to anyone again.

Only this feeling was slightly more intense.
I was face to face with an absolutely beautiful man. That

was the only word I could use to describe him, not that he
looked feminine in any way. He was just absolute perfection.
Pale, flawless skin, jet-black hair slicked back into a ponytail,
full pink lips. And his eyes were utter blackness with a hint of
a silver gleam. I could almost feel a pull from the way he was
glaring at me. But I refused to look away or even blink, though
it felt as if he were challenging me to do so.

And before I could dare to blink, he was standing right be-
hind me. Before I could turn around, he was right in my face,
then to my right side, then my left, and in front of me again. I
didn’t know if he was flashing or if he was simply moving that
fast.

I knew he was going to be at my back again. I suddenly
spun around, and we were facing each other, eye to eye. He
reached up as if to touch my hair. But just as quickly as he
reached out to touch me, I grabbed his wrist. I hadn’t even re-
alized I’d made a move. He just stared at me with what looked
like approval in his eyes.

While I was distracted, trying to figure out what the hell
that was all about, I heard hissing sounds coming from behind
me. He twisted his wrist out of my grasp to take my hand, raise
it to his lips, and lay a gentle kiss on the back of my hand,
deeply inhaling my scent.
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“My lady,” he breathed in a thick accent, “I smell not even
the faintest whiff of fear on your lovely skin.”

“Probably because I don’t see a damn thing I should be
afraid of.” I scowled at him while bringing fire to my hand.
“Now kindly let go of my fucking hand.”

He let go before I so much as singed his skin.
He gave a subtle bow. “I beg your forgiveness, for you have

taken me by surprise. You are the first being I’ve encountered
unaffected by my...gaze,” he said with a sly smile.

“That means absolutely nothing to me.”
“Maybe you’re just losing your touch,” hissed one of the

three females who were now at his back. In the blink of an eye,
two burly looking, leather-clad males were flanking his sides.

“Well isn’t this quaint? The fucking cast of Grease. Are you
going to break into a song and dance now?” I couldn’t have
stopped the sly remark from parting my lips if I had tried.

“Do not dare insult us by comparing us to mere frolick-
ing...humans.” The blonde female visibly shuddered.

She was slightly taller, but just as pale as the others. Long
legs underneath a pink leather micro-mini, arms folded under
barely-there breasts covered by a pink leather halter top. Long,
straight blonde hair falling loosely over her shoulders.

“Mira, you will show some respect.”
“Darvyn, dear,” she drawled, “just because she was able to

hold your gaze? That means nothing.”
“Very well; perhaps she will accept a challenge,” Darvyn

replied with an evil little grin.
“Look, I don’t know what games you people are trying to

play, but I’m out.”
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I turned to walk away, and the Spanish-looking female was
all up in my grill.

“I like this little puta, Darvyn, she’s got some spice in her,”
she purred.

She was tall—they were all roughly six feet. Petite
breasts—must be a vamp thing. Thick hips, all legs, long slick
wavy black hair going down her back. Clad in pink leather just
like the other two females. Pink leather midriff halter dress,
fuchsia pink stiletto hooker boots coming to mid-thigh.

“Let me have a little taste, por favor, mi corazon.”
She reached out as if to caress my face, and I whirled away

from her, only to have her right in my face again. Staring at me
as if looking for something.

“Oh, love,” Darvyn called from somewhere behind me,
“you look like just the perfect candidate to play a lil’ carnie
game of ours. A test of mystical prowess, nothing more. Just as
the shifters have their games, so do we mere vamps.”

While still engaged in yet another strange staring contest, I
asked, “If I play this little game of yours, will you step the fuck
up off me?” Where the hell was Bran?

“But of course, m’lady,” he answered in what I was sure was
supposed to be a seductive tone.

“What’s the name of this game?”
What the hell am I doing?
“The Wall of Death.”
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CHAPTER 4: THE
WALL OF DEATH

A gainst my better judgment, I found myself playing fol-
low-the-leader with a group of vampires. So smart on my

part, right? Yeah, not. But my curiosity was getting the better
of me. Think about it—wouldn’t you be the same way? All my
life I’d been told such nonsense about vampires, yet now that I
was face to face with them, so far, none of it had been true. And
the skinny little bitch talking shit kind of had my hackles ris-
ing.

Some date this was turning out to be. What kind of bath-
room break was Bran taking anyway? Had he fallen in the
damn thing? It wasn’t like I could just pick up one of those
devices humans have to communicate with each other and ask
him what the fuck was going on. I had no idea where the re-
strooms were, and didn’t really want to be on this damn date in
the first place. So what else was I going to do, stand around and
twiddle my thumbs?

If Grimm were there, he wouldn’t have left my side. We
would have been enjoying this evening, together. Probably
dancing by now at the Harlequin Dance Theater under the
two full moons. My goddess, just imagining his strong, massive
arms wrapped around me brought unwanted tears to the backs
of my eyes and sent a sharp spike through my heart.
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Guessed I might as well get used to that feeling, seeing as
how my nights with Grimm were now officially in the past.
Nights of feeling complete, loved, wanted above all others,
a thing of the past. But trying to picture my life without
Grimm...

We walked along a torch-lit pathway at least fifty or so
yards behind their booth. The two moons glowed brightly, giv-
ing off almost as much light as the fire from the torches, maybe
even more. Yet it was still eerily darker out there than in the
rest of the carnival, as if there were something sucking up all
the light. The murky shadows gave off the feel of someone out
there lurking, watching.

Upon reaching our destination, I fully understood how the
game had gotten its name. Hanging from a crumbling, gray
concrete wall were three thoroughly decayed corpses. Ragged
scraps of clothing covered sagging, grayish skin. Thin, lifeless,
scraggly hair, and barely enough skin left to even attempt to
make out any facial features. Bodies so misshapen there was no
way to distinguish what gender they had been in life.

And as crazy as this sounds, even to my own ears, I felt
myself being pulled towards one of those bodies. Something
tugged at my awareness, pulled me, called to me.

As if reading my mind, Darvyn came up behind me, mak-
ing me flinch just a little. “The one you feel has some life force
left within it. You must kiss.”

“I have to what?” I barely got the words out around the bile
that rose in my throat.

Okay, I was dealing with vamps. So I really shouldn’t have
been surprised by what they considered fun and games. But
excuse me if the thought of putting my mouth on one of
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those...things made me cringe and want to say fuck face value
and high-tail it outta there. But I couldn’t ignore that incessant
pull.

“Out of the three corpses you see before you, one is actually
still very much alive.” Darvyn went on to explain. “In order to
win the game, you must determine which one that is. You will
have one shot only, so choose wisely.”

And on that note, he stepped back with the others to watch
the show. At some point, I probably should have asked why I
was the only one back there to play this game. At the time, for
whatever admittedly dumb reason, it just didn’t seem to cross
my mind.

Slowly, I began walking towards the corpse I kept feeling
drawn towards. Trust me, I was in no hurry to do it. Come on,
would you be in a hurry to do it?

As I walked up, I started wondering about the only group
of beings I had heard of that could pull this decaying corpse
thing off. Of course it was a group of vampires, though a rare
one; they had been made, not born. Legend had it that
Hekate’s children, necromancers, and Nyx’s children, vampires,
had conducted a small experiment to see what would happen
if they took a dying day-walker (human), some vampire’s blood
and a necro’s ability to reanimate. The result, a true vampire of
folklore: an undead. These vampires were said to have the abil-
ity to appear corpselike at will, their true state. And that group
had gone on to have children of their own, though not many,
something about their reanimated state making it a very rare,
nigh impossible thing.

Their reasons for doing this? You’re asking the wrong per-
son that question. See, true vampires are just another race, not
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a result of a curse or a bite. So for them to go out of their way
to create something from scary stories told to human children
had always been a conundrum.

“Come on, puta, what is taking you so long? What are you,
afraid? Thinking you’ll choose the wrong one?”

I was really getting sick of that chick. Her voice was grating
on my nerves more than anything; it sounded like that chick
from that human show, Modern Family. Matter of fact, they
even had the same hair and lips; only thing missing was the big-
ass boobs.

I picked up my pace and walked the last ten feet. Lifting my
chin and lowering my eyelids, I raised my lips to what was left
of the thing’s mouth, placed a chaste kiss and stepped back.

Nothing happened.
At first I thought maybe I had been wrong after all, then a

thought struck me. When dealing with vampires, what’s usual-
ly the key ingredient?

I bit down on my lower lip, hard enough to draw a drop of
my own blood. Closing my eyes, I once again raised my lips to
meet that decaying mouth, and this time something did hap-
pen.

Lips, warm and very much alive, began to form beneath my
own. A tongue, soft, wet and moist, darted out to catch the
drop of blood from my lip. I could hear popping and stretch-
ing as skin and organs began to mend and retake shape. And
though, as the creature began to delve its tongue into my
mouth, the very thought of what it had looked like prior to
shutting my eyes should have disgusted me, it didn’t. I was too
lost in the kiss.
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I heard the chains being yanked free of the wall just before
skeletal fingers grabbed my arms, taking shape into strong, firm
hands, pulling me in to a body that turned out to be very much
male.

As soon as I felt myself being pulled so deep into the kiss
that the entire world was slipping away, another set of hands
yanked me away so hard and fast I landed on my ass.

“What the hell?!” I asked, more to myself than anyone else,
seeing as no one was paying me any attention anyway.

Everyone seemed to be focused on the scene taking place
where I had just been thrown from. Darvyn was standing ram-
rod-stiff with his back to me. It was he who had yanked me
away, and his fists were clenched so tightly at his sides I was sure
he must have drawn blood.

“That is more than enough,” Darvyn seethed at the creature
who used to be a corpse. Because the male he was standing toe
to toe with now was anything but a corpse. He had spiked salt-
and-pepper hair—literally; equal parts white and black on ei-
ther side, split right down the middle. High cheekbones, full,
kissable lips, cleft chin—though I normally hated that, he
seemed not only to pull it off, but to make it look sexy as
hell. Facial features that were understated yet captivating all the
same, gunmetal-gray eyes that seemed to pull me in even from
a distance...the only things still ragged were the clothes.

“Don’t you think I should be the one to decide when
enough is enough? I have abided by the rules your father has
laid down long enough,” the male seethed right back at
Darvyn. “I don’t plan on waiting—”
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“Waiting is exactly what you are going to do. This was
nothing more than a test we all agreed upon to be certain she
was—”

“Well, now we know, and I think it’s beyond time that she
did too.” That came out as a snarl. His eyes were no longer just
gunmetal gray, but glowing a bright, liquid silver.

“Hey!” I shouted, “if I’m the ‘she’ you’re talking about,
I’m standing...well, maybe not exactly standing, but I am right
here!”

They just continued to go back and forth as though they
hadn’t even heard me. As intensely as they were arguing, they
probably hadn’t. I picked myself up off the ground and dusted
off my now grass-covered ass. I decided that I might as well go
looking for Bran, or at the very least go to the dance theater on
my own and attempt to enjoy the rest of my night. Screw them
and their games.

“Damn it,” I muttered to myself, “can this night get any
worse?”
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CHAPTER 5: JUST
WHEN YOU
THINK YOU

KNOW WHAT
YOU ARE

The worst thing about doing things by yourself ? It gives
you too much time to think about all your most recently

made dumbass decisions. You know, things like kissing a rotten
corpse. Granted, that corpse hadn’t been completely dead, but
ever since I’d turned and walked away, my gums had been itch-
ing like mad.

The best part? Being able to just enjoy all the sights and at-
tractions without anyone else worrying you about where you
needed to be. Just being able to take your time and enjoy the
getting there.

So I strolled along doing just that; enjoying all the smells
of the different foods, though some did make me want to gag.
People-watching along the way; the small clusters of groups
laughing, playing and just plain enjoying themselves. Admit-
tedly, every couple I saw walking hand in hand did bring on a
pang of hurt and a whole load of jealousy. I didn’t think people
truly realized how lucky they were just being able to be with the
person they chose, not forced to be with someone chosen for
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them. Able to fall in and out of love over and again until they
met their fated one, or for the rest or their existence, depending
on their species.

As they say, you never appreciate the little things until
they’re no longer there. This whole betrothal and prophecy
crap made me feel as though I was just a piece of property, or
better yet, a bargaining chip. I wondered if either of my parents
had ever stopped to think about how I felt about any of this
mess.

Finally, I stood before the Harlequin Nights Dance The-
ater. Yes, it was just as exotic as it sounded, maybe even more so.
The outside of the building alone seemed to have some type of
vibe that made you just plain feel. It was the tallest building in
the entire fair, with a brilliantly bright sign in an elegant script
atop a beautiful gothic-style cathedral. No need for a bouncer
at the door; a magical spell kept all minors out, literally bounc-
ing them off an invisible wall and alerting their parents to their
mischief.

All sorts of smells assaulted my nostrils when I entered the
building, but not overwhelmingly so. A hint of lilac, a touch
of primrose, the masculine smell of musk mixed with a danger-
ously sexy pang of leather. All those different fragrances com-
ing together as they were should have been appalling, but in-
stead they were alluring, as though their very combination cre-
ated an aphrodisiac so strong that I had no choice but to just
stand there for a moment and allow myself to take it all in, clos-
ing my eyes and tilting my head back ever so slightly to just ap-
preciate it. And that was exactly what I did. For the briefest of
moments, I felt nothing but utter tranquility. A feeling I didn’t
think I’d ever had the chance of experiencing before.
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The multiple dance floors? Such an incredible thing for the
eyes to behold, and a truly exotic sight. It was no wonder they
bounced kids right back out on their asses rather than letting
them catch so much as a glance. On the center stage was a scene
that was so exquisitely erotic it made me feel as though I were
an intruder looking in on an intimate moment between two
lovers. Yet if I were to look away, I felt like I would be cheapen-
ing their love affair.

They were two traditional-looking Harlequin dancers, but
by the unmistakable pull, one instantly knew them for the
sirens they were. Even though they were standing, their grace-
ful movements made them seem as though they were making
love with their clothing still on. The way they moved together,
touched each other, without losing eye-contact for even the
slightest of moments. The longer I stood there watching them,
the less I could tell where one ended and the other began, with
the most sensual music playing in the background.

All around were scenes such as that, with all different types
and variations of couples; male to male, female to female, two
males to one female, two females to one male. Each variation
with its very own love story to tell from different platforms all
around; some within crystal cages hanging from the ceiling,
some on mezzanines, others on small stages interspersed across
the dance floor. Each with its very own soundtrack that fitted
with its intensity yet did not distract from the others’ tales.
Some were rough and violent, as though trying to fight the
painfully obvious love they shared before giving in to the in-
evitable. Others were soft, sweet and intense. Some fought to
be the one shown all the affection, and others tried to fight
themselves for needing more than one lover.
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Some gave in completely, making love right there on their
own not-so-private stage. Instead of feeling dirty for looking, I
felt warmed for being allowed to watch their love unfold.

The performers who had my complete attention at the mo-
ment were the ménage of two females and one male. The song
they shared was “Broken Pieces” by Apocalyptica. Yes, we get
human music over here—we do have wizards. One of the fe-
males was in the center; you could see the struggle in her eyes
as to which lover she should choose. As she continued to look
from one of them to the other, they decided for her. As one,
they ripped away the slip of a dress that was hanging from her
body, exposing the fact that she was completely bare under-
neath. Then the other female knelt down, and taking her slen-
der leg, she placed her tiny bare foot on her shoulder, and be-
gan to lick and kiss while working her with three fingers as the
male took her from behind.

Before I knew it, I was moving my own hips and dancing
right along with everyone else on the dance floor. It was proba-
bly the first time since entering the theater that I had even no-
ticed there was anyone else besides the dancers on the various
stages.

Soon I was no longer dancing alone. Someone had come
up behind me, matching me move for move until before long
I was following his lead. I was so caught up in the music that I
didn’t even open my eyelids as he turned me to face him. For
some reason, when I did pry open my eyes, instead of looking
at his face, my gaze seemed to zero in on the pulse beating at
his neck, my gums itching even more now than they had been
earlier. Just as I was about to give in to impulse and allow my
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tongue to play with that strong, beating pulse, I was being spun
away by a new dance partner to a whole new beat.

Before I had a chance to so much as protest, my new part-
ner spun me in to his body and claimed my lips. Lips I had just
tasted not too long ago that evening, only this time they were
already fully formed from the very beginning of the kiss. The
connection this time around was even stronger than our initial
kiss. Gone were the tattered rags, replaced by an elegant gos-
samer silk blouse that slid beneath my palms and seemed to en-
hance the muscles underneath. Somewhere within the kiss, he
must have nicked his tongue with a fang, because I was tasting
not just him, but also a hint of copper that was both tangy and
sweet. Instead of repelling me, that taste only seemed to draw
me in all the more, and I ended up sucking on his tongue even
harder. Once again we were completely surrounded by others,
and again it felt as though no one else was there but the two of
us.

So caught up were we that we didn’t even notice the chaos
breaking out all around us until a literal banshee screamed for
us to watch out, that blood-curdling screech something that’s
pretty impossible to ignore. Which was a good thing, consider-
ing that we were standing directly underneath one of the crys-
tal cages, a cage that was no longer attached to the ceiling.

Neither of us panicked, and as if mirroring each other
without a word passing between our lips, we spun out of the
way immediately, reaching back to grab the cage as it fell, gently
setting it down on the floor.

“Merci tres beaucoup.”
“Thank you so, so much.”
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Their words of gratitude just floated around my head as I
stared at my dance partner, wondering not only what had just
happened, but how in Hel’s name I’d had the strength to help
lower that cage, occupants and all, without a strain or so much
as breaking a sweat.

“What the fuck just happened?” I heard myself saying just
as the ground began to shake, for what must not have been the
first time.

“Looks as though we are experiencing an earthquake, my
dear one.”

If I’d had time, I’d probably have been melting at truly
hearing his voice for the first time. During his argument with
Darvyn, I’d been so pissed at being talked about that I’d barely
even registered it. He had a deep, husky, and unmistakably mas-
culine timbre with a slight British accent that could make a
woman melt at the very sound of it, or at the very least make
her panties very wet. While usually I hate British accents, since
they so often make the user sound like an asshole or know-it-
all even if they’re as dumb as shit, he did much more than just
make it work.

“Not exactly what I was referring to, but care to explain
how it is we’re having an earthquake when we’re not even on
Earth?”

“Technically, we are, just in another plane of existence.”
I gave him the not-so-polite look that comment deserved.

“Smart-ass.”
“But as I stated, it only looks as though it is an earthquake.

Truly, the only time this happens is either when a new rift has
been made between worlds, or some very nasty magic has just
been used. Neither bodes well, seeing as whatever just hap-
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pened had to have been not too far from our vicinity. Not with
all the chaos surrounding us now.”

And chaos was the most apt word to describe the scene be-
fore us. Gone was the atmosphere of sexual serenity, replaced
by utter confusion, shock, and in some cases pure terror. Debris
falling from the ceiling, glass shattering within the vicinity of
the bar—the bar I’d never even had a chance to partake of,
much less appreciate. Again, as though we had choreographed
our every move, we went to catch the cages as they fell from
above, others doing the same, just not as gracefully.

The cage with the ménage a trois I had been admiring came
plummeting down, and no one was able to make it there in
time. The male and female managed to shield their lover in the
center, but not without causing deadly damage to themselves in
the process.

Both their bodies were filled with crystal shards protruding
from every major artery. The three of them lay in a pool of
blood. When others began moving the bodies carefully in or-
der to get to the female who had survived, the devastated siren
let out a scream so piercing you would have thought she were
part banshee as they tried to disentangle her from her departed
lovers’ limbs.

A female shifter growled in her face, “Don’t you dare allow
their sacrifice to be made in vain. They loved you enough to die.
Now, you love them enough to live. Now get up.” It wasn’t until
she ended the statement in a fierce snarl that the siren allowed
herself to be pulled away from what everyone could see were
two vital pieces of her heart.

Tears flowed freely down the siren’s face from her hollowed
eyes. Her pain was so palpable, I could feel it within myself.
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I looked around, seeing other couples huddling together, the
same hurt looks in others’ eyes. I could immediately tell many
were feeling the same.

Her beauty remained with her, regardless of how hard she
cried and the anguish that she was in. Even her lovers remained
beautiful in death, the blood coating them making for a
macabre display to be sure, but somehow not distracting nor
taking away from their sheer magnificence. It was almost as
though they were an artistic scene spread out for all to see. Of
course, they were far from that. And when that poor siren re-
membered this day in the centuries to come, that was definitely
not how she would view what must be one of the most horrible
days of her life.

As the chaos and the tremors began to ebb, all around peo-
ple began helping the fallen. Gone was the sexual, carefree at-
mosphere. In its place was anything but; sorrow, pain, horror
and devastation took its place. Flashing people in and out, get-
ting them out from underneath trapped beams and fallen de-
bris. Some just too devastated to do so on their own. Too shak-
en up, or just plain in shock from all the various disasters that
had taken place in a matter of moments but for them had felt
like a minor eternity. Others began helping with the clean-up,
some not even using magic to do so, just needing to keep busy
to occupy their minds with something other than what they
had just lost. Most of the beings in Underlayes are strong, and
many damn near indestructible, but none are completely im-
mortal, and not all things can be healed. Some beings had been
decapitated, while others just had too many damaged arteries
to repair.
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My newfound dance partner and I separated to help with
the cleanup. Without a word between us, we went around
from one person to the next seeing how best we could possibly
help, even if just to allow someone to use us as a handkerchief.
We somehow remained within each other’s eyesight the entire
time, which should have been creepy as all hell, but wasn’t.

Finally, when things were in some semblance of order, it
seemed as though we were about to have a chance to actually
talk. With our lips instead of glances, and with words instead
of our tongues. That was until I made a foolish mistake and re-
vealed myself for who I was.

In all the commotion, the magical barriers must have come
down at the doors, because a group of teens came in, trying to
see the inside the infamous theater. I peered at one out of the
corner of my eye. He was about to slide on some ice on the bar.
Normally that wouldn’t even be a problem; he could fall on his
ass and we could all have a good laugh at his dumb ass for be-
ing there in the first place knowing full well he had no business
doing so. It wouldn’t have been a problem if it weren’t for the
fact that with his trajectory, he would nine times out of ten fall
face-first into way too many shards of crystal from the fallen
cage. At his age, no way would he be able to flash himself out
of the way in time, nor be able to heal himself of that many in-
juries.

I couldn’t very well just watch him pretty much get himself
killed just for being a curious teen, no matter how brainless his
actions. In a split-second decision, I drew on my fire within,
just enough to create steam and heat, and directed it towards
the ice before his foot could land in it. I none too gently shoved
him out of the way with it as well. The problem? In doing so,
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my hair rose as well, revealing two of my very identifying birth-
marks of two flames, one at the nape of my neck, the other
above my right temple.

Immediately, every witch in the vicinity dropped to one
knee to genuflect before me, all the other factions bowing their
heads in respect.

“There goes my night,” I mumbled under my breath, know-
ing that at least one of them would realize I should not be there
and notify dear old Dad. This was the last place he had ex-
pected us to come on our date; I’m pretty sure he thought we
were having a nice, quiet dinner somewhere. If Mr. Conserva-
tive knew where we actually were, he wouldn’t be too pleased
about it.

Just as I had that thought, my new whatever started head-
ing my way, then from out of nowhere came Bran. He grabbed
my arm and pulled me flush against him.

“Let’s get you out of here.”
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CHAPTER 6:
STRANGE

ENCOUNTERS

“What the fuck?” I said to Bran as I shoved him off me
after he flashed us to who knew where. Though it

was sort of a loaded question. One, where did he get off flash-
ing me anywhere without so much as asking me first? Two,
where had he even friggin’ been? Three, where were we? And
last but not least, why did he seem so different?

Seeing the confusion playing across my face, he laughed.
I mean, the fool straight up laughed at me like I was the one
who’d lost my ever-loving mind. “You look so cute when you
make that face, Princess, but don’t hold it too long, or it just
might get stuck like that. Ha!”

I just looked at him. What had happened to the blubbering
idiot who’d been stuttering every other word when he first
picked me up? His hair was even different—well, it was no
longer standing up on top of his head. His clothes, while not
different, hung off him differently. There were just a ton of sim-
ilarities yet differences in him now; little things that made him
seem like a whole new person altogether.

“First of all, where the hell have you been? ’Cause that has
to have been the longest bathroom break I have ever witnessed.
Two...well two is too hard for me to even put into words, so let’s
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just focus on number one. Then you can tell me where the heck
you just brought me to.”

“Let’s just say I had to freshen up to make myself more pre-
sentable for you. Just needed to give myself a sort of...confi-
dence builder,” he said with a devilish smirk. “As for where we
are? Welcome to my home, Princess. This is the living quarters
of my bedroom suite.”

A darkly gorgeous room to be sure, but I didn’t like the
vibe I was getting from it. A large, plush, soft black satin round-
about sofa with matching chairs. Blood-red walls with silver
sconces hanging down. Extremely large fireplace that otherwise
would have been romantic, but just seemed all the more sinister
for its beauty. What was kind of odd to me was the fact that
there was no other furniture. Granted, the sofa itself was long
enough to seat at least six. But there were no tables, no other
chairs, the only light being what came off the flames in the fire-
place. Not even the candles were lit, which was kind of odd for
a witch. No, we don’t keep them lit at all times, but as nervous
as he’d been earlier that evening, one would have thought he’d
have at least a lavender candle lit right now.

“Please, relax, take a seat. Let us talk and get to...know one
another. Care for something to drink? You must be parched af-
ter the events that just took place. Be right back.” Before I had
a chance to say so much as a yes or no, he was off again.

Soon as I sat down, he was indeed right back, this time
with two gorgeous crystal glasses in his hands. Handing me
one, he sat down with the other, then turned to face me. “How
about a toast? To our future and to our beginning, tonight.”

We clinked our glasses, and I admit, the smell was delec-
table.
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“Go ahead, don’t be shy, drink up. I am more than sure you
will enjoy it.”

I think I liked him better when he was a stuttering idiot.
He was right, though. I put the glass to my lips, and I was damn
near in love from the very first sip. It was chilled just perfectly
so, almost like a slushy mix, but not. It wasn’t overly thick, but
it also wasn’t as thin as, say, a juice either. Slightly bubbly, but
nothing as strong as pop. More subtle than that, almost like a
champagne. It was like pure ambrosia, and before I knew it the
entire glass was gone.

Then the glass seemed to just continue to fill itself up of its
own accord. The more I drank, the more relaxed I became, and
the more we talked and laughed and had the time of our lives.
But I don’t even know what we were truly talking about. It was
just fun. I don’t know. It was almost like a drunken feeling, as
though I were getting intoxicated yet not. I was slightly light-
headed, but not overwhelmingly so. Before long it began to feel
as though I were in a dream; not even really there, but on the
outside looking in at myself, yet at the same time experiencing
everything. As though part of me were astral projecting, while
the other part just continued as though nothing were amiss.

Then I did something truly out of character. I leaned to-
wards Bran. “You missed a drop,” I said in a husky voice that
didn’t even sound like my own. Taking my middle finger, I
swiped a drop of the drink from the corner of his mouth. In-
stead of placing it to my own lips, I placed it on his until he
opened his lips and took my finger into his mouth, suckling it.
As I slid my now very wet finger out of his mouth, I scooted
even closer to him. “No, I don’t think I quite got all of it.”
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Next thing I knew, I was straddling him, and kissing him as
though my very life depended on it. It wasn’t even a romantic
kiss, just one of sheer desperation and hunger. Before long, we
were ripping each other’s clothes off.

As though in a deep fog, I heard Bran whispering, “Oh, I
think she’s quite ready now.”

I thought I heard three slight thuds as soon as those words
left his lips. But I was way past the point of caring. We con-
tinued kissing, our hands all over each other. At some point
we must have managed to get completely undressed, because
he put his hands on either side of my bare hips, setting my
core right on top of his very hard erection. I lowered myself in
one smooth move, then I felt someone behind me, and I was
past caring. I was only feeling, my mind in a fog, some part
of me screaming that something was definitely not right, but I
couldn’t bring myself to care.

The male behind me must have been on his knees, not even
giving me a chance to see what his face looked like. As Bran and
I got into that perfect rhythm with each other, the newcomer
moved my hair to the side and began kissing and licking at my
neck, his hands finding my breasts and tweaking my nipples. As
he trailed a finger down my back, I felt myself grow even wetter
around Bran, almost to the point of squirting, but not quite,
my entire body hot all over. Then he too was entering me, from
behind. And while I had never had anyone enter that part of
me before, it didn’t hurt, and not because he lacked in size—far
from it. So suddenly I had two very enhanced males inside me,
probing me, filling me.

Before long, the three of us ended up on the floor, the
men having traded places. I was now straddling and riding this
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strange new male. Finally able to look into his eyes, I could see
him for the incubus that he was, not that that stopped me; in-
stead it just egged me on for more as Bran entered me from be-
hind.

Then yet another male walked up to us. Once again, I had
not seen this one’s face, just as I hadn’t with the other before
him. He just came to kneel beside us, his well-endowed erec-
tion at full attention before my face. I grabbed him closer to
me, taking all of him into my mouth.

Bran released inside me; I could feel his warm seed spilling
from my ass. As he slid out, someone else slid in. As he entered
me, he grazed his fangs along my neck, then he struck. His ca-
nines slid into my skin with ease, feeling almost as good as the
other part of his anatomy.

On and on it went for hours, the men trading positions,
each of them making love to me in each orifice.

I heard a struggle in the near distance. Somehow, I man-
aged to move my head to see what was going on, and I saw
Grimm. He was being held down, made to watch the entire
display, as someone forced him to drink the same concoction
that I’d voluntarily drunk with abandon. I knew I should care.
I knew I shouldn’t even be doing this; that not just something
but so many things were morally wrong with this scenario. I
just could not stop. It was as though two parts of my soul were
conflicted; one was in complete and utter bliss, and was telling
the part that was thinking of consequences and responsibilities
to shut the fuck up.

I felt myself giving Grimm a come-hither look and licking
my lips, and then a change came over him. Suddenly he was
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there, wrapping his hand around my throat and entering me
brutally. But damn, did it feel good.

It continued for I don’t even know how long. It felt so good
and so wrong all at the same time. I just couldn’t stop myself,
and neither could Grimm.

Each of them on me, each of them inside me, each of them
releasing their seed inside me...

Whatever semblance of me that was left at that moment
pleaded with my Goddess, Dear Sekhmet, please make this stop.
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CHAPTER 7:
WHO’S YOUR

DADDY?

Where the hell am I?
My mouth felt like it was full of cotton. I kept

shaking my head, trying to wake myself up. But even that
seemed to take too much effort. It felt like a friggin’ workout
just to lift my eyelids partially open. Everything was a haze to
me, and I could barely remember what had happened. How I
had even gotten there. Though I kept having small flashes, I
didn’t want to believe any of them to be true.

My arms were above my head, chained to a wall, the tem-
perature so cold there was no way I could summon any fire
whatsoever. In fact, the cold was completely draining me. Nev-
er had I felt so helpless, so useless. My eyelids grew so heavy that
the only thing I wanted to do was sleep.

No, can’t sleep, have to think of some way out of this.
But what? So dark, I have to focus on something.
Looking over to my right, I thought I noticed someone else

chained in there with me. I couldn’t focus on what, or more ac-
curately who, it could be. I could barely see or even breathe. I
had to...keep...my eyes...open...

Before long I lost the battle and began having the same
dream I always had as a young witchling. Whenever I was feel-
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ing alone or afraid, or just plain pissed off about something,
or at someone. My guardian angel, or so I’d always thought of
him—a gorgeous, pale man with slick black hair, mesmerizing
dark chocolate-brown eyes, high cheekbones, the softest, most
delicate features, yet utterly masculine all the same. Come to
think of it, he sort of resembled Darvyn, the vampire from the
carnival. It was never one of those romantic dreams, but more
like a comfort dream. He was always there when I felt I had no
one else to turn to. Sometimes we wouldn’t even talk, we would
just be in a park and he would push me on a swing. Or just hold
me on his lap and sing to me in a soothing, almost hypnotic
voice while playing with my hair.

But it had been years since I’d had those dreams.
In this dream, I was wearing a long, blood-red silk dress. It

came down to my ankles, sleeveless with a V neckline. My red
hair fell to my waist in smooth, silky waves I could never get in
the real world. He came to me and pulled me into a long, fierce
embrace.

“Oh, my beautiful Tialanna, look at how you have grown,”
he said in an eerily urgent yet relieved voice. “You are truly a
woman now, are you not? I almost cannot believe my own eyes.
I have missed so much of your life. So many things I should
have told you long ago. How many regrets I have. Well, I am
not here merely on a social call, my sweet; we have things to
discuss and not very much time.”

“Okay...this is just a dream, so why are you talking like a fa-
ther seeing his long-lost child?” I started to laugh at that until
I saw the intense glare he was giving me. “Hey, I meant that as
a joke. No offense. And considering that this is my dream and
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not yours, whether the joke was actually funny or not, you’re
pretty much obliged to laugh.”

He took a step closer to me as one of his eyebrows crept up
to damn near his hairline, and I felt an instant chill crawl up
my spine. “This is more than a mere dream, child. They have all
been more than just dreams. And I think in the back of your
mind you already knew that. As for what you just said, it is so
much closer to the truth than you could possibly begin to fath-
om.”

“Well, then, since this isn’t a dream, is it some kind of
nightmare? Is the boogey man about to jump out now?”

“No, child,” he said, shaking his head.
“Soooo, if this isn’t a dream and not a nightmare, then

what the hell is it? ’Cause I am seriously not in the mood to
play twenty questions.”

This was starting to get weird. What in the blazing hells
was he talking about? Of course this was a dream...or maybe it
was a nightmare, ’cause I would never be caught dead in a dress
like this.

“Please, child, what I need to tell you is important. This is
not easy for me; I so wanted to do this differently. Though I’m
sure it must be even more difficult for you. How can I even
begin to explain when you continue to believe this is nothing
more than a dream?” With all his ranting, I was starting to have
a difficult time knowing whether he was talking to me or to
himself. “I told Grimm he needed to bring you to me so that
this could be done properly. Then we quite possibly could have
avoided all this.”
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“What the hell does Grimm have to do with anything? You
know, I liked you a whole lot better in my childhood dreams,
when you pushed me on a swing and didn’t talk so much.”

“Child, please, we are running out of time—”
“Look, will you stop calling me that? What kind of dream

is this anyway? And how, or maybe the better question is why,
would Grimm bring me to y—”

Before I could get another word out, he was right in front
of me. And his eyes...

“This is not how I wanted to do this, but you leave me no
choice. Hear my words and know that they are true,” he practi-
cally seethed between his fangs.

I couldn’t move, or speak, just stare into his eyes and listen
to his every word.

“I call you child because that is what you are. My child. All
those nights you dreamed of me were more than just dreams; it
was my only way to look upon you while you were growing up.
The only way to be close to you without upsetting your mother,
or worse still, the man you think of as your father. None of that
matters right now, though. What matters is this.”

My, Grandma, what big teeth you have, I thought as he
showed me his lengthening fangs.

“You will not come into your full powers until sunset on
the eve of your birth. Your enemies are counting on just that.
And by full powers, I do not mean merely magical powers, my
child, but your birthright as one of my line. There is no time for
more explanation than that. When this is done, the man you
have believed to be your father will no longer accept you. Please
know that I take no pleasure in that. Also know that you will al-
ways have a home with me, should you choose to. If you accept
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me—accept what you truly are—I will tell you all you wish to
know.”

I kept trying to snap out of it, to pull myself free of whatev-
er control he held over me. All the while I tried desperately not
to believe what he was telling me, though every fiber of my be-
ing knew he was indeed speaking the truth. I don’t know how
I knew; he could only make me listen, not believe. The belief
came from the conviction in his words, and the awful feeling in
my gut. But how could any of this be real?

I’d been taught to believe that vampires were evil incarnate,
nothing more than vicious, unfeeling monsters that cared
about nothing, even their own kin. So even if what he said was
true, why would he give a damn about me?

“Please stop trying to deny what I am telling you when you
know it to be true.” He seemed to be on the verge of tears, as
if me denying him would break a part of him. “I care a great
deal about you, Tialanna—more than you could ever possibly
know.”

Great, was he reading my mind too?
“Oh, my darling child, I wish we had more time, but there

is none. You must be strong right now. If what I am about to
do costs me any chance of having your love and acceptance, so
be it. I would much rather you hated me than just sit back and
allow you to die.”

Finally, I could at least wiggle my fingers.
“You must drink from me. With the blood that already

runs through your veins, a drink from me should awaken at
least some of your vampiric abilities, and help you to win this
fight. Grimm should be on his way as we speak, to help you.”
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With that, he sliced the artery in his neck with a finger-
nail...no, correction, claw.

At that point I could almost move my arm—too late. He
grabbed the back of my head, forcing my mouth to his bleeding
neck. I couldn’t stop what was happening.

The first couple of drops tasted salty to my tongue, then it
started to taste...good. I can’t even begin to describe the taste of
it. It was wet and hot and...with every drop I wanted more. It
was like coming in from being stranded in a desert to find a tall,
cold glass of water. Quenching a thirst I’d never even known I
had.

“That’s right, child, drink.”
I sucked deeper and deeper. I couldn’t stop. It was like get-

ting a taste of something I had been missing my entire life. Just
as his wound began to close, I felt my own canines sharpen and
lengthen the tiniest bit and sink into his neck. What the fuck?!

I could move my arm again, but instead of pushing
him—as my brain kept telling me to—I reached up to grip his
hair and pull him closer to me.

I should have been feeling disgusted at that point.
Instead, it just felt right.
His blood was flowing down my throat, and with each

swallow I pulled from him, it seemed to fill an emptiness I
hadn’t known was there. And no, I don’t mean just in my stom-
ach. It seemed to be going to my limbs, strengthening me. It
was sliding down so easily, so naturally, so...

No, this isn’t right. I am not a vampire! This is just some sick,
fucked-up dream.

Isn’t it?
“Enough!” he shouted; commanded.
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Slowly, I pulled away from him.
“I only hope this will be all you need.”
Suddenly, I felt a sharp pain in my chest. I looked down

and saw blood.
I woke up, still chained to the wall. I heard howling and

fighting outside the room where I was being held captive. I
looked down to see a dagger sticking out of my chest. One of
my captors was right in front of me. I looked up, staring him
right in the eye, with mine blazing red.

“You missed my heart, you sick son of a bitch!” I screamed
as I ripped the chains right out of the wall, willed the dagger
out of my chest, into my hand, and went for his throat.
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CHAPTER 8:
WHERE MY
DOGS AT?

Chaos reigned all around me. Right as I stabbed my as-
sailant dead center in his throat, I was finally able to look

at my fellow captive head on. And it was Bran, the real one this
time. The cowardly, shy version of him. Gone was Mr.
Debonair, and in his place was the Bran who could barely get a
word out edgewise in my presence. I ran over to him and
snatched his chains down just as I had my own, just as someone
was about to go for his throat.

“Run. Just find somewhere to hide until I can come for
you.” Turning, I faced down his would-be assailant and lunged
for him with the same dagger I had just used to kill his counter-
part. He narrowly danced out of the way, but I was right there
with him, matching him step for step, until I was finally at the
perfect angle I needed and went for his jugular.

As I continued fighting my assailants, I noticed several
things at once; first, I was not fighting alone. Second, no one
was using magic; all the fighting was hand-to-hand mortal
combat. Third, some of the fighters were Grimm’s wolves. The
others? The vampires I had just met at the carnival, all in black
leather fighting attire, and all with some sort of flame mark
on their person somewhere. All but my counterpart, the one
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I seemed to be somehow connected with. Oh, he had on the
leather and was wearing it rather well, I just didn’t see the flame
marking on him. The moment we saw each other we began to
fight as one, just as we had when we’d rescued those others at
the carnival.

While I saw the wolves, I still didn’t see Grimm. They were
all in their human forms, so he should have been easy to spot.
There were also no witches there fighting. As opponents, yes,
but none on the same side as me. Which I found odd until I
heard the rumbling of thunder that came from outside; they
must have been trying to get in. But just as no magic was be-
ing used inside, there must have been some form of magic that
kept them from entering. All I could tell about where we were
was that it was a dungeon of some sort. A very cold one at
that, which explained me not being able to use my element. But
whatever had stopped the use of any magic or spells was some-
thing else entirely. What, I had no idea.

As I looked around, trying to find the source, I heard,
“Tialanna, watch out!”

It was the Spanish vamp’s voice from behind me. Someone
was throwing a pole my way, aimed straight at my heart, and
since I couldn’t use any magic, I couldn’t flash myself out of the
way. As I tried to get out of the way, the vampire came barrel-
ing into me, knocking me away from the pole that would more
than likely have taken me out. It impaled her instead.

“Why would you do that? Hel, you were talking like you
didn’t even like me!” What were any of them doing there, for
that matter? From the extremely dark, almost black blood bub-
bling up at her lips, I had no doubt that the pole had pierced
her heart.
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“We fight...for you...” Before I could even attempt to pull
the pole from her heart, her eyes glazed over in true death,
and her perfect body began to wither before my eyes. That was
when I saw it; some sort of talisman over in the corner, close
to the very tall ceiling, well out of my reach. Could one of the
vampires get to it?

As though reading my thoughts, from out of the blue, You
Know Who (really needed to get his name) sprinted with vam-
pire speed to the very object I was looking at, jumped off a wall,
and leaped for it. Yanking it, he brought it down with him and
smashed it into nothing. As soon as he did, I felt infused with
power, and I could hear the walls being breached from the out-
side.

Once the witches came in—my friends, my family, even my
parents—there was no more battle. We had won. Though not
without casualties.

“Abella! Abella! Where is she? Where is Abby?! Where is
my Bella?” That last “Bella” was said on a scream of anguish,
making me think she was only trying to confirm what she al-
ready knew.

And as the female vampire dropped to her knees at my side,
I grabbed and held on to her, though I didn’t truly know either
of them, and wept right alongside her. Abella had given her life
for me, and I hadn’t the faintest idea why.
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CHAPTER 9: TOO
MANY

REVELATIONS

In the aftermath of the battle, one that I was still trying to
wrap my mind around, the remainder of the group of vam-

pires came together as one, gathered around me and knelt for
the briefest of moments, gathered their fallen and flashed away.
That brought on even more questions, and I somehow knew
that the man who’d appeared to me in my dream state claiming
to be my true father had all the answers. And only my mother
could answer the question of who he truly was. A conversation
I was not relishing the thought of, but knew needed to be had. I
knew that dream to be much more, since drinking his blood
had given me the strength I had needed to survive.

My family made their way to me—Mom, Dad, and Elyssia.
But as they began to embrace me, passing me around to hug
and hold on to, I nearly lost it as memories—snippets, real-
ly—of what had transpired before I’d come to came barreling
into my mind. I screamed, “Get off me!” Falling to my knees, I
let out a truly blood-curdling scream at the top of my lungs.

Once I had finally gotten that out of my system, I wanted
blood. “Where. Is. Bran?”
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My voice went so cold it was frightening even to my own
ears. I got up and started to search for him, for whatever spot
the little weasel could have hidden in. The fucking coward.

“What is it, T?”
“What’s wrong?”
“Baby, what happened?”
All those questions were nothing but white noise in the

background. Nothing mattered at that moment but finding
Bran and getting answers.

And there he was, being pulled from a corner with words
of reassurance from my people, not his. What in the fuck was
going on? Whatever games his people were playing were about
to come to a very drastic end. I rushed over and grabbed him
from the helping hands I found him in. Bunching the scruff of
his collar into my fist, I lifted him off the ground, damn near
cutting off his air supply. Belatedly I would realize I shouldn’t
have been able to lift him with one hand; in that moment I sim-
ply didn’t care.

“What happened to me? What did you do to me?” Look-
ing deeply into his eyes, I knew it was indeed him. What
change had taken place to make him seem so different before, I
didn’t know yet. “Answer me, you prick.”

“Can’t...breathe,” he managed to wheeze out.
Lifting one eyebrow, I asked him, “Does it look like I care?”
“Need...breath to...talk.”
I shoved him into the wall, then let him drop to the floor.

Thinking better of it, I grabbed him back off the floor and
flashed us both to the roof. I did not need or want an audience
for this. Some things weren’t for everyone to know.
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As soon as we were on the roof, I kicked him so hard in the
nuts I’m pretty sure his sac was bleeding inside his slacks.

He started screaming and crying like the little bitch he
was, holding on to his nuts and frantically frog-walking back-
wards, away from me. “Tialanna, let’s t-t-talk about this, p-p-p-
please.” His sentence ended on a painfully high note.

I kept stalking closer to him as each word left his foul
mouth. The mere sight of his face... Dear Goddess, it was as
though I couldn’t even see the Bran who stood before me right
now; all I could see was the smug look and snarky smirk of the
other Bran’s face.

“Princess—”
“Don’t call me that!” I snapped, flashes of more of the

events that had transpired flickering in my mind’s eye, that very
word some form of trigger. Not just the word, but the word be-
ing uttered from his lips. Lips that had been over every inch of
my body, just as mine had been all over his. I don’t even know
how or when I got on top of him, but suddenly I was, and with
every flash I remembered, I whaled into him, punching any and
every inch of his body that was exposed. My fists were aflame,
so with every punch the smell of singed flesh and burnt cloth-
ing grew worse, but I couldn’t have cared less at that point.

I couldn’t seem to stop myself; it was almost as though
something inside just completely and utterly snapped free and
broke loose from whatever chains were holding it back. All
sense of control just vanished, as if it had never existed in the
first place. I heard some noises in the background against all
the pounding of flesh against flesh as I continued to beat the
ever-loving hell out of him. Heard him pleading with me and
begging me to stop, saying how he was a victim in all of this too.
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I don’t know if I just didn’t care or if I truly didn’t believe him;
I’m not sure I really heard a word he was saying to me. I was
past the point of coherency, of comprehension, even of sense of
self.

At some point he stopped pleading; stopped even speak-
ing. I think I heard a sound as though he was gurgling, but I
couldn’t be sure. All I felt was a mindless, blind, uncontrollable
rage. Never in my entire life had I been so angry before.

It wasn’t even as though with each swing I felt better. I
didn’t, far from it. With each swing, each punch from my flam-
ing fist to his skin, I kept seeing what had happened. And with
each memory...dear Lady, each one just made me feel even dirt-
ier than the last. I just felt unclean, filthy, like something was
crawling beneath my skin. And it was as if some part of me
thought that if I kept this up, maybe, just maybe, beating the
ever-loving shit out of him would make that feeling go away. If
anything, it only seemed to be making it that much worse.

People began flashing onto the roof with us. I now had an
audience to witness my mind completely shattering. Not until
the gasps and sounds of utter horror finally broke through to
my synapses did I stop and look down. What I saw shocked me
to my core.

Bran lay there with his face resembling cooked hamburger
meat. The rest of his body had fared no better. I had done so
much more than just killed him; I had mutilated him like some
sort of wild, vicious beast. My hands were a bloody mess, with
a million lacerations...that began to heal before my eyes. My
brain didn’t even allow me to marvel at the fact that never had
I healed so quickly before. That fact meant nothing right then
and there.
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As people began to approach me, I panicked. Not just at
what they might do to me for what I had just done. The simple
thought of them so much as touching me made me want to
vomit. I had to get away from them, from what was left of Bran,
from everything. I couldn’t muster any sort of thought, certain-
ly not enough to flash myself away. So I just jumped down off
the roof and, without even breaking stride when I landed, I ran.

I sprinted faster than I had ever run before, faster than I
had thought myself capable of. I wasn’t running to anything,
or to anyone; I was just running somewhere, nowhere. No des-
tination flashed across my mind’s eye. There was no focus on
where I’d end up. I didn’t care. I just had to get away from what
I’d just done, from all the things that had been done to me.
From the question burning in my head. Had it been my own
damn fault?

After all, it wasn’t as if they’d had me tied down, or even
bound or gagged me. I had been a seemingly willing partici-
pant. Nowhere at any point had I said no. Granted, whatever
I’d drunk had made me feel so wanton and out of control
that stopping hadn’t even seemed like an option. Frankly, it
had all felt so good at the time that I’d barely even registered
how wrong any of it was. So could I qualify that as rape? Had
it been? Had it just been me making bad decisions with no
thought of the consequences or outcome? But Hel, I hadn’t
even known those males, couldn’t recognize them by face if
they were to leap out in front of me right now.

My thoughts also kept travelling back to Grimm. How had
the meek Bran, the one who had picked me up at the begin-
ning of that evening, managed to capture him? And where was
Grimm now? If I was feeling like this right now, what must he
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be feeling? What could possibly be going through his mind?
Was he even okay, safe and sound right now? I remembered
seeing his wolves, but not once had I seen him. Where was he?

I continued to run. I must have passed a million beings, all
of whom were probably thinking I was just some crazy harpy
with nothing better to do, or who had lost her damn mind. I
didn’t give a flying fuck what they thought.

Before I knew it, I was running into the Whispering Forest.
Huge weeping willow trees loomed above, covered in moss,
their branches pointing accusations at me. Some even seeming
to be trying to grab hold of me. Jumping and leaping over fallen
branches and shrubbery without even bothering to look down,
I could hear owls and bats shrieking at me as the first moon be-
gan to rise and the sun set.

Finally I couldn’t go on any longer, and I stopped dead
smack in the middle of nowhere, a space in the forest that
seemed to hold little to no life, nor vegetation. I flat out col-
lapsed to my knees and broke down into inconsolable sobs and
tormented tears. I knelt there shivering, shaking, chills running
up and down my spine.

How long I sat there, I had no idea, but finally I was in an
almost comatose state. That was when I heard it. Unhinged,
maniacal laughter that seemed to echo all around me—at me.
The sound seemed to bounce off the trees.

“Who’s there?” I managed to croak out, my mind finally
becoming alert. “Show yourself.”

No words, just more of that incessant laughter.
Then, “My foolish, foolish, naughty little witch. Bravo.”
I knew that voice, but I also knew it couldn’t be him.
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He started clapping. “Bravissimo. Such a beautiful,
macabre display you created. The poor idiot never stood a
chance, now did he?” He laughed again—just threw his head
back and let it rip from deep within his throat.

I stood there, trying my damnedest to focus, to begin to
add things up, to no avail.

“Oh my, I can practically hear the wheels attempting to
turn in that magnificent head of yours. Need an oil change up
there, my lovely? Perhaps you need me to help you put a spin
on things, an extra little push?”

He stood there with that smug-ass look on his face. My
brain was going a mile a minute trying to come to terms with
who, or rather what I was looking at. It was Bran—the arro-
gant, egotistical one, not the poor, insecure, meek one. The
implications behind what I was looking at were innumerable.
“Who. The fuck. Are you?”

“Oh, my, my, my. Who do I look like? Bran, right? An
exact carbon copy?” His laughter this time seemed to leave a
nasty, oily feeling on my skin. “If you were guessing that, you
would be both oh so right, yet at the same time so very, very
wrong.”

“What are you talking about? What’s going on?” No soon-
er had those words left my lips than I started hearing Bran’s
words, the ones I’d refused to listen to as I lay on top of him,
beating him to a bloody pulp.

“Please stop, Tia... Listen to me, please. It wasn’t me, I
swear to you. It may have been my fault, but it wasn’t me who
did any of those things to you. Stop, oh gods, please just stop.”

I hadn’t listened; at the time I hadn’t been able to. I lifted a
trembling hand to my lips. “What have I done?”
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“What have you done? You just gave me one of the biggest
hard-ons I’ve had in centuries! The way you singed the meat
off of that buffoon’s face to the point where you could literally
see the moment you broke his jawbone?” He shuddered.
“Ooooh...that was enough to make any demon fall madly in
love.

“Wait... Ah, there it goes. Is that the look of comprehen-
sion I see coming across your face, dear Princess? I think it is!
Oh, what a lovely expression it is too. Think I may just bust a
nut here and now in my breeches.

“Oh, come on now, go ahead. Ask. I just know you’re dying
to.”

“What did you do?” I asked with a feeling of dread.
“Ah, there it is. Always blame the damn demon, don’t they?

When the one they should be blaming is whoever summoned
the demon in the first place. Everyone always looks at the price
the demon makes them pay, yet not the ridiculousness of the
conquest or object the poor, not-so-sweet demon is asked pro-
cure. Well, I simply take offense at that.” He actually had the
nerve to put his hands on his hips while saying that last state-
ment.

“What could Bran possibly have asked for that ended up
resulting in all of this? With his own death, for Goddess’
sake?!”

“Well, since you ask so dirtily. You keep flirting with me,
my naughty, naughty Princess, and we may just have to go for
another round or two in all this not-so-alive grass right here.”
When he saw I wasn’t going for that, he continued. “Fine, be
that way. Take all the evil joy out of life, why don’t you? Bet I’ll
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change your mind eventually, the way both those sets of lips of
yours wrapped and squeezed around my cock. Mmmm...”

He carried on as though we were having a completely ca-
sual conversation. “Where, oh where, should we begin? Dear,
dumb Bran, instead of being the witch he was supposedly born
to be, decided to summon moi for a...hmmm...for lack of a bet-
ter term, to turn him into a charmer, into the ultimate ladies’
man. Dumb, insecure, idiot forgot to be specific about how I
made that happen or what means I used. The only thing he was
specific about was that you were to be the main...object of his
affection. Had I any scruples whatsoever, I might have told the
fucktard to try using a simple charm as a confidence builder.
But being the awesomesauce demon that I am, I just couldn’t
let the opportunity put before me to go to waste like that. So I
improvised to the worst of my ability. Being sure to stay within
the parameters of what was asked of me, of course.

“For starters, he was indeed turned into a charmer, just not
within his own body or in his own flesh. I turned myself in-
to him, just a better version, and I’m sure we can both agree
that I was indeed quite the ladies’ man, now wasn’t I? Come
on. Admit it. Oh, and I made him completely irresistible too.
That drink you had? Was actually an elixir created by a sorcerer
who was mucking about. Don’t fret—the elixir only made you
do what you had been longing to do on your own anyhow.
Anything more would have meant me going against the rules.
While I pride myself on bending them, I make sure never to
outright break them. What I hadn’t anticipated was how in-
satiable it would make you; I had to summon up a couple of
friends just to tamp down your needs. Though that did make
for so much more fun, wouldn’t you say? Well, even if you don’t
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admit to it now, you sure as shit did then. Though after going
for nights on end like that with you so out of control, I had to
call in yet another friend, and alas he had to add to things in
more ways than one. Can’t wait to see the outcome of that.”

That last statement he mumbled so quietly I almost missed
it. Not that it mattered—everything else he was telling me was
almost too much to take in all at once.

“No, I don’t wanna hear any more. Just stop. If what you’re
saying right now is true, then that means...” What had I done?

“That you killed—no, brutally murdered an innocent? Yes,
it means exactly that. No worries. I think it just makes you so
much sexier. Rawr. You sexy little minx, you. Seeing you in ac-
tion like that gave me quite the boner. I had to quickly wax on
whack off—good thing no one could see me.”

“I’m glad to see you’re so happy right now. What I’m not
understanding is just what you get out of all of this? Besides
getting your rocks off.”

“Don’t you get it? I am now a free demon. The one who
summoned me died before he ever had a chance to send me
back, never had a chance to banish me from this realm. Grant-
ed, I’ll have to stay in this body, but it does look soooo much
better on me. Its original owner never did wear it to its full po-
tential, now did he?”

There went that damn laugh again. To say I was sick of
hearing it would be a truly drastic understatement.

It was all too much to take in. Not only had I lost days of
my life to lust, but I had just killed an innocent witch. Grant-
ed, the idiot had had no business summoning a demon, espe-
cially when he’d apparently had no idea what he was doing. A
demon is so much worse than a djinn. Much worse. The level of
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magic it had taken to bring a demon through the barriers into
this realm had to have been astronomical. All that power that
Bran must have possessed. Now it was all gone to waste after
one dumb-ass decision. What had he even been thinking? It
wasn’t like he’d needed to win me or anything; he’d already had
me, whether I wanted him or not. Whether he wanted me or
not, for that matter. So this need to make me want him made
no sense whatsoever.

“And you my lovely, will now be my bride. We are be-
trothed, after all.”

“Wait, what?”
“Oh yes, with all the commotion and a little bit of smoke

and magic, I made it seem as though Bran were at least some-
what alive. Now all I have to do is use my own demonic pow-
ers—which, yes, I do still have in case you were wonder-
ing—make my face look like so much charred meat—you
know, the state you put the poor fool in—lay up for a while,
then voila! An all healed-up Bran!

“No one will be the wiser. I mean, really, who’s going to
tell? You? That would just make you a murderous bitch who
committed treason against the would-be king. Bran was an in-
nocent, after all, his palace under siege, a captive right alongside
you.

“Well, I’d better get going, I do have my death bed to get
to and all. And no worries, when I do ‘come to’, I’ll just reassure
them we were merely having a lovers’ spat that got out of hand.
I do rather like it rough.” Laughing, he flashed away, leaving a
trail of sulfur in his wake.
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And I was left standing there like a deer shifter caught
in the headlights. This time, I wasn’t stupid enough to ask
whether the day could get any worse.
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CHAPTER 10:
REASONABLE

DOUBT

“S omehow, the dumbfounded look is quite cute on you.”
Closing my eyes, I tried desperately to gain some

type of composure, though I probably failed. It was at least
worth a shot. “How long have you been standing there? And
how did you, of all people, find me?”

“I take offense to that. The bloody demon found you too.
As to how long I’ve been standing here? Long enough to know
I won’t be truly happy until I cleave that demon in half after
forcing him to eat his entrails with a side of his very own
chopped-up cock as a final meal.”

There he stood, my mysterious vampire, leaning up against
a weeping willow tree, looking for all the worlds as though he
were getting ready for a photoshoot. No, he wasn’t all clean and
pristine, far from it. He was still covered in grime and blood
from the battle, a look he somehow pulled off quite well, even
the rips and tears in his well-fitted leather. Leather pants that
hugged in just the right places while still allowing for move-
ment in a fight; a leather jacket that fit the same, with a zip-
per up the front that was halfway undone—from this angle
I couldn’t tell whether there was anything underneath—and
shit-kicker boots to make a girl’s wet dream complete. And
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though sex was the very last thing on my mind, I could still ap-
preciate what a work of art he was.

He stepped away from the tree, taking his time walking to-
wards me, like he was getting ready to approach a wounded
bird or an unstable, ferocious beast. It wasn’t until then that
I realized I was crouching down like I was getting into attack
mode. As I straightened into a standing position, he held his
hand out to me.

“I think it’s high time we had proper introductions, don’t
you? But of course, I already know exactly who you are. I, on
the other hand, must be quite the mystery to you. I think it’s
past time we remedied that. The name is Chandler.”

As he grasped my hand in his, I felt that instant connection
once again, though even that wasn’t enough to completely pull
me out of the aftermath I was still facing—the snippets of
memories bombarding my mind, the implications of every-
thing I had just been told. The fact that I’d killed Bran when
he hadn’t deserved to die. What that connection did do was al-
low me to feel something other than abject horror and shame.
So when he pulled me in to him—not for any type of romantic
embrace or anything of the sort, just giving me something solid
to hold on to, to cling to—that’s precisely what I did. No tears
or anything. I just allowed him to hold me up as I tried to hang
on to what was left of my sanity.

We stood like that for a while, until we ended up sitting be-
neath the tree he’d been leaning against. Sounding genuinely
curious, he asked, “So what’s it like?”

“What’s what like?”
“Setting your entire body aflame the way you do.”
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I couldn’t help it, I laughed. Not an all-out hen cackle or
anything, but a small chuckle under my breath. The question
was so out of the blue that I knew for a fact he was just trying to
veer my mind away from less-than-pleasant issues, and I liked
him all the more for it.

“I don’t know how to describe it. No one has ever just come
out and asked me that before. It just is. It’s something that
comes as second nature to me, and when I do it, it feels freeing,
exhilarating, like a release. It’s hard to truly put it into words. It
doesn’t burn me or anything. I guess you could think of it like
stepping into a hot bath that’s at the perfect temp. You know
how when you first step in, sit down, lay back and relax and
let out that sigh of relief ? It’s something like that. What about
you, Mister Necro? Since we’re on the subject, what’s it like for
you to turn into an honest-to-goodness corpse?”

He let out a snicker himself. “Opened myself up for that
one didn’t I? Fair enough. It isn’t the same as the day when I
truly died and was brought back. I guess you could think of it
as lying down for a deep sleep, only you don’t have to be ly-
ing down to do it. I pull on that piece of myself that was once
truly dead, allowing magic to take over, letting go of all feel-
ings of being alive. It isn’t exactly exhilarating or anything of
the sort—it just kind of is. I see what you mean about some-
thing like that being hard to explain, ’cause I’m having quite the
time trying to put the experience into words. But let’s just say
it’s not something I tend to do on a regular basis. It is done only
when necessary; reliving one’s death isn’t what one would call a
walk in the park. And unlike your fire, it’s a coldness that reach-
es down deep into the very bottom of your soul.”

He shuddered at the end of that; so did I.
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“With me being second-generation, I don’t know for sure
if my experience could be described as the same as what my par-
ents experienced, or worse. My first death happened during my
True Turning, something other vampires need to go through as
well. But the way my sect was created makes us more different
than most.”

He looked me in the eyes before he continued. “You realize
you are going have to get up from here and deal with every-
thing that has transpired, right?”

“And just how do I go about doing that? Tell them Bran is
really dead and there’s a demon lying in his bed instead? Oh,
and by the way, just try to forget about the part where I’m the
one who killed him? Yeah, don’t think that’ll go over too well.”

“If you told the entire truth of it—”
“No way, no how. Only thing anyone needs to know is that

I was held as a prisoner. The events that took place while I was
there, I plan on never uttering a word of, to anyone.” Just the
thought of all the looks, all the gossip that would ensue if I did
let people know what had really happened... No way in Hel’s
name was I taking that route. I would not only be seen as weak,
but as less than weak. All the ridicule I would no doubt be
forced to face...not happening.

“Go to your father, your real one. He’ll know what to do.”
I stood up abruptly at that. “What the hell are you talking

about?”
“Love, you know exactly what I’m speaking of. Whether

you’d like to admit it or not is another question entirely, but
you’ve always known those ‘dreams’ you were having were any-
thing but.”
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“Regardless of what I know and don’t know, I’m more in-
terested in what the hell it is you seem to know. And why the
fuck it sounds like you know so much more than I do.”

Rising to his feet, he attempted to stand closer to me, as if
to touch me, and I backed away before he could. “I think you
need to start talking. Like, right now.”

“I’m not the one who’s been keeping secrets from you. I was
actually kept away from you so I wouldn’t tell you anything,
but that time has beyond passed.”

“That time may have passed, but if you utter one more
word, it might well be your last.” Speak of the Devil, and he
shall appear.

“How is it people keep on finding me when I never even
had a destination in mind in the first place, and I’m pretty sure
I wasn’t followed?”

There he stood in the flesh, my supposed father. My gums
itched at the very thought.

“It’s all about the blood, my dear one. We are vampires, af-
ter all. And blood does indeed call to blood. Though your con-
nection with this young male is something different, and some-
thing that will be explained at another time. Now, I need you
to come to terms with who and what you are. Your mother and
I had originally planned on coming to you as one and slow-
ly bringing you up to speed on the truth of your life, of your
creation, but it seems we are shorter on time than we both
thought. While the remainder of your witch powers will come
on the eve of your birth, certain events have taken place that
have sped up when your other transition will occur.”

Pretty sure I was going to regret my next words. “What
transition?”
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“Hmmm...what’s the best way to ease you into this? Have
you not noticed the itching in your gums, the pull you feel to
suckle at someone’s neck right at their pulse point? Or how the
smell of freshly spilled blood has a rather alluring effect on you
lately?” He began circling me as he spoke, as though examin-
ing me. “Your reflexes—how have they been recently? Quick-
er? Sharper?”

“Okay, let’s say I believe any of this bullcrap. How is it that
you’re my father? Why would my mother have kept something
like that from me all this time? From Dad? She loves him, and
it isn’t like I’m their only child—they do have another after me,
and they treat us both the same. Well, maybe not completely,
but mostly.”

“She may be in love with her husband now, but he isn’t the
only man she’s ever loved. Just the one who would be more ac-
ceptable in the eyes of her family and fellow witches.”

“So you mean to tell me—”
“That your mother and I were in love once, yes. She may

not have been my true mate, my Fated One, but I did love her
nonetheless. And that love created you, and your sister.”

Someone else flashed in, looking just like me and at the
same time the complete opposite. “Hey, Sis.”

That did it. A mind can only take so much, and mine was
already leaking as it was. Darkness took over, and I happily let
it as, nice and politely, I passed out into bittersweet oblivion.
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CHAPTER 11: IT’S
A FAMILY
REUNION

A t least this time when I woke up I wasn’t in chains. I was
in an unfamiliar bed, but thankfully it was one occupied

by only me. No surprise guests lurking about that I could tell.
But as I sat up, pulling the very nice, plush covers away from my
body, there was a knock at the door.

Before I could so much as think a “come in”, the door
was already opening. Good thing I was still dressed. Although,
come to think of it, the clothes I had on weren’t even my
own. I had also been cleansed of all of the blood, dirt and
grime I’d previously been caked with. I didn’t have on any fancy
dress right now, thank Goddess for small favors—just a pair
of sweatpants, a loose-fitting wife-beater, and a sports bra. So
whoever had dressed me must have known at least something
about me.

“You know, it’s not really necessary to knock when you
plan on barging in regardless. Usually it goes something like
that old, corny-ass joke: ‘Knock, knock. Who’s there?’ Some-
thing of that nature. Not, knock, knock, barge right on in.” A
concept my little sister Elyssia still hadn’t managed to compre-
hend either; guessed they both got that trait from our mother.
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The woman tilted her head to the side, as if contemplating
what I had just said to her. “Do those rules still apply when it’s
your own room you’re ‘barging’ into? Technically that should
mean I didn’t have to knock at all, right?”

There she was, the undeniable proof that Mom had been
keeping some major secrets from me. Either the older vampire
really was my true father and he and Mom had some twisted
understanding going on, or the woman standing before me
had been stolen away from my parents. But seeing as when
she opened her mouth to speak I caught a glimpse of fang, I
thought it was safe to assume the former. Looked like Mom
and I were overdue for a much-needed convo. Especially seeing
as how this mystery chick didn’t seem at all surprised to see
me, not even that first moment in the forest. The only one who
seemed to be in shock was me.

She looked identical to me far as facial features and body
structure went, only she was much paler than me, and where
my hair was a shocking, bright red, hers was a true white,
platinum blonde. Then there were also the teeth—mine sure
weren’t as pointed as hers seemed to be.

“I’m trying to think of the most appropriate first question
to ask you, but just can’t seem to form a coherent thought at
the moment. My brain kind of feels like it’s looking into some
sort of colorblind mirror right now. I mean, a million questions
do come to mind, but they just keep ping-ponging off of one
another. Who the fuck are you? Why do you know me and
not vice versa? Am I even awake, or has everything been some
warped and insane dream? Is the old boy truly our dear old
dad? Where have you been my whole life? And that’s not even
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the half of what’s going on inside my head right now. So why
don’t you just pick a question and we’ll start from there?”

She chuckled a little. “First of all, I plan on telling you
everything I possibly can. But before we even get started, let’s
make one thing perfectly fucking clear; I didn’t ask for any of
this any more than you. We both got caught in something far
beyond either of our control. Only reason I know anything is
because I have always had my visions, and there haven’t been
many days I’ve gone without seeing you, without being able to
be with you. Which was extremely hard, considering the fact
that whenever something truly major happened to you? I felt
it too. And I had to just wait to see something, if I did, to find
out whether or not you were okay. So before you go into some
high-and-mighty victim role, remember you weren’t the only
victim in this little scenario.

“Hmmm...let’s tell it like this. Once upon a time, there was
a very established and looked-up-to witch, one who was to wed
into the ruling house of witches as its queen. Young and naïve,
except when it came to dealing with her mother, was some-
thing she was not, and she probably never had been. Wild and
carefree were two of the things she was. She was also very much
in love with a vampire. And not just any vampire, but the king
of all vampires in Underlayes. Their love was not a planned
thing, nor was it just some tryst. The two had been friends for
nearly five decades, before, during and even after she had been
wed. Knowing their love was never meant to be, and that the
outcome would be much too overwhelming for either of their
people, they never acted on it.”

“Until one day when she got into her very first quarrel with
her husband and ran to her secret friend for an ear and a shoul-
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der to cry on. Blame it on the weather, the moons, the align-
ment of the stars...whatever or whoever was at fault, the end re-
sult was them falling into each other’s arms, and into his bed.

“When the now queen realized she was pregnant, she at
first thought nothing of it. After all, they’d had only one night
together; surely the child couldn’t be his. Until her mother
touched her stomach, then drew her hand back, gasping in ab-
ject horror. Luckily, they were in her private quarters, and no
one else was around to form any suspicions.

“Her mother was a true seer, seeing things from the past,
present and future, her visions only made stronger by touch.
She saw then that the children her daughter carried were not
merely of witch blood, but far more than that. She saw that the
twins inside would carry traits of both their witch blood and
their vampire blood. Only one of those twins—me—would be
born that way; with the traits of her vampire nature fully online
and apparent for all to see. The other—you—would not come
into hers until well after birth, puberty and maturity. So the
plan was hatched right then and there to have us separated; the
itchy witchy one would stay with Mom, and the fangy vampy
one would go with dear old Dad. There really wasn’t much
choice in the matter, unless she planned on coming clean. Fat
chance of that happening.”

“Oh my Goddess, what about the almighty prophecy and
all that jazz?”

You would think I had just told the biggest joke ever
known to the universe. She threw her head back and laughed
so loud and hard the room nearly shook with it. She was bawl-
ing she was laughing so hard.
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Between guffaws, I could just barely make out snippets of
what she was saying. “Book of Knowing. Ha! Grandma was
one twisted bitch. I mean witch.”

When she finally gained some sort of composure, she
replied, “That was just some made-up bull so the man you
thought of as your father would be paying so much attention to
that, he wouldn’t look at you too hard and realize there wasn’t
any family resemblance whatsoever. Your yellow ass? Anyone
besides a blind person could tell you didn’t come from the two
of them. That is, if they were to truly look. They both have flaw-
less, midnight ebony skin. You definitely do not. Something
made even more apparent when Mom gave birth to our little
sister. You had to have thought about that yourself at least once
or twice.”

“Well, yeah, but every time I said anything Mom shot me
down so quickly I damn near got whiplash from her making
my head spin so fast. Whenever she did bother to ‘explain’ it,
she would chalk it up to me taking after an ancestor or some
such. I never really had any reason to look at it past that. Guess
I should have.”

“It wouldn’t have mattered; she wouldn’t have told you a
thing anyway.”

“So why didn’t you or Dad tell me anything before now?”
My Goddess, my whole life had been nothing more than

one lie after another after another. When were people ever go-
ing to learn that there are always repercussions for lying, and
consequences for every action? And it’s usually the innocents
who pay the ultimate price for it. I knew that one all too well.

“How could we? She had him so convinced that if anyone
knew the truth they would kill both of us on sight. You don’t
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know Dad; to him, family is everything. You should see how
much shit he lets Darvyn get away with. By the way, you not
only have another sister, you also have a much older, very ob-
noxious, pain-in-the-ass brother.”

“Wait, wait, wait. Please tell me you are not talking
about—”

“Yup, that would be the one.”
“Hel.”
“That about wraps it up in a nutshell. Ha! The look on your

face goes way beyond priceless.” She laughed it up a little bit
more before saying, “Don’t get me wrong, though—as egotisti-
cal and obnoxious as he is, he really is a great big brother. Never
let him know that, though—his head is big enough as it is, if
you haven’t noticed.”

“Oh, trust me, I noticed,” I said on an eye roll.
“Well, there you have it, for the most part. So you have

a much bigger family than you ever could have known. Well,
not yet anyway. Dad was supposed to be waiting ‘til your birth-
day—our birthday—to tell you everything, alongside Mom.
But that little game the numbnuts had you play? Well, that
sped things up. You and Chandler weren’t supposed to meet up
until way after you had already come into the vampire side of
things. And the two of you exchanging blood, no matter how
small and insignificant-seeming the amount, triggered some-
thing inside of you. That part of your blood that calls out to
him.”

“Why would that trigger anything? Just the blood, period,
or his blood specifically?”

“Oh, his blood specifically. But that’s an explanation for
him to give you, not me. Though I agree with him on that
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front—you’ve been kept in the dark about too much for far
too long.” She hopped up onto the bed then. “But at least now
we’re together. That’s something, right?”

“For you, maybe. For me, nothing against you, but with
everything else going on right now, it’s just all too much for me
to grasp, let alone be happy about any of it.”

The way her face fell made me want to take back those
words and choke on them. I knew none of this was her fault.
“I’m sorry, I didn’t mean for that to sound as harsh as it did.
But if you knew even half of what I just went through, am still
going through, you’d understand.”

“That’s just it, and that’s the part you don’t understand.”
A single, silent tear slid from the corner of her eye. “Anything
that’s extremely emotional for you—from happiness to sadness,
from pain to just plain, utter confusion—I’ve felt it too. I’ve
been connected to you from day one. Connected to someone
to whom I’m nothing more than a virtual stranger that happens
to look like her. So yeah, I know what you’re going through
right now, and I’m sorry for everything that’s happened to you,
and for the things that haven’t even happened yet.”

She got up from the bed. “I’ll let Dad fill you in on the rest.
He thinks you’re still sleeping, so just lie back down for a while.
Lucky me, I knew the exact second you woke up.”

I started to get up myself then, knowing I had just come
off as some callous, heartless bitch. “Wait, you don’t have to go
yet.”

“Yeah, I sorta think I do. I may not have been there phys-
ically, but I was connected to you throughout most of it—the
worst of it, anyway. So I need a little time to myself too.”
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With that, she walked back out of her own room, leaving
me more informed yet just as confused all the same.

What was worse? I hadn’t even learned her name.
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CHAPTER 12: IS
MY MIND

PLAYING TRICKS
ON ME?

After taking her advice and lying down for a while longer,
tossing, turning and dozing off for a few catnaps, I decid-

ed I couldn’t just lie there anymore, and got up to do some ex-
ploring. No, I had no idea where I was going; I barely even
knew where I was. I assumed, since I was in my newfound sis-
ter’s room, I had to be in the High Vampire Castle. Especially
with how large and plush the room was. Rather logical assump-
tion, right? Wrong. Like they say, when you assume, all you’re
really doing is making an ass out of you and me.

As soon I stepped out of the bedroom, I could see that it
was not part of a castle, more like a small cottage that could
have been lawn decoration for a castle.

How they’d designed it was a mystery to me, but when you
have wizards and alchemists as interior designers, anything’s
possible. While the inside of the bedroom felt as though it were
the size of an entire loft, sitting area and all, On entering the
hall, the building was just the size of a regular cottage. Anoth-
er door led to what I assumed was a bathroom, and next to it a
staircase led to the upstairs. As I walked down the hall, I spied
a small living area with a quaint little fireplace surrounded by
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a nice size couch and large coffee table, and end tables with
lamps on them. They could have been stolen from the pages of
an Ikea magazine. Entering the kitchen, though? Much like the
bedroom, it was much larger upon entering it, which seemed
rather odd to me. Why would vampires need to cook?

Opening the double doors of the stainless steel fridge, I
looked at the opulent abundance of food inside and realized
just how hungry I was. I couldn’t even remember the last time
I’d actually eaten. But when I went to reach in and grab some-
thing, I stopped myself, slightly terrified by the thought of end-
ing up drugged or spelled again.

“Oh, go ahead and fetch yourself a snack out of there,
child. You could use some more meat on those bones of yours.”

Startled, I straightened up a little too fast and banged my
head on the top of the refrigerator. “Ow, shit.” More choice
words came to mind.

“Watch your mouth, young lady.” Though the words
sounded like they should be coming from a little old lady,
the voice sure wasn’t. When I turned around, I was staring at
a beautiful, buxom platinum blonde no taller than five feet
with a face more gorgeous than Marilyn Monroe’s. While she
looked no more than thirty-five, I could see her for the vampire
she was, so her true age was anyone’s guess.

She gestured towards the fridge with a wave of her hands.
“Go on, grab you something to munch on, drink, whatever.
You need some kind of sustenance after what you’ve just been
through. And while I’m sure something of the alcoholic variety
would be much preferred, you won’t be having any of that on
my watch. Least not on an empty stomach, anyhow.”
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When she continued to stare me down, I just gave in.
“Okay, okay.”

“There’s a good girl. I’ll just go on into the sitting room and
stoke us up a nice little fire to help you warm your bones and
clear your mind. You come on in and join me soon as you get
your vittles together.”

I rolled my eyes while continuing to gather my “vittles”.
“And don’t be rolling your eyeballs, young lady,” came from

down the hall.
Is it too much to ask to be alone for just a little while? I

thought.
There was a smorgasbord of food for me to choose from,

but I kept it simple. Last thing I wanted to do was pull some-
thing out that was going to require me to do a lot of work, like
cleaning, cooking, washing. So I just grabbed some lunchmeat,
mayo, mustard, pickles and cheese, and hoped there was some
bread in here somewhere.

“Aha.” I spotted it on the center island counter as soon as
I turned around, right next to a roll of paper towels. What?
We do have all the modern conveniences over in our realm too.
Who do you think invented the stuff over there?

Once I had my miniature version of a Scooby and Shaggy
sandwich, I stepped into the sitting room to see who my mys-
tery host was. Maybe the next person I met would just step up
to me with introductions. Nah. That was just wishful think-
ing on my part. Wasn’t even going to waste any brain waves on
thinking it might actually happen.

“Well, have a seat, I don’t bite. Correction, because that’d
just be a lie. Of course I bite. But I do not bite family.” She said
it with a slight twinkle in her eye. Looking at her, one would
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think she was just some harmless lady. Good thing I knew bet-
ter than that. To say looks can be deceiving, especially when it
comes to vampires...

“Please, don’t tell me—yet another sister I didn’t know
about?”

“Hel, no. I hate my sister to my utmost ability. No, dear,
I’m your great-grandmother, on your real father’s side of
course. Can’t you see the family resemblance?”

She began laughing at her own joke. Glad to see someone
was amused by all this.

“Oh, don’t look so glum. You need to lighten up a little.
If there’s one thing I’ve learned over all of my centuries of liv-
ing, it’s that sometimes you just need to laugh instead of cry-
ing. Now answer me this. While you may have learned that the
man you called Dad for the entirety of your life isn’t truly that,
wouldn’t you rather learn that you have more family instead of
less? Especially one that’ll love you instead of judging you, and
wouldn’t sell you off to the highest bidder.”

“They weren’t getting any gold or money for me marrying
Bran.”

“No, they were getting more power, or so they thought,
and that’s just as bad. Daughters should be loved, cherished
and spoiled. Not groomed, primped and forgotten about. Hel,
them bitches probably don’t even realize you’re gone, think-
ing—rather hoping—you’re sitting at that fool’s bedside.” The
last was mumbled so low I barely even caught it. “Anyway, I
am Anastasia Nikolaevna Crisco, no relation to the royals over
there, your great-grandmama.”
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That handful of a name was said with a genuine Russian ac-
cent, and with so much authority that there was no question
she was indeed royalty. Just not of the human variety.

“My pleasure? Look, it’s great and all having more family.
But it’s just a lot to take in, especially after everything. I’m really
not sure how you all expect me to react. I barely know how to
react. And it isn’t just you, and I’m not trying to point any of
my anger at you. I’m just not sure how to feel about anything at
this point in time. That goes for any other family member I may
or may not have roaming around here; aunts, uncles, cousins.
Maybe a year or two from now I’ll be ready for a full-blown
family reunion, just not right now.”

And bring on the wet shit again. I was once again a jumble
of tears, and I hate crying. That happens when you grow up
never having a shoulder to cry on, since you’re supposed to be
oh so strong. I was such an emotional mess I didn’t even realize
she was holding on to me and rubbing my back. At some point
she must have pulled me closer to her, or scooted over closer to
me. It didn’t matter. She seemed to know exactly what I need-
ed, and it wasn’t words—not conversational words, anyway.

Instead, she began crooning what must have been a Russian
lullaby. What’s weird? After she continued for a while, I began
translating the lyrics in my head, even though I didn’t speak a
lick of Russian.

“...He is sleeping in a cradle. He is not crying, nor is he
screaming. Sleeping tight all night. Please, you children, go
ahead and bring us that little flower, that scarlet flower, for little
Ilusha.”

She continued holding me, gently rocking me back and
forth. “I used to sing that for your grandfather—your father’s
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father—and then for him once he was born. All I had was boys;
always wanted a little girl. Which is probably why I spoiled
your sister so much. You just go ahead and let it all out. I’ve
wanted to hold you for so long. Don’t you worry about any of
that, or any of us, for that matter. We’re practically immortal;
we have plenty of time to catch up and learn about one anoth-
er. For you to get to know all of us, if you want to.”

“Can you answer one question for me? Were you singing in
English or Russian just now? Towards the end.”

“Russian, moy milyj. Why do you ask?”
“Then how could I understand when I don’t even speak

Russian?”
“Oh, moy milyj. You shouldn’t be able to, not yet. Looks

like your powers are coming online even quicker than your fa-
ther feared.”

“That’s not the first time I’ve heard that. Why does every-
one sound so scared when they talk about it? And why is it so
flippin’ hot in here?” I was sweating, actually sweating. I don’t
sweat. Come on, my element is fire—why would I? “I haven’t
been drugged again, have I? Wait, did I say that out loud?” My
words came out slurred; I was barely able to get them all out.
No sooner had I said that than I began convulsing.

“Oh no. Anya! Get your father, now!” I heard her scream-
ing frantically.

“What’s happening to her?” came my sister’s reply. Faintly,
I realized I was hearing her name for the very first time—one
less thing for her to hold over me now, eh?

I felt so hot, and not a good hot either. Which was beyond
odd, considering.
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“Dearest Nyx. Tia, no, not yet,” Someone else knelt down
beside me and whispered in my ear—my newfound dad, going
by the sound of the voice. Louder, he bellowed, “We have to get
her out of here! Her True Turning has already begun. There’s
no stopping it or slowing it down.”

He began issuing orders in earnest then. Everything started
to sound like nothing more than echoes to my ears, because
now I was not only hot, but also in agonizing, excruciating
pain. I don’t know if I screamed out loud or just in my head.

Someone picked me up, flashing me away to what almost
felt like a dungeon. I didn’t even open my eyes to see what
was going on, it just had the same feel as my workout room at
home. Which is fireproof. Though I seriously doubted that was
where we were. I was laid down on a cold slab, and that was
when the fun really began.

“Everyone back up!”
My entire body burst into flames, both on the inside and

out. While usually it felt not only good but comforting as well,
the way in which these flames consumed me was anything but,
and they also rose much higher than they ever had before, my
body rising right along with them, levitating. My skin was liter-
ally being singed off my bones, and my organs were ablaze, and
felt as though they were reforming and reshaping. All of it was
completely out of my control. I felt as though I were both dying
and being reborn again. They do say the closest one comes to
death is giving birth, but I wasn’t exactly giving birth to myself.
More like a part of me that had been lying dormant was bring-
ing itself to the forefront, and none too politely at that.

A door that was locked inside me had just burst open, and
some other part of me that I’d never even known existed broke
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free, full of flames that put mine to shame. They began not only
burning through my own, but merging with them, and the pain
that caused was excruciating. They were the brightest, fullest,
most powerful flames I had ever seen, and they were consuming
me, swallowing me whole until it felt as though there was no
part of me left. Not only were my flames being converted into
something completely new and different, but so was my entire
being. It was beyond terrifying.

I could tell people were still in this hollowed-out room
with me, their voices echoing, bouncing off the walls, but that
wasn’t my concern right now. I was consumed by way too much
pain to bring myself to care about what was going on around
me. They could be having a full-blown party going on all
around me at this point, if only one of them could get this pain
to stop.

How long it went on like that, I haven’t the slightest idea. It
could have been hours, days or even weeks—with the amount
of pain I was currently undergoing, years could have passed by
for all I cared.

When the pain finally ebbed, leaving my entire body feel-
ing exposed and raw, and the flames extinguished themselves,
there were gasps from all around the room. All my newborn
body and I wanted to do was to drift off into a much-needed
deep sleep, and that was exactly what I did as soon as someone
threw a blanket that seemed to be coated with some sort of
healing balm over me.
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CHAPTER 13:
OVER MY DEAD
OR ALIVE BODY

A s my mind came back online, the first thing I noticed was
the fact that I was not alone. I no longer had a full audi-

ence, however, just two visitors this time around. One sat at my
bedside holding my hand within a pair of hands that I knew all
too well, since they belonged to my mother...and my hand now
had very sharp and thick claws, by the feel of it. The other was
pacing back and forth like a caged animal ready to break
through the walls.

I observed all this by sound and touch only, not yet ready
to open my eyes and let the world know I was fully alert. Just
not ready to face the proverbial music, hear any more unwant-
ed explanations or excuses, just plain not ready to deal with any
more of the bullshit just yet.

“This wouldn’t have happened yet had it not been for that
damn son of yours.” Mom must be pissed, her words ending on
a gust of wind that I did my best to ignore, else give up my cha-
rade.

“Don’t you dare blame this on Darvyn. If you hadn’t in-
sisted upon keeping things from her as long as you did, he
wouldn’t have felt compelled to do what he did.” Dad, my real
one—which was more than apparent, considering the now very
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sharp canines I felt in my mouth—seethed between his fangs.
“She should have been eased into this long ago.”

“She wasn’t ready yet.”
“She wasn’t ready?” He laughed a laugh so low and sinister

even I flinched inwardly, and it wasn’t even directed towards
me. “Do you reckon she may be ready now? Hmm...possibly
yes? Since now she has to be brought up to speed and into the
fold like in one of those damn novels you used to be so fond
of ! What would have been better? She’s had to endure all this
without even knowing what in the fuck was going on. I wonder
who gets the Mother of the Year Award? Ding, ding, ding, not
you!”

Uh-oh, I think that did it.
Mom rose ever so slowly, drawing in all the air in the room,

and blew Dad all the way up to the ceiling like he was no more
than a rag doll. He only stayed there for a few seconds, though,
to give him credit where it’s due—anyone else would just have
been stuck there. With a stone-cold glare that would have given
even Medusa a run for her money, he pushed himself off the
ceiling to stand directly in front of her in less time than it took
to blink an eye. Yes, at this point I was peeking. You would too!
I wasn’t about to miss all this action. You ask me, they both de-
served to get their asses kicked. Mom for keeping all this shit
from me, and Dad for apparently being too much of a pussy to
say screw her and tell me anyway.

My reverie was cut short as Anya flashed in. “Guys! This
isn’t helping anything. And if you would both stop for just
one whole minute, you’d notice Sleeping Beauty over there isn’t
even sleeping anymore.”
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Well, guessed that meant my jig was up. As all three of
them rushed towards where I lay, I held up a hand. “Don’t.”

Gradually, I started sitting up on my own, taking inventory
of all my body parts, and the newness of them all. Everything
felt different yet the same; mainly just stronger and healthier,
and my skin seemed thicker. My nails were now claws—not
extremely long and curled under, just sharper and very much
thicker, almost like a cat’s claws. My canines...well those were
now fangs, not fully extended, but definitely noticeably differ-
ent.

And I was hungry—ravenous, really—and had a thirst so
strong that my throat not only felt parched, but raw. I reached
my hand up to my throat as I took in just how much that one
word had taken out of me to say with my throat as dry as it was.
Not realizing how fast I was now, I ended up scratching the hell
out of my neck, the smell of my own blood making my thirst
even worst.

“Here, drink this.” Anya was right there, handing me a tall,
skinny champagne glass filled to the brim with a thick, warm,
deep-red liquid that was unmistakably blood. The smell was so
alluring I’m surprised I didn’t snatch it out of her hand and
gulp it all down. Think the only thing truly stopping me from
doing just that was the fear that I would waste even one pre-
cious, delectable drop. I just gingerly took it from her hand,
careful not to spill, then tipped the glass back to my lips until
every last drop was gone.

“More,” I snarled, then immediately gasped at the sounds
that were emanating from me, I was snarling at her. Literally,
like I was some ferocious beast. I don’t know what disturbed
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me more; the fact that I was snarling, or the fact that it felt kind
of good to do so.

“Jeesh,” Anya responded, shaking her head, “let your body
absorb that, and I’ll get you some more. No taking in too much
at once—you need to tame the beast, not spoil it to the point
where it thinks it can just gorge on blood whenever it wants.”

“Come now, dear, she’s going to need a lot more than that
for the time being. What your poor sister just went through
was traumatizing to say the least.” Ah, dear, sweet Grams with
the voice of reason; I may just have loved that woman already.
“We’re going to have to do things a lot differently with her.
Your vampiric side has been online since birth, like most vam-
pires. Poor Ti Ti here, she’s a rather late bloomer to say the
least.”

My eyes became as round as saucers as she handed me the
most beautiful thing I had ever seen, a large platter filled with
chopped-up raw steak that had been drowned not in animal
blood, but freshly spilled human blood. Please don’t ask how I
knew the difference, I just did. And I tore into it like a baby on
her first birthday ripping into her very first birthday cake, only
it wasn’t as cute. It was horror-flick-worthy in a Stephen King
sort of way, only even bloodier. I licked the plate clean, not al-
lowing a drop to go to waste. As I was licking my fingers, I no-
ticed how silent it had become.

“What?” I asked anyone, everyone, whoever felt like an-
swering, as they all stood there with their mouths gaping wide
open. “Weren’t any of you ever taught how rude it is to stare?”

“Uh, Tia, I think that rule just flew right out the window
given how you look.”
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Just as Anya finished that statement, Darvyn flashed in;
now all we were missing was Elyssia. He took one look at me,
tilted his head to the side, said, “Maybe now isn’t such a good
time,” and flashed right back out.

Huh, guess he didn’t like what he saw. Imagine that.
“Mom, Dad, why don’t the two of you finish hashing

things out while me and Grandmama take Tia down to the hot
springs so she can get all cleaned up? Tia, we’re about to take
you to the room I love most in the family castle. I’m sure you’re
going to love it just as much as I do.”

It wasn’t until I stood up that I noticed I didn’t have a
stitch of clothing on besides the blanket that had just slid from
my legs. “Uh.” Suddenly, Darvyn’s sudden departure took on a
whole new light, poor thing. If he wasn’t such a pompous ass, I
might have actually felt sorry for him.

Anya laughed at what must have been my epically dumb-
founded expression. “No need to be modest, now; all you can
really see on your top half is blood anyway. We have clothes,
shoes and all that good stuff waiting for you by the springs. No
one dares come down here but family, and since most of them
have seen me naked, it’s pretty much the equivalent to seeing
you naked, so no worries.”

AS WE WALKED THROUGH the labyrinth of tunnels, I
was surprised mostly by the fact I wasn’t cold. I had managed
to at least grab the blanket, but my feet were also completely
bare. I must have burned through everything I had on my body,
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something I wasn’t used to, since all the clothing I owned and
flashed into was spelled to be flame-resistant. Whatever clothes
Anya had put on me hadn’t been.

True to her word, so far we hadn’t run into anyone. I could
hear a few voices echoing off the walls, though granted not very
many. And the walls were absolutely majestic. An incredibly
deep midnight black, interspersed with what seemed like small
jewels, glittering like a starry night. Sconces every six feet or
so softly lit each corridor, enhancing the beauty without taking
anything away. Everything was so much sharper and clearer to
me now that I wondered if it would have been this beautiful
had I seen it before going through my transition, for lack of a
better term.

Up ahead, I saw someone crouched down in a corner, not
in a threatening way, just rocking back and forth. Anya must
have noticed me staring, because she said, “That’s just Great-
great-great-great-great Auntie Hildegarde. You know how you
hear some talk growing up? About those who didn’t make it
over with all their wits intact when they created the Realm?
Well we’ve got one of those in the fam. Ta-da! The rumors are
true. There’s a family vote, like, every year or so on whether
or not to put her out of her misery. But with her rare bouts
of lucidity, some believe that someday she may just come back
around and have her wits about her again full time.”

“Okay, maybe this is a dumb-ass question, and don’t hesi-
tate to tell me so if it is. But why not, when she does have her
rare bouts of lucidity, just ask her whether she’d rather contin-
ue with her existence in the state she’s in, or just end it?” I asked
as we walked past her. Glancing back at her for a hot second, I
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could have sworn I saw her smile and wink her eye at me. Then
she began singing a rather creepy song in Russian.

“Oh, we’ve asked her that several different times during her
not-too-crazy moments.” This time it was Grandmama who
answered. “And each time there is a unique, ridiculous, brand-
new crazy answer. It’s almost as if it has become a game to her.
Some are beginning to wonder if she truly is broken, or just
so damn old that she’s run out of things that bring her very
much entertainment, and this is some sick and twisted game
she’s come up with.

“At first, her responses were along the lines of acting as
though nothing were amiss and she had no clue what people
were talking about when they told her she was off her rocker.
Then she would be cracking up so hilariously that blood she
had freshly fed on would come from her nose. Ah, and then
there was the one time when someone annoyed her so much
by continually trying to explain to her what she does from day
to day that she ripped the poor fool’s head clear off her body.
No one much cared, since she was such an annoying bitch any-
how. I, for one, had contemplated a million and one ways to
end her without anyone finding out. Auntie Hildegarde had no
such qualms.” Anya snorted at that. “So yes, she has been asked
on several occasions. She’s now asked only to see what new re-
action she may give, and always from a safe distance.”

We finally made it to the entrance of the springs just as
three identical little girls came running out, platinum blonde
pigtails flying behind them, chasing each other with smiles so
big you could see all their gleaming teeth and their delicate lit-
tle fangs. Until they saw us. The first froze in her tracks, gasp-
ing, with her eyes and mouth wide open, then they went down
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like a set of dominoes as the other two continued running, not
realizing the leader of their little pack had suddenly stopped.

After all the “What’s wrong with you? Why’d you stop like
that?” and a few other whiny questions, the first one just point-
ed at me and told the other two, “Look.” Then they gasped too,
and all three of them had the same shell-shocked expression.
Which would have been cute had those looks not been aimed
at me. Being their focal point made me want to squirm and
hide behind something. I’d never liked being the center of at-
tention, and apparently that was one thing that hadn’t changed.
Good to know the changes that I’d just undergone were only
physical, so far. I liked me just the way I was, thank you very
much, flaws and all.

“What are the three of you doing down here?” Anya scold-
ed the triplets. “All the children were told to stay in the living
quarters for the entire week.”

In unison, and in an extremely deadpan tone, they replied
with a, “Yes Auntie, sorry Auntie,” all without taking their
sights off of me, or even blinking. It was rather creepy, but in a
cute kind of way. They were like small automatons.

Just then, a tall beauty flashed in behind us, with shoulder-
length raven black hair with several platinum blonde highlights
interspersed throughout. High cheekbones, and olive-toned
skin all wrapped around a body made to kill with perfectly
sculpted muscles that still managed to look feminine. She was
wearing nothing more than a crimson robe and holding a
wooden spoon that all but screamed “Mom”. “Gigi, Jenna and
Laina!” she scolded in a deep, husky voice. “This is not where
you are supposed to be right now, young ladies!”

Still with the stare, they let out a chorus of, “Sorry, Mama.”
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To us, she said, “I am so sorry. I thought the little rascals
would be content for ten minutes while I took a shower. Ap-
parently not. Get each other’s hands, now.” The last she practi-
cally snarled at them, so low and menacing that she had chills
running down my spine. I absently wondered who would be
feeling the wrath of the spoon first. Gathering them all close,
she flashed them away, leaving me to stare this time.

“Well, you just met three of our nieces. They’re really
sweet, just extremely rambunctious and hard-headed more of-
ten than not. But you can’t help loving them,” Anya began ex-
plaining. “In case you were wondering, yes, they are Darvyn’s.
And the vixen belongs to him as well; your sister-in-law Rac-
quell, Rocky for short. By the way, our family castle’s name is
the House of Nyx. Now, my dear, lovely sister, I would like to
introduce you to the place I come to when I need to feel the
most at peace. Welcome to the Springs of Nyx.” With that, she
gestured grandly towards the entrance of the hot springs.

And into the steam we walked. Finally I would be able to
just sit back and relax. Or so I thought.
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CHAPTER 14:
HOT SPRINGS

ETERNAL

S igh. Alone at last. Grandmama and Anya finally left me to
my own devices after attempt one hundred to reassure

them that I would be okay, along with promising them that I
wouldn’t flash myself anywhere off the castle grounds. Which
was where it turned out the cottage resided, right inside its im-
mense grounds, in the back opposite the pool that was more
like a lake, seeing as how it was two times the size of a human
Olympic-size pool. They were probably looking at my most re-
cent track record of impossibly bad luck and worried I’d knock
myself out and drown or something. Could vampires drown?
Was I more vampire than witch now, or more witch than vam-
pire, or an equal combination of the two?

I hadn’t tried to use my element or any spells just yet, too
scared to find out they may be gone. I wasn’t ready to lose that
much of myself—being a witch was all I’d ever known, whether
I’d been born as more or not.

The springs truly were beautiful and relaxing. Just inhaling
the steam eased all my senses, the temperature of the water
loosening and soothing every muscle. The walls and crevices
were similar to the walls of the tunnel, only in place of candles
in the sconces, there were lights, whether powered by electrici-
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ty or magic I wasn’t one hundred percent sure. With the atmos-
phere in that place, I was going with the latter. Steam and water
could go only so far; this was a feeling of absolute euphoria. No
wonder Anya loved it down here; she might now have compe-
tition for getting any alone time.

I sat there with my eyes closed for so long that I must have
drifted off, because the only reasonable explanation for what I
began to feel was that I was dreaming. I felt someone spread
my legs wide apart, placing my feet on either shoulder. They
then used their fingers to spread my folds, giving their mouth
and tongue a free pathway to my entrance. With my eyes still
closed, I grabbed on to the ledge for support to keep myself
from slipping. He delved like that, on and on, for a very long
time, making a delectable meal out of me, never once bothering
to come up for air.

He added two strong, thick fingers, then three to go along
with his tongue. I would have screamed out his name in ecstasy
if I’d had a name to scream. It felt so damn good that I couldn’t
have cared less about that slight issue.

Keeping his fingers inside me and never missing a beat, he
began kissing his way up my body. Once he made his way to
my neck, he removed his fingers and impaled me with his large,
hard-as-steel shaft in one smooth move.

As he started moving in and out of me, making me even
wetter than the springs themselves, I cracked open my eyes.

“Why the fuck am I dreaming about you of all people?”
“Hmmm...probably because this isn’t a dream.”
“Oh, Hel no!” I shoved him off me so hard and fast you

could hear a pop as his shaft was forced out of me. He went
damn near flying to the center of the springs, laughing that
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same damn laugh. “How do you keep finding me? And how
many times are you going to violate me?” I was in the water and
still felt dirty as fuck.

“My, my, my, what strength you have now. Makes you even
sexier.”

“Are you fucking for real right now?”
“What? Oh come on, you were enjoying yourself even

more than I was. You can hardly describe anything I’ve done to
you as a violation. You are my fiancée after all,” he said with a
wink.

“Really?! The first time around you flat-out drugged me.
This time you let me think I was dreaming, for Goddess’ sake.
Where in all the worlds do you see any of that as not violating
me?”

“For one, that wasn’t a drug and it didn’t force you to do
anything you didn’t already want to do. I wouldn’t have want-
ed our first several times together to be tainted. It allowed you
to do exactly what you have always wanted to without wast-
ing time pondering over the pesky consequences, mainly wor-
rying over what others may think. Secondly...or is that for two?
Hmm... Oh, who cares, but I did not violate you just now ei-
ther. You knew damn well you weren’t dreaming. That was too
real to have been a dream and you know it.” He had the nerve
to shake his damn head. “And here I thought the beings of this
realm would have a different way of thinking; you’re almost as
bad as those damn humans. Your every action always has to do
with how someone else will react to it. You need to be more like
us demons.”

“How is that? Less moral and more evil?”
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“No, more feeling and less thinking!” Demon Bran—that
was all I could think to call him since I didn’t know his true
name—began stalking closer to me. “Live your life for you, not
for what others may or may not think of you. Your vampire
brethren? They also know how to live. You have been amongst
your mother’s witch people for far too long. And if your moth-
er’s people are anything like Bran’s,” he shuddered, “it’s no won-
der you think the way you do, while your brain practically
broadcasts that you want so much more. Now that I smell your
father’s people on you more strongly, maybe you can finally be-
gin learning how to live your life for yourself. If you aren’t en-
joying your life, you’re simply existing and nothing more. And
where’s the fun in that?”

He was face to face with me now. I could feel his hot breath
on my face as he trapped me with his lethal gaze and continued.
“I rather like you, my little witch, have come to grow quite fond
of you in fact. If you would stop suppressing the many nights
we spent together from your memory, you would come to re-
member that you actually like me too. We did do more than
just screw all those nights we spent together, and only that first
and last night was it more than just the two of us.

“Now we must part ways again. I must needs be getting
back to my ‘deathbed’ and back to those...witches. Even though
I would much rather stick a fork in my eye. Hurry things along
here—I plan on being healed soon. We do need to prepare for
our nuptials.”

He pulled me in to him then, and before I could even
take in a breath to protest, his lips were slamming into mine
so possessively it almost hurt, but damn if it didn’t feel good.
Our tongues battled with each other for a while longer, until
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he pulled away, saying, “I do apologize for your pup, though.
Young Rasputin and I are still trying to figure that one out.
We’ll find him soon enough.”

With that last bit of info, he flashed out, leaving a trail of
sulfur in his wake, and me with two sets of swollen lips and
barely a clue what had happened to Grimm, but a whole lot
more worry nonetheless. Only now I knew for sure it was noth-
ing good, especially not for Grimm.

I also had way more questions about my own actions as
well. Was what he’d said true? Had whatever he’d given me tru-
ly just opened me up to living my deepest, darkest desires, my
very own fantasies? If so, me blaming everything on him was
the equivalent of blaming it on the alcohol. Too many ques-
tions and nowhere near enough answers. And wait...the idiot
was working with Rasputin?

“That’s the sorcerer you were working with? That entire
family is batshit crazy!” I shouted, apparently to no one.

Finding Grimm had just moved up a couple of notches on
my priority list. And “Ah, fuck” just about summed up how I
felt.
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CHAPTER 15:
LIVE AND LET

LIVE

F inally emerging from the springs, I toweled off and
donned the crimson silk robe that had been left behind for

me. No one had thought to leave any shoes or slippers for me,
but beggars can’t be choosers. I tied the robe at the waist and
flashed my happy-go-lucky self back to Anya’s room. While I
was sure there were a million different places within the
grounds to pop into, Anya’s room was the most familiar to me.
Although I would have liked to explore just a little, I was too
afraid of ending up stuck in a wall or some shit. So Anya’s room
it was.

Upon entering, the first thing that caught my eye was the
elaborate costume lying on the bed. It was the most beautiful
ball gown of red silk and lace, with a high collar and long
sleeves that billowed out at the ends. The bottom was layers up-
on asymmetrical layers, floor-length with a minor train at the
back and just above the knee at the front.

“Dia de los Muertos, Day of the Dead; it was Abella’s fa-
vorite holiday.” Anya entered the room wearing a dress identi-
cal to the one before me, only hers was in white. Her feet were
bare, and she wore a headband made up of black and red roses
atop her perfectly coiffed hair.
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“I thought that wasn’t until the day after my—our—birth-
day. I haven’t been out that long, have I?”

“No,” she said on a tiny laugh. “But in lieu of giving her
a boring old wake, her wife would like to put on the parade a
week early. So you go on and get dressed while I put on my
skull—well, paint it on, anyway.”

“Uh, do you really think I should be going? I mean, she did
die because of me, saving me. If not for me she’d probably still
be here now. Maybe even planning the parade instead of having
one thrown in her honor.”

“You not showing up would be even worse, trust me. There
are still a lot of things you don’t know yet. I know it’s not your
fault, but it’s just time to start answering your questions, both
asked and unasked. You see my closet over there, along that
wall? Go look inside of it.”

“Sure, whatever.” I walked over to do as she said, not under-
standing the why of it.

Like everything else about this cottage, it was much larger
on the inside than it was on the outside. It was a walk-in rough-
ly the size of the small kitchen of a studio apartment. It was also
just as organized as any boutique would have been. An area for
dress clothes, workout gear, casual wear, but looking against the
far wall towards the back, I thought I had an inkling of what it
was she wanted to show me.

The same outfit that Abella and the others had had on
that day, the leather combat gear? There was a full area with
identical outfits in there, including the combat gear, boots and
weaponry. Only where there had been red flame insignias on
theirs, hers had white flames instead.
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Walking back out of the closet, I went to ask Anya what all
this meant. Then I stopped dead in my tracks when I saw her.
She stood there completely consumed in flames of white, with
her arms outstretched.

“As I told you before, we’re almost identical, with only a
few slight differences in color and personality. We are each our
own person, yet one and the same. I would ask if you wanted to
go for a few rounds to see if our fighting skills also match, but,
I’m already ready to go, so we’ll have to wait for another time.

“The leather? Those are the uniforms of the Royal Guard,
assigned to protect us since the day of our birth. Yours always
trained, but were never allowed to be around you, since none
of our kind was allowed to be around you. While yours bear a
red flame, mine bear a white. I don’t think any explanations are
needed for the why of that, are they? And they have all been
trained to protect us with their very lives. So for you not to
show up when one has done just that would be the ultimate in-
sult.

“Now go on and get yourself dressed. As you can see, the
dresses have already been bespelled against flames. Hadn’t wor-
ried about it with the clothing you had on before, since neither
I nor anyone else had any idea you were getting ready to go
through your True Turning.”

WE WALKED OUTSIDE ARM in arm to join in with the
festivities. I managed to find a pair of knee-high combat boots
with a nice sized wedge heel. Anya was still barefoot. I didn’t
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even bother to ask why. See, sometimes you can teach an old
dog new tricks.

Music was playing and everyone seemed to be enjoying
themselves. Not just sitting around moping and crying. And
no, you didn’t get the feeling that everyone was celebrating her
death, more like celebrating her life. It was rather beautiful, ac-
tually. Rambiosa was playing now—no Mariachi band music
for this crowd. Though the meaning of the song seemed in-
appropriate to me, I didn’t have the honor of knowing Abella
or anything about her, so it might have been the perfect song.
It did bring to mind what Demon Bran had said to me about
vampires also knowing how to live without a care for what oth-
ers may or may not think.

Her widow, whose name I would later learn was Marisol,
sat on a makeshift dais off to the side. She wore what appeared
to be a white wedding gown along with a white veil. From
where we stood, I could still see the tears silently leaking down
her face, even though she still smiled. Beings from all fac-
tions—except for witches, which admittedly I was ashamed
about—went up to her with offerings of flowers, their wrist to
sip from, or some just with condolences. It was beautiful the
way everyone grieved together without all the dramatics that
usually go with a funeral.

Everyone was elaborately dressed, from the women to the
men to even the children. I thought I spied the triplets bounc-
ing around hand in hand, but couldn’t be sure with all the face
paint.

Anya and I joined in the festivities, laughing, drinking, and
talking about nothing. We even weaved in and out of the pa-
rade, ducking beneath the people walking on stilts. We were
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like two teenagers, out and about having a good time with not
a care in the world. The atmosphere was beyond amazing. As
we danced in the middle of the street with all the others, some-
one came up behind me.

“Mind if I join in?”
“I’ll just leave the two of you to it. Catch you later, Sis—we

still have a lot to catch up on. Call me selfish, but I’m just so
glad you’re here now.” Anya pulled me in for a quick, tight em-
brace, then slunk off into the night.

“You, my dear, look simply ravishing in that dress.”
Chandler hadn’t bothered with the face paint, probably be-

cause he could make himself into a zombie-like creature at any
given second. He was dressed to the nines, though, wearing
a black Mexican-style suit with white thread, complete with
black sombrero and an unbuttoned blood-red dress shirt un-
derneath that went perfectly with my dress. Handsome didn’t
even begin to describe how he looked. Maybe scrumptious, ed-
ible, delectable...something along those lines would suffice.

“You don’t look so bad yourself.” That came out a little
huskier than I’d planned.

“Hope you don’t mind me saying this, but you also look
rather hungry. Your fangs are inching longer by the second.”

“Huh, I hadn’t even noticed. But now that you mention it,
I do feel rather parched.” My stomach chose that moment to
start pinching me, I guess to emphasize that point.

“Come, they usually keep donors handy at this sort of
shindig.”

He grabbed hold of my hand in a firm grip and pulled
me alongside him. As we walked along the outskirts of the pa-
rade, I said, “I’ve been meaning to ask about just that—how do
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you all get donors down here? I mean, it isn’t as if this realm
is crawling with humans. I never see them in our neck of the
Realm.”

“Some are descendants of the ones who crossed over with
their vampire companions during the original creation of Un-
derlayes. Others, the newer additions, they’re brought over
from the human realm. Some were runaways, others
castoffs—we take those that society has forgotten about and
give them a new home. They just need to pay for their room
and board with some of their blood. None of them are abused,
if that’s what’s twirling around in that gorgeous head of yours.

“There are those here that are used for playthings; the dregs
of the human world. The serial killers, the rapists, the child mo-
lesters. They have unimaginable things done to them by those
of us who need to lose control every now and then. They are
harvested by someone—usually a pair—from the Royal Guard,
waiting outside the courtroom of their trials. When the ver-
dict comes across as not guilty and they know the human to
be extremely guilty, they stalk them until the individual is all
alone and they snatch them away from their world and bring
them here. They’re locked away until they can serve their pur-
pose—kept well-fed and groomed, of course. Wouldn’t do to
let perfectly good blood go bad. When you really think about
it, we’re doing a favor to the very ones who ran us away. Hu-
mans are so stupid they don’t even notice it. And if they did,
instead of appreciating the service we inadvertently provide for
them by taking such monsters off their hands, they would only
want to hunt us all the more for it. Bloody imbeciles.”

And he pretty much had the right of it, on all counts.
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“Look right over there. The ones on all fours on the bitch
end of the collars? Those are some of the dregs that were pulled
out to serve as donors for the evening.”

Only five in total, all of their collars attached to a leash be-
ing held by the burly vampire I had first seen at the carnival.
He wore a pair of black dress slacks and nothing else other than
the painted sugar skull on his face and skeleton drawn onto his
upper torso. Each donor wore practically nothing; the females
wore pasties over their nipples and black leather boy shorts, the
males black leather briefs, and they each had a ball gag in their
mouth. I assumed the lack of clothing was to assure they were
easily accessible, the ball gags to contain their screams.

“The others would never be placed at risk by bringing them
to an event such as this. If something were to happen to one of
the dregs, frankly, my dear, no one would give a damn. The oth-
ers are considered guests, some of them even companions, to be
fed upon if and when they choose to be, and only if they give us
their express permission. In turn, we have given them our word
that we will keep them safe.”

“What if any of them decide they want to return to the
human world—what then? Are they allowed to leave, or...” I
asked, genuinely curious. Humans were infamous for how fee-
ble they were.

“Hmmm...I believe the human expression I’m looking for
is ‘tough shit’. That actually has happened once before. Let us
just say, the example that was made at that unfortunate human’s
expense was sufficient that it has never happened again. Allow
one to return, who’s to say there wouldn’t be a lineup of more
trying to do the same? Besides, while giving one’s word doesn’t
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hold much value on their end of the spectrum, we still hold
true to it. We uphold our word, they should do the same.

“Now, my dear, pick one.”
My stomach immediately rumbled its assent, and he of

course promptly laughed.
“Hungrier than I thought you were. Make sure you pick

one with plenty of meat on their bones, which usually means
they also have plenty of blood flowing within.”

Walking up to the donors, I decided it was best to let my
nose do the choosing. As soon as I reached contestant number
two, I had smelled the one I wanted most. She was indeed on
the larger side, but that wasn’t what drew me to her; it was the
sweet smell wafting off her, almost like a candy bar or a piece
of chocolate cake. Her skin was the color of dark chocolate and
she had a pretty, innocent-looking face, though her smile gave
her away for anything but. She was extremely buxom, and while
heavy, she did have a lovely shape. As tempted as I was to ask
Chandler the crime she had committed to land her as one of
the dregs, her smell, along with her strong beating pulse, made
me realize just how hungry I was.

“Come,” I said to her with a strong command in my voice.
She got up and came towards me like a marionette on

strings being pulled along, as far as the leash would allow her to
go. And even though the collar and leash prevented any further
movement, that didn’t seem to stop her from trying; the com-
mand was that strong. It made me think of what had happened
with Crissy.

When I grew tired of watching her pretty much just choke
herself, I closed the distance between us. I grabbed the back of
her neck, and as soon as my fangs finished elongating, without
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any hesitation I bit into her neck, hard. I felt her jerk and at-
tempt to shrink away from me, but I was having none of that;
I gripped her to me so hard that I felt her collarbone break in
my hand. Now ask me if I cared, and you will get a resound-
ing “Hel no”. I fed. I pulled her blood hard and deep into my
mouth, doing my best to spill not one drop. I felt her hot, life-
giving nectar not only flowing down my throat but infusing my
very organs and bones. And the taste? I can’t even begin to de-
scribe it beside it being the most exquisite delicacy I had ever
tasted.

I continued until I was squeezing her like a juicebox, des-
perately trying to get one more drop out of her. When my
brain finally caught on to the fact that there was nothing left, I
dropped her to the ground like the hunk of meat that she was.
There was nothing left of her. As guilt-ridden as I had been, still
was, over Bran’s death, I couldn’t muster an ounce of guilt, re-
gret or any other emotion for what I had just done to her. Well,
other than wonder who would be left to clean up the mess. If it
was me, I absently wondered if there was a trash can around for
discarded human carcasses.

I looked up to find Chandler and the other vampire stand-
ing there staring at me with their mouths wide open, looking at
me like I had just grown a third head.

“What?”
Chandler finally recovered enough to say, “Oh, nothing.

Why don’t we just go and get you cleaned up?”
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CHAPTER 16:
SOME THINGS

ARE BETTER
LEFT UNSAID

W e made our way back to the castle; no flashing or any-
thing, just walked. Not much talking, either. Not that

it was a long walk or anything, but it was one of those silences
that was slightly awkward and made you wonder if you had
done something wrong or if your breath smelled funny. But
then again, it could have been the fact that I had dried blood on
my face. Try as I might not to spill, I could feel that I had made
a bit of a mess despite my best efforts. There was no mistaking
that I had blood all over my chin; even without the luxury of a
mirror, I could feel it drying and crusting up on my face, which
was beginning to itch.

As we made our way up the pathway and entered through
the castle gates, I had finally had enough and snapped as I
stopped dead in my tracks.

“Okay, what’s with all the silence and the glances out of the
corner of your eye all about? I know I wasn’t exactly elegant
back there, but I was fucking hungry. And that was my first
time ever feeding like that; I am kinda new at all this. Seriously,
the way the two of you stared me down back there, you’d think
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you’d never seen a vampire feed before! And excuse the hell out
me for not showing proper vampire feeding etiquette.”

His response didn’t come in the form of words. Not at first,
anyway. Roughly, he grabbed the back of my head and crushed
his lips to mine in a punishing, brutally erotic kiss. Chandler
backed me up until my back slammed against the wall beside
the gate, grabbing one leg and wrapping it around his waist so
that I felt one part of his anatomy was very, very happy to see
me.

“We were staring out of sheer, unadulterated lust.” He be-
gan grinding against me even harder then, as if to emphasize
his point. “The way you tore into that donor, grinding against
her as you sucked her life away with that lovely mouth of yours,
has my cock so hard right now I’m ready to throw courting you
out the window and feed it to the wolves and fuck you so hard
you’ll be thinking you’re a bloody virgin all over again.”

He ground his arousal against my center so hard it damn
near felt like he was penetrating me, driving his point home in
a very visceral way.

“So, my dear little witch, do not mistake my quietness for
anything other than exactly what it is, and that is me trying to
maintain some sort of composure when you have just ratcheted
my sexual drive to brand new heights.”

He caressed the side of my face, letting his hand glide gen-
tly down until it was wrapped around my neck in a firm though
non-choking grip.

“The first time I take you, I plan on it being long, slow,
hard, and very, very deep, without any possibility of interrup-
tion. And while you and I may be fated to be together, in a way
you do not understand just yet, I do not want that to be the
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only reason you allow me entrance. And as much as my cock
is aching to be cushioned inside all of your moist, warm juices
and gripped by your delicate lips as you scream out my name
in erotic agony, I plan on introducing you to your newfound
world first. Now, why don’t I just speed things along and flash
us both up to the bathing chambers before I lose what tiny sliv-
er of control I have left.”

With no further ado, he did just as he said and flashed us
directly to the bathing chambers. What I didn’t realize until he
explained as much was that they weren’t just any chambers, but
my very own. Apparently I already had living quarters within
the castles walls, and not just something that had been slapped
together upon my arrival. My father had had them made for me
at birth, alongside Anya’s, and whenever hers had been changed
over the years to keep them appropriate to her age or whatever
phase she might be going through, so had mine.

Chandler told me, “Your father has always loved you com-
pletely, deeply and unconditionally. And he wanted you to feel
at home from the moment you entered these grounds, be it
the time at which it is was told you would, or sooner. Every-
one who has had the honor of being within his circle knows
he always held out hope for the latter, making sure everything
catered to your every possible whim within the walls of your
chambers.”

Sitting back in the immaculate tub, which was large
enough to fit at the very least six more beings within it, I didn’t
doubt any of those words. My other “father” thought it a waste
to have things such as this; nothing too over-the-top or unnec-
essary in our bedrooms or bathrooms. While they were a nice
size, no way in the worlds could they ever be considered living
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quarters. He felt that if we had more than what we truly need-
ed, it would make us into obnoxious spoiled brats who would
care nothing for their people. From what I’d seen of Anya thus
far, I was thinking he was way off point with that. Morals can
be taught regardless of what one has and doesn’t have. And I
mean, come on, what’s the point of being a princess when you
can’t even live like one?

Water under the bridge now, I guessed, though a bridge I
would still have to cross again. But, it was still amazing to me
how two beings of damn near the same station in their species
could be so very different, yet be in love with the same woman.
Made me wonder that much more about Mom, too. Was she
the same with the both of them? Or was she someone different
depending on which of them she was with? I really needed to
speak to her about a lot of things, and the longer I went with-
out doing so just added more questions to the seemingly never-
ending list that just kept growing in my head.

The main question I had, though, was how could she, as a
mother, just let Anya go like that? How could she look at me all
those years without going stark raving mad not knowing what
her identical daughter was doing, or how she was doing? While
what my father had done had indeed been conniving and ma-
nipulative, invading my dreams like that, it had been his way of
still being with me even while he wasn’t allowed to be anywhere
near me physically. Had my mother done the same with Anya,
or something similar? There were just way too many questions
and nowhere near enough answers. At this rate, my head would
probably literally explode very soon.

Instead of worrying about every little thing like I usually
do, I decided just to sink deeper into the tub I had been blessed
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with, then proceeded to lather my body and my hair with the
wonderful-smelling washes that had been left for me. Which
were mostly lavender. Guessed someone wanted to make sure
I was in a nice calm mood for the conversation that was in-
evitably lurking ahead. Ah well, this bath felt and smelled too
damn good to truly care about any of that right now. The best
part? Someone—I was assuming Anya, since I hadn’t run into
any other witches around here as yet—had bespelled the water
so that it stayed at that perfect temperature. It didn’t get much
better than that.

After finally deciding I was as clean and relaxed as I was
going to get, and that I had pushed my luck enough having
not been interrupted, I stepped out onto the cashmere bath rug
and dried off on the largest, softest, fluffiest bath sheet I had
ever had the pleasure of using.

When I spied the three-way full-length mirror off to the
side, I walked over to it, thinking it high time I saw with my
own eyes what physical changes had taken place on my body.
I felt the changes, sure—stronger, faster, more confident, less
worried about what others thought—but I still hadn’t seen
them.

My eyes went wide at the sight before me. Not that they
were extremely drastic changes or anything like that. But the
subtleties made me truly feel like a brand new version of me;
my breasts a tad perkier and a lot fuller, still some belly fat
around my midsection, which I had come to accept as a part
of me a long time ago, my muscles slightly larger and more de-
fined. What was most noticeable was my teeth, obviously, and
my eyes. They were much more crimson than brown now, with
a flame that seemed to simmer in the back, continuously flick-
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ering in and out. I absently wondered if Anya’s were the same;
I hadn’t exactly been gazing into her eyes that deeply. The eyes
and fangs were something I definitely wouldn’t be able to hide
from the man I’d thought was my father. Another thing to wor-
ry about when the time came, and not right now.

Right then I had other things to worry about, because
when I opened the doors to my bedroom suite, Mom and Dad
were standing in two separate corners of my bedroom, waiting
for me. Guessed it was time we had that talk. Hey, at least there
wasn’t any bloodshed. Yet.
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CHAPTER 17:
WHERE’S THE

LOVE NOW?

I f looks could kill, I’d be terrified of getting caught in the
crossfire. They were shooting daggers at each other. That

was just the thing, right there, too. For there to be that much
hatred, there also had to be love. No, I wasn’t getting all senti-
mental like some lovesick teen who wanted her parents to get
back together or any nonsense such as that. Being in your thir-
ties may be the equivalent of being twenty in human years for
witches, but it really was nothing more than an observation.
Because when you truly stop caring for someone, what’s usually
left is apathy. This was pure, deep-seated hatred coming from
both parties. So whatever love they’d shared must have been a
strong one. Just not stronger than Mom’s ambition and need to
please her mother, apparently.

“Well, don’t everyone speak at once.” I said, attempting and
failing to break the ice. When they continued to just stare holes
into each other’s heads, I continued, “Seriously, I hope you two
don’t plan on just standing there; if so, I’d much rather just lie
down if that’s okay with you.”

Then they both started at once, which was pretty much the
worst with my hearing being keener now than it had been be-
fore. Talk about a splitting headache.
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“Change of tactics. How about I start asking the questions
first, and you guys give me some answers. I think I’ve earned at
least that much. Anya has too, don’t you think?”

“Actually, Anya already knows everything, my dear one,
and your mother over there gave her a more detailed side of her
version.” That last was said on a hiss, and his left eye twitched
visibly when he said, “While you were going under your True
Turning.”

“Okay, whatever. I’m still trying to come to terms with all
of this. At least I know for sure now that you really are my fa-
ther, unless Mom was sleeping around with other random vam-
pires.”

“Tialanna!” Mom scolded, genuinely outraged.
“Sorry. Okay, that may have been out of line, but give me

some credit here. I not only just found out Dad isn’t really my
dad, I have a twin sister I never even knew existed, I’m not just
a witch but also a vampire, and the prophecy you had me try-
ing to live up to for the entirety of my life until now was com-
plete and utter bullshit. A prophecy, I might add, that led up to
a whole string of events that now have me engaged to a bloody
demon. Don’t even ask me to begin to explain that one right
now. And all because you wanted to, what, save face?” I heard
my voice rising with each word, and felt the reassuring heat of
my flames just beneath my skin. “So forgive me if I speak out
of turn, or say something you may not deem appropriate. But
what the two of you did to us was straight up, utter, mother-
fucking bullshit. And neither of us deserved it.

“So, Mom, let’s start with you. How could you be comfort-
able in any way, shape or form with your baby girls being split
up at birth like that? How could you be okay with her growing
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up without you, and without me? Did you even know we were
connected, or was that not a factor to you?”

She gasped at the last question, and Dad let out a small
curse.

I snickered. “She never told you, did she? Neither of you.
Somehow I’m not even surprised about that. Please tell me you
at least visited with her, saw her in some way as we were grow-
ing up, like Dad did with me.” The look on her face spoke vol-
umes. “You bitch.”

“Tia—”, she began, a fake or maybe even real tear coming
from her eye. Only I refused to let her finish.

“How could you? Were you not concerned for her, even
a little bit? Damn, Mom, did you even think about her? My
Goddess, what kind of a mother are you?” I gave her a look
of sheer disgust; I couldn’t even recognize her right now. “You
may not be able to dream-walk like Dad can, but there are so
many other things you could have done as a witch, especially
one as powerful as you. You could have astral-projected, called
up a vision, something, anything. She’s your daughter.”

“I was too afraid.”
Wow, did that actually sound like the truth?
“Afraid of what, Mom?”
“Afraid that any magic I used would be traced back to her,

or from her to us. I couldn’t risk Sundiata finding out.”
“Wait, wait, wait. So all of this was just so that you could

keep your seat on the throne?”
“No! It was so you could keep your seat on the throne.”
“But that seat isn’t even mine, as I have no true blood tie

with the king! Or did you forget that tiny little tidbit?”
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“I didn’t forget a damn thing, young lady. But you are only
going on pure assumptions, you don’t know the full story.”

“You are so right. But I’m standing here trying to get that
full story, which I do believe I’m long overdue for.”

“I think we need to sit down for all this, and maybe grab a
drink.”

“Fine, but I don’t need anything to drink right now, just an-
swers.”

“Honey, the drink is for me.”
We made our way to the sitting area, and everyone sat as far

from one another as possible; me on the couch, Mom and Dad
in plush velvet chairs across from said couch, spread far enough
apart to set another couch in between.

“Tia, I am nothing like you, or either of your sisters. I’m
weak. Not magic-wise, but in other ways that count so much
more.

“I loved your father, your real father, more than any other
male I had ever known. First as nothing more than a friend, un-
til it grew to be so much more. But, as you are well aware, our
two species aren’t exactly known for getting along. Needless to
say, your grandmother, my mother, wasn’t the type of person
you could defy and expect to get away with it, or even expect
that you would live to tell the tale.

“I kept my feelings to myself for many years, even knowing
that your father also felt the same for me. I knew the only rea-
son he held back was out of sheer respect for me and no other
reason. Then your grandmother was able to arrange the mar-
riage with Sundiata, effectively making me the high queen of
the Underlayes witches. And let’s get this part straight right
here and now, that was not something I had strived for, or
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wanted, ever. But I didn’t have enough of a backbone to say
no. And I certainly didn’t have the nerve to go against my own
mother. I was even younger than you are now, only twenty-five,
and had never even so much as kissed anyone yet.

“So I went ahead with your grandmother’s plans with no
regard to what I wanted. At that time, I had no idea what it
was I wanted anyhow. No, that’s a lie, I knew exactly what it
was I wanted, and who, I just also knew there wasn’t a chance
in Hel’s domain that I would get it. We were wed, but at first
we were anything but happy. But witches live for up to five cen-
turies; plenty of time to at least learn to tolerate each other. It
wasn’t until thirty years later that I became pregnant with you
and your sister.

“I had gotten into a horrible fight with Sundiata, and ran to
your father. We never meant for anything to happen that night,
but when the sparks began to fly there was no holding them
back any longer. It was like a dam that had been just waiting to
burst, and we finally we gave in and let it.”

“Okay.” I had to stop her right then and there. Yuck, much?
“We can skip all the gory, disgusting details on that part. Hit
the fast forward button or whatever—let’s just spare my ears,
shall we?”

She rolled her eyes at me, like she was five friggin’ years old.
She could have held them at the top of her head until they got
stuck there for all I cared. No way was I listening to that. I’d
been through more than enough already, thank you very much.

“Do you want to hear the story or not, young lady?”
“I sure do want to hear it, but only the necessary parts.

All those other little tidbits, you can either keep to yourself
or you and Dad can discuss them amongst yourselves, alone,
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without me being in the vicinity, or anywhere within listening
distance.” I gestured “go ahead” motions with my hands. Had
these been any other sort of circumstances, she’d probably have
been slapping me upside the back of my head by now. But these
weren’t other circumstances, so I planned on pushing it to the
limit.

“Anyway, when I learned that I was pregnant, I panicked.
I suspected that the child I carried did not belong to my hus-
band, but I didn’t know for certain until your grandmother had
that vision. I didn’t know until then that not only were there
two of you, but that you did not belong to Sundiata. You have
to understand, there is no tolerance within the witch commu-
nity, especially among the royals. To be pregnant with some-
one other than the king’s child would have been tantamount
to treason. I would have been executed, and he would have de-
clared war with the vampires. I had to prevent both of those ac-
tions in order to protect you and your father. So the plan she
cooked up seemed like the most brilliant idea in the worlds, at
that time.”

“For the record,” my dad chimed in after having not said
a word in so long I’d almost forgotten he was even there, “my
people would have gladly gone to war, and would have taken
your mother in with open arms. She decided not to go that
route and to listen to Mommy Dearest instead.”

“As I was saying before I was so rudely interrupted, your
grandmother recruited her best friend for help with her plans.
Reigna was an even more powerful seer than she was, and more
importantly she was the librarian of the archives, including all
the prophecies. The first thing they did was to cloak the fact
that I was pregnant, until I could conceivably say it belonged to
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the king. Once they had seen that not only were there two of
you, but that one of you would show signs of your true genesis
at birth, well that was when everything else was set into place,
and the decision to separate the two of you was made.”

“And you had no qualms about it?” I asked. I couldn’t help
it.

“Of course I did. But don’t you see? I didn’t have a choice!
I love the two of you, and always have. If the truth had been
found out, they would have killed you both.” She said that last
with so much vehemence that I could almost feel her anger to
the point of forgiving her. Almost.

“What about Dad’s plan? You had other options.”
“And what if that plan didn’t work? Huh? What then? I

wasn’t willing to risk that.”
“You knew all along that in the long run we would both

show signs of being vampires. Don’t even try to deny it ’cause
everyone’s running around here saying they thought they had
more time before I transitioned or whatever. For that thought
to be out there, everyone must have known it was inevitable
that it was going to take place. So what was your game plan for
when that happened?” This had to be good, so I was glad I was
already sitting down.

“As I said before, we were trying to ensure your seat on the
throne. Mother had seen you not coming into your vampiric
powers until after your thirty-first birthday. By that time you
would already have wed Bran, and according to the ‘prophecy’
you would have been more powerful. What wasn’t included in
the prophecy was the fact that King Sundiata was going to have
an untimely accident, therefore guaranteeing your seat on the
throne. By the time the truth was learned, your sister Elyssia
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would be of age to take it. And as much as we already knew that
girl would love you, she would stay any execution that might
have been called for. Problem solved, everyone happy, and your
grandmother would still have all the power she could ask for.
Now...”

“Let me help your mother out with that one. And now
her plans have gone all to shite.” Dad was more than happy to
chime in on that one. “Now both of you are in an even hotter
mess than ever before. I’m quite certain dear old Mum didn’t
even think of any other outcome than her own mother being
right, and didn’t bother putting up any safeguards, nor setting
up any sort of contingency plan. Hmmm?”

“No, but I’m sure you did, didn’t you, Mr. Perfect?” she
shouted towards Dad. Turning back to me, she said in an al-
most pleading tone, “Tia, I fucked up in more ways than I can
count, and I am so sorry. I was wrong, and made all the wrong
decisions—I know that now. And no matter how much I wish
I could go back and choose differently, I can’t.

“And back to you,” she said to my dad. “If you’d kept your
juvenile delinquents on a damn leash, the plan just might have
worked. That foolish stunt they pulled sped up the timeline.”
She was practically seething. I worried for a moment that she
was about to throw a spell at him, or jump across the room and
slap him.

“Can we back that train up too?” I had been dying to ask
about this one. “Why did that have anything to do with it?”

“Your father here hasn’t had a chance to explain Fated
Ones to you yet. Just as with the werewolves, vampires also
have one fated mate they are destined to be with in this life and
every one thereafter. Only with the wolves, there is no other
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they will ever want or need. With vampires it’s completely dif-
ferent; some describe it as more romantic, others think it’s utter
bullshit, and it’s the reason some species—especially the witch-
es—think they are fickle beings.

“A vampire has only one true Fated, but their being to-
gether does not always equate to there never being anyone else.
Some choose monogamy, others do not. They still remain with
each other, and beyond committed to each other, but it isn’t
only the two of them. What they choose depends on the cou-
ple; in the end, the only thing that matters is that their Fated is
happy with whatever decision is made.”

Dad took over the explanation. “And that, my little one, is
what Chandler is to you. Vampires dream of their Fated when
they are still younglings, drawn not only to be with them, but
to be around their bloodline if they have yet to be born. Some-
thing in them needs to be around their Fated in some way,
shape or form. He and your brother Darvyn are the same age,
and became instant friends in school, inseparable ever since.
When I brought your sister home, they were both present, only
twelve at the time, which for a male vampire might as well
be five. Chandler ran over to Anya, happy as can be until he
smelled her. ‘She looks right but wrong, and she stinks, what’s a
matter with her?’ I knew then it must be you he was truly look-
ing for. So did your brother.”

“Okay, so even if he is my Fated or whatever, how did that
trigger anything?”

“Because of the two of you finally meeting, and on top of
that you must have ingested some of his blood, even the tini-
est drop during the kiss I heard about. Being in the state that
he was in would have left some blood exposed, and when you
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placed your lips on his, we believe it triggered the vampire side
of you to come online, wanting to be near him.

“I believe that was just the beginning of a series of events
that escalated the timing of your True Turning. Your vampire
side was also highly likely to have been feeling as though it
needed to come online to protect you and keep you safe. But as
some people like to place all the blame on me...”

“You know what? The blame game the two of you keep
playing has gotten so old it’s molded up and stinking so bad I’d
like to throw up. You want my honest opinion? You both suck
ass, but Mom, you suck it even more than Dad. Dad, you just
suck because you took the coward’s way out. Instead of fight-
ing her over going along with such a hair-brained, bullshit-ass
plan, you just grabbed a kid and kept it moving. I give you cred-
it for at the very least keeping tabs on me, and yeah, maybe it is
a bit selfish of me to want you to be willing to go to war for me,
but again, yeah, I wish you had. Because guess what? Looks like
we’re headed down that road anyway.

“Mom, I can’t honestly say I know what I would have done
in your shoes, but I can say it wouldn’t have been this. Sounds
to me like Nana came up with a plan and you just ran with it
without any further thoughts whatsoever. You didn’t even stop
to think about the what ifs. And in this kind of scenario there’s
about a gazillion what ifs just floating around. At least Dad
provided a Royal Guard for us both as a just-in-case. I don’t
think you’ve done the same, but please, go ahead and correct
me if I’m wrong, because I would very much like to be. Serious-
ly.”

She just sat there with her lips pressed into a tight, thin
line.
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“Nothing? Not a word to say to that, right? Yeah, I thought
not.

“So where does that leave us now? From the sounds of
things, looks like we’re either getting ready to prepare for an
all-out war, which is what you were supposedly trying to avoid,
or I need turn myself in. Which, sorry, but that is so not gonna
happen.

“Speaking of which, what are you telling them now any-
way? I know both of them, especially Elyssia, have got to know
something’s up by now. I mean, really, when was the last time
I was even at home? I know there were witches there for the
rescue and whatnot, so they must have known about that half
of things. Mostly, anyway. But after that? I know they have to
be at least a bit suspicious about why I never came back. What
elaborate lie have you been telling them?”

“I told them both that with the ordeal you’ve gone
through, you just need some time alone, to yourself, apart from
everyone,” was Mom’s lame reply.

“And they actually went for that?” When she glanced away
and refused to resume eye-contact, I knew something else had
to be up. “What did you do, Mother?” Since she hates to be
called Mother, I made sure to put a heavy emphasis on the
word.

“They might have been slightly compelled to believe every
word I said to them.” She said it so low that had it not been for
my newly enhanced hearing, I might not have heard her.

“You did what? Please tell me you didn’t.”
“Go to a sorcerer, yes, yes I did. I didn’t see we had much of

a choice.”
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Dad let out a big humph, so either he hadn’t known, or
it was yet another thing that he’d let slide on by him without
protest.

“So now there’s yet another person who knows about all
this mess. You do realize the more who know, the more likely
this is to get out?” And to think I used to actually look up to
this woman. The more I was finding out, the more I began to
question my own judgment.

“Actually, the sorcerer came to me, and seemed to already
know a lot of what was going on.”

Please don’t say it, please don’t say it, was the mantra that
played through my head. And, of course, me being me, I just
had to ask. “Who was it?”

Though I already knew before she so much as parted her
lips, she said it. “Young Rasputin.”

“Has everyone forgotten that entire family is batshit crazy?
Or do they just try to ignore that tiny little tidbit of informa-
tion? I mean, come on, who actually names their child Young,
for Goddess’ sake?!” I asked, exasperated.

I was beginning to think that maybe having these two raise
me together would have been a disastrous idea after all.
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CHAPTER 18:
PERFECT

STRANGERS

While the ‘rents commenced to argue amongst them-
selves yet again, Anya flashed in with a finger to her

lips while holding her other hand out to me. I desperately
grabbed it, feeling as though I were drowning and she was toss-
ing me a life saver. Quietly, she flashed us away from the two
seemingly insane beings who’d created us.

We ended up in the grounds at the back of the castle. It
was around four thirty in the morning, but surprisingly I wasn’t
even tired yet. That was probably due to the fact that there were
a million thoughts running through my head. I could faintly
hear laughter as the festivities out front finally came to an end.
The music had long since stopped. There were probably just a
few stragglers mucking about, getting ready to make their way
home.

Only one of the moons remained visible in the sky, giving
way to the soon-to-be-risen sun. We sat on the edge of the
poolside with our legs dangling, our feet in the water. Anya had
thought to bring us each a bathing suit and a sheer cover-up top
to put on over it. We had both flashed out of what we had on
and into those as soon we’d arrived back there.
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“Know something crazy? As much as I love being in water
or just being surrounded by it, I couldn’t swim a lick to save
my own life.” We both laughed at that. “Really. One summer,
we went down to one of the selkies’ lakes, and there was this
beautiful mermaid swimming in the middle. I was only about
eight, I think, and more curious than that monkey on the hu-
man shows. I wanted desperately to get a better, closer look at
her. So, me being the little idiot that I was, I didn’t realize that
the further you walked into the water, the deeper it got.”

“You didn’t,” Anya said on a laugh.
“Oh yes I did.” I had to laugh at myself. “Mom and...well,

guess he’s not my dad. Not sure what to call him right now—do
I use his first name? Anyway, they were doing their own thing
and not really paying much attention to me. So I decided that
I was going to walk to the pretty lady. More fool me, since after
about ten steps in, my feet were no longer stepping on any-
thing solid. Once I started going under, I was panicking way
too much to float. Truth be told, I wasn’t even that deep, prob-
ably had just lost my footing or something. The mermaid must
have seen me, because it was her who pulled me up from going
under and swam me to shore. Worst part? Once I really looked
at her, I realized she wasn’t even that damn pretty. So all of that
was for nothing.”

We both broke out laughing so hard we had tears in our
eyes.

“Ever since then, I’ve been way too terrified to even at-
tempt to learn how to swim. But I still love the water.”

“You, Sis, are completely nuts. That also explains why I got
so scared one day I started screaming at seemingly nothing.
Darvyn thought I was scared of my own damn shadow.”
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We laughed some more. Sharing more little stories of our
past like that, going back and forth. It was fun, yet sad as all
get-out at the same time. Rehashing all of those memories just
brought home the fact of how much had been lost between
us, all those years we’d been forced to spend apart. Made me
wonder what it would have been like to have grown up with
both my sisters, and my brother. But I guessed when you really
came to think of it, if things had gone the opposite way, Elyssia
would never have been born. Couldn’t imagine that either.
Maybe things really did happen for a reason after all, even
though that wasn’t always an easy thing to see, and sometimes
that much harder to admit.

“So what’s it like growing up with a little sister?”
“A headache, actually,” I replied with a snort, “but a

headache that’s worth it. You grow up with someone who
damn near idolizes you and worships the ground you walk on,
yet terrorizes you at the same time. You hardly ever have any-
thing to yourself, including space, but then again you’re never
alone, even if you think you want to be. What’s it like growing
up with a big brother?”

Anya snorted herself before replying. “An even bigger
headache. Someone who stalks your every move, knowing your
whereabouts twenty-four hours a day, seven days a week. But
it’s also always knowing you have someone who has your back
no matter what, even if you’re in the wrong. Sure, he can be a
completely arrogant prick, but he’s always there when I need
him, and one of the best shoulders to cry on. So once you get
past his holier-than-thou attitude, which is all just show any-
way, he really is a great guy, and just as great a dad as...well,
Dad.” She laughed a little at that before continuing. “Seriously,
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though, he was just as upset about the whole situation as I was.
Darvyn takes the cake when it comes to overprotective broth-
ers, and to be so far away from you, unable to so much as check
up on you every now and then, drove him nuts. I don’t know
which of them was more irritating when it came to that; Dad,
Darvyn, or Chandler.”

“I just can’t believe Mom didn’t at the very least let me in
on what was going on. I may not have been here, but at least
you guys knew all about me, that I existed. And for the life of
me, I can’t figure out how it is that I’ve never had one vision
about any of you. I had a vision of Elyssia before her big old
blue head even came out of Mom. So how is it that I’ve never
had one of my real father, my brother, my nieces, Grandmama,
anybody? But most of all, how could I not have had one about
you, of all people? We shared a damn womb—bonds don’t get
much closer than that.”

“I thought about that too.” Anya continued, “I’m thinking
either Mom or Nana blocked you from having any visions that
involved any of us, that or they cloaked them somehow.”

“Speaking of Mom, how do you feel about her?”
“That is one subject I’m nowhere near eager or ready to talk

about. Let’s just say that right about now, I’d much rather not
even be in the same room with her. And I honestly can’t say
that I ever will.

“I think I’m angrier with her for what she did to you than
what she did to me. To keep you in the dark like that for all
these years? No one should have to learn they have a whole
other family, especially discover they belong to a whole other
species, the way that you did. That’s just plain wrong, no matter
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what type of spin she tries to put on it. And quite frankly, it’s
just sheer, utter bullshit.”

By this point our toes were more wrinkled than a hundred-
and-ten-year-old human’s face. We sat like that for a while
longer, laughing and chatting it up like two long-lost best
friends. Until I had a sudden uneasy thought.

“Do vampires, like, combust in the sun?”
She laughed in my face so hard I was afraid she might have

a seizure and fall into the pool. After she managed, just barely,
to pull herself back together, she finally responded.

“Sorry, but it’s just been a long time since I’ve been asked
that one. No, we aren’t in danger of blowing up or even burning
up if we stay out here for too long. If we were in the human
world, that would be an altogether different story. We’d burn
up to a crisp within five minutes of being out in that sun. But
over here? Just like there’s two moons so the shifters can shift at
will and not just once a month, and the moon witches can be at
full strength at all times, the sun over here was created so that
it wouldn’t instantly kill vampires on contact. When the Realm
was first created, all the factions got along so well that it’s ob-
vious in the very way Underlayes has been set up. And truth be
told, every faction still does get along, except for the witches. I
don’t know what happened to make them think there’s just no
greater faction than them, to make them feel as if every other
species is beneath them somehow. It’s insane. It’s like they think
their way of life is the only one, the only right one. They’re so
much more like us than they even realize.”

“Hel, I lived with the witch half of our bloodline, and I
don’t even know the why behind it all. All I know is I was strict-
ly forbidden to go near any other faction. It felt for the most
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part like I was growing up in a military camp; there were nev-
er any parties or gatherings, I rarely saw any other witches, and
when I did they did not look happy. Don’t get me wrong, I was
shown love, even by Sundiata, but everything always came back
to that stupid-ass, made-up prophecy. I felt more like an ob-
ject to him than a daughter. I didn’t have any friends besides
Crissianna; I’ll tell you all about her another day. His views of
other factions is, well, kind of fucked up, I never really under-
stood it. The only reason I was anywhere near Grimm was be-
cause he was my personal trainer—other than that, we proba-
bly never would have met. Speaking of, how does Dad know
him?”

“Well, I’m sure by now you can see how Dad is about his
contingency plans. Grimm was one of them. He wasn’t only
your personal trainer, he was also your very own private body-
guard. Grimm is a lot older than you think too, which is why
Dad trusted him to keep you safe. But when Dad learned of
everything that went down with you and the tryst the two of
you had... Let’s just say he doesn’t take betrayal very well, and
what Grimm did went way beyond violating Dad’s trust.”

“Wait, so you’re telling me that basically everyone in my
life has been lying to me? Even Grimm knew what the fuck was
going on? Wow. I’m beginning to think I’d be better off asking
if there was anyone who wasn’t keeping anything from me.

“And hold on, I haven’t seen Grimm since everything with
Bran went down. Please tell Dad doesn’t have him.”

“Oh, he doesn’t, yet, but trust me when I say he will. And
when he does, it won’t be pretty.” Anya shuddered at that. “You
need to stay out of the way when he does, too.”
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“I’m not promising anything on that. I need to hash some
things out with Grimm my damn self. I think I have more of a
right to it than Dad does. Imma go lay my ass down for a little
while.”

As I stood to go back in, my head whirling with too many
thoughts to flash myself anywhere, I lost my footing.

My foot slipped right out from under me and down I went,
straight into the deepest pool I had ever seen, and the bottom
was quickly approaching as the water popped in my ears like a
kernel of popcorn, forcibly pulling me down. Suddenly, some-
one grabbed me from behind and swam us both up to the sur-
face. Once our heads cleared free, we were both gasping for air.
Correction, I was gasping for air. My savior was breathing nor-
mally, as though nothing had just happened.

Anya was standing with her hand outstretched, waiting to
pull me out. As I grasped it and was pulled free of that deadly
pool, I turned around with every anticipation of saying an ap-
preciative thank you.

Instead I heard myself saying, “Speak of the Devil and he
shall appear. What the fuck are you doing here? My father is
ready to kill you, and I’m not far from it myself after everything
I’ve just learned.” I was seething, seeing that my savior was none
other than Grimm.

“Tia, there are so many things I need to say to you, but no
time right now. Just know that I truly am sorry, for everything.
And I am still watching you, keeping you safe. I swear that on
my life.”

Before I had a chance to so much as respond to that, he was
taking on wolf form and sprinting away, howling mournfully
along the way.
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CHAPTER 19: A
PLAN OF
ACTION

Anya and I parted ways, each to go our own separate living
quarters and get some much-needed sleep. Keeping both

my fingers and toes crossed that Mom and Dad had finally
cleared out, I opened the doors to mine. I released the breath I
had been holding on a huge sigh at the sight and sound of being
alone, knowing full well that probably wouldn’t last for very
long.

No sooner did I have that thought than someone knocked
at the door. I opened it to find several someones.

“I promised not to bother you until the evening, but these
three refuse to lie down until they say goodnight to their
newest auntie. I hope you don’t mind too much.” It was Darvyn
and his three little deadly angels.

“On one condition. Please tell me why half this family of
ours has so many different accents? From Russian, to British, to
none at all,” I asked, genuinely curious about the answer.

He laughed at that. “Guess I never really thought about it.
Growing up here, I never really paid it much attention. Maybe
because Grandmama’s side originated from Russia and Grand-
pa’s from London. And some of the offspring took after one
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side and some the other. So nothing truly mystical or magical
about it—just circumstance.”

“Eh, I’ll take it.” To the girls, I said, “You guys giving your
daddy trouble?”

They giggled in unison at that.
“Good. Okay, I’m new at this auntie gig, so I’m going need

the three of you to help me out, ‘kay?”
I got a bunch of head-nods on that.
“How ‘bout for right now we just all do one giant group

hug?”
They came at me like three little blonde blurs of speed,

jumping into a hug as one tiny unit, knocking me to the floor in
the process. Note to self: vampire kids are very strong, no arm-
wrestling with them. We were like a great big pile of puppies,
giggling uncontrollably. I caught Chandler spying on us from
the corner, smiling at how happy we all seemed to be.

I told the girls, “Okay, little ladies, off to bed with you.”
The three of them got up, surprisingly with no complaints,

and ran into their dad’s waiting arms.
“Well, don’t just stand there like some sort of love-sick

puppy, come on in.”
Without waiting to see what Chandler would do, I went

back in, leaving the door wide open for him to follow.
Just when I was about turn around and shut the door back

up, he came strolling in. “Why in the worlds are you so wet?”
Humph. It said a lot about my frame of mind that I’d for-

gotten I was drenched to the point of leaving footprints on the
floor. “Let’s just say I took an unexpected midnight swim.”

He made a move towards the couch, but I stopped him,
saying, “Look, it’s been a long day and even longer night, and
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I’m in no mood to even attempt to be decent company. Dad ex-
plained to me what I mean to you, that I’m your Fated, and yes,
I feel it too. But I need a few hours to just sleep, give my brain
some time to soak all of this in, then we can talk.”

“How about if I just keep you company while you sleep? I
could be your life-size teddy bear. I won’t even mind if you acci-
dentally toss me out of the bed in your sleep.” He said it joking-
ly yet seriously all the same, and not in a lecherous way whatso-
ever.

So I gave in, shaking my head as I did so. “Let me just get
dried off first.”

Going into the bedroom, I slipped off my wet clothes and
threw on an oversized T-shirt, thinking how Dad really did
know me when I saw that the only type of socks in the under-
wear drawer were the short, dark kind.

Hopping into my oversized bed, I pulled back the covers
and, knowing it was a bad idea no matter how right it might
feel, I called Chandler in. He entered my bedroom in a pair of
pajama bottoms he must have flashed into while I was chang-
ing, and nothing else. I was too tired to admire the incredible
physique before me, so I just rolled over and he climbed in be-
hind me.

True to his word, even though I had nothing on beneath
the T-shirt, all he did was wrap his arm around me and hold
me close, and after less than a minute I dozed off into a much-
needed deep sleep.

When I woke up, I felt more relaxed than I had in what
seemed like forever. What I did next, however, can’t be blamed
on anything other than the sheer rightness I felt; no drugs, no
booze, no spells, no lies, no elixirs, just Chandler and me. I
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rolled over so I was facing him, our eyes making instant con-
tact, and that pretty much sealed the deal.

There was nothing fast or rushed about what happened
next. At first it was nothing more than the two of us kissing,
tasting each other. Our lips met in a gentle, non-demanding
way, our tongues doing a sensual dance. Then it was my hands
exploring his body, starting with his strong, solid chest, playing
with his nipple for just a moment before allowing my hand to
travel lower until I found his very large arousal. I stroked him
from outside his pants at first, but that wasn’t enough for me.
Nowhere near it.

Breaking our kiss, I began to move downward from his
neck to his chest, allowing my fangs to elongate so they could
scrape along his skin just so without penetrating it. When I fi-
nally arrived at the mouthwatering V that led to my ultimate
destination, I pulled his pants down and gripped his rock-hard,
solid cock, my tongue darting out to catch that first drop of
precum. But I was too afraid to fully take him into my
mouth—I was new to this fang business and did not want to
risk damaging this beautiful piece of art. So instead I just licked
him up and down, my tongue exploring the underside of his
head, all the while continuing to stroke him with a firm grip.
The more I did that, though, the more I wanted to take him
fully into my mouth and suck on him until he exploded.

Chandler must have either realized my dilemma, or
couldn’t take the sexual frustration anymore, because he pulled
me back up until our tongues met once again. He broke the
kiss for no longer than a split second to strip my shirt over my
head, then slowly lowered me with a firm yet gentle hold on
both my breasts until he was finally impaling me. He felt oh so
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good inside me, like we were the perfect fit for each other. After
making love like that for a short while longer, we traded places.
With him on top of me, holding my arms above my head, and
with my legs wrapped around his waist, he slammed into me
so hard you would have thought it would be painful. Instead it
felt incredible, a sensation so strong and powerful it drew his
name from my lips. He filled me completely. It felt as though
his shaft was swelling up even more with each move he made
while he was inside me. Then he lifted my legs, spreading them
farther apart so that he could go ever deeper still, making me
moan and groan and scream out his name over and over.

I had never truly been made love to, not like this. Yes, with
Grimm it had been good, but with Chandler it was so much
more. It was a connection that went soul deep. It was not just
two bodies coming together, but two souls being reunited.

We continued like that for a long time, him making love to
me and me making love to him, going back and forth, bringing
each other to utter ecstasy. When his fangs penetrated my neck
and I did the same in precise unison with him, I truly felt it:
our souls seemed to mingle together, making love to each oth-
er as our bodies did the same. As we drank from each other, I
could feel our inevitable bond being sealed, no words needed.

And then we both exploded simultaneously. I had the most
intense orgasm I had ever felt in my life right as he exploded in-
side me, his hot seed spilling inside my womb.

We collapsed as one onto our backs, both of us panting,
trying to catch our breath. We looked at each other and just
broke out laughing like two lunatics at the giant grin each of us
wore. I would call it an afterglow, but it was much more than
that.
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We both knew that once we stepped outside those doors,
reality would be right there waiting to slap us in the face and
kick our collective asses. But right at that moment we had this,
we had us. So we decided just to enjoy it for however long we
could. Once we got out of this bed, we would all have to sit
down and come up with a plan of attack that would at least
leave our side with the fewest casualties possible, and losing
anyone within our family ranks was not an option. But we
would worry about that later. As soon as our laughter finally
died down to nothing, we were a tangle of limbs once again,
enjoying every part of each other for as long as we could.
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CHAPTER 20:
RUDE

AWAKENINGS

“O kay, Tia, you’ve been hibernating long enough.”
“Anya! Get out!”

“What’s your pro— Oops,” she broke off once she saw I
wasn’t alone in bed, “my bad. I’m going to just flash away to
go and boil my eyeballs now. Carry on, and once you’re done,
everyone is meeting in the war room.”

We both sank down lower in the bed, threw a pillow over
our heads, and groaned. I was the first to recover, saying, “We
knew it wasn’t going to last forever. Let’s just be glad it lasted as
long as it did.”

“Do we really have to?” came Chandler’s muffled reply
from beneath the pillow.

“Yes, unfortunately, we do. Let’s go, loverboy.”
Finally he removed the pillow from his face. “When you

put it like that,” he said, wagging his eyebrows.
I laughed, then nice and politely smacked him upside the

head with my own pillow. I couldn’t help it. “Get up.”
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WHEN WE FINALLY MANAGED to make it out of bed
and get dressed, we made our way down to the war room.
Chandler could have just flashed us, but one, I wanted to see
more of the castle and know exactly where it was for myself,
and two, I wanted to stretch the time out for as long as I could.
No, it wasn’t cowardice, because I was ready to face whatever it
was we needed to, but that didn’t mean I had to like it and cer-
tainly didn’t mean I needed to be eager about it.

It didn’t surprise me in the least that Dad had a war room
set up and in place—the man seemed to think of everything.
Which I was sure had made it impossible for Anya to get away
with doing too much of anything. At least she’d no doubt been
safe at all times. That was something.

“What’s this, the Knights of the Round Table?” I mumbled
under my breath as we walked in through the large double Plex-
iglass doors. This had to be the most modernized castle I’d seen
in Underlayes. Not one luxury had been overlooked in any of
the rooms I’d been in so far. Matter of fact, the only out-of-
date piece of furniture I’d seen was the table in the center of the
room.

“Not anymore,” came my father’s reply. “Evening, sweet-
heart, you look rather rested. Take a seat. You too, Chandler.”

“What do you mean, not anymore?”
“Don’t ask—we’ll be here long enough as it is. You get him

started on that one and we’ll never get out of here.” That came
from Anya. I thought it wise to take her advice; she knew him
better than I did.

Around the table were my mother, my father, both Grand-
mama and Nana, Darvyn, his wife Racquell, Anya, Kierra,
whom I’d later learn was Anya’s fiancée, then Chandler and me.
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Two seats remained empty, which I was later told belonged to
our two aunts—twins who if allowed in the same room with
my mother would probably kill her, or at the very least make
her wish she were dead. Couldn’t wait to meet them.

And of course everyone decided to speak as one, creating
the only atmosphere I was beginning to think this family knew,
chaos.

As one, Anya and I stood, completely flamed out, and to-
gether shouted, “Enough!” with enough command behind it
that everyone shut up. What happened next creeped both of us
out. To the extreme.

Still in flames, my eyes morphed into dangerous flames of
red while hers became eerily creepy flames of white. We spoke
in unison in a totally creepy-ass, deadpan voice.

“Old grudges must be done, for these two families may finally
unite as one.

These sisters, not one, not two, but three, must unite to set the
witches of oppression free.

The demon and the wolf also play a part, along with the vam-
pires in the princesses’ hearts.

One king shall remain strong, and another shall fall for all he
has done wrong.

All secrets must come to light before anything can be made
right.”

After that last, we both collapsed into our chairs and
promptly passed out.
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CHAPTER 21: LET
BYGONES BE

BYGONES

W e couldn’t have been out for very long, and we both
came to at exactly the same time. I knew it was the

same time because as Chandler had me in his arms, and Anya
was in Kierra’s, we both said, “Put me down.” At the same time,
which either must have freaked them out, or we unwittingly
commanded them to do it, because they both dropped us to
the floor like damn sacks of potatoes. Then they both scram-
bled to help us back up again.

We looked at each other while still on the floor and I said
to her, “We really need to work on that.”

Turned out the saying “stronger together than ever apart”
had a whole new meaning when it came to the two of us. And if
whatever the hell we had just got through saying was true—and
we had no reason right now to believe otherwise—that would
go triple once Elyssia was brought into the mix. What I didn’t
understand out of it all was the part about the truth coming to
light. It couldn’t be referring only to me and Anya. There had to
be much more to it than just that, since everyone in that room
already knew all about us. And as of right now, if the truth
about us came out to anyone else, that would mean either our
executions or an all-out war. Something else had to be up, and
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I was betting that dear old Nana, Mom’s mother, knew exactly
what it was.

She had that sneaky-ass look on her face that she usually
reserved for when she was up to no good. The last time I had
seen that look on her face had been when I was fifteen and
she’d been keeping me distracted while a spell of hers was busy
changing my entire wardrobe into what she wanted to see me
wearing. A more conservative and epically boring look. Why
not just flash into whatever I wanted to wear, you ask? Because
without having seen the item, you can’t, and part of the spell
she’d woven had made me forget what I’d had in my closet in
the first place. Magic isn’t an exact science, and you have to play
by its rules, no matter how whacky they may seem to you. It just
is what it is, and there isn’t a thing to be done about it.

We made our way back to our seats, with everyone staring
at us as though they were seeing us both for the very first time.
Which I really couldn’t blame them for, considering what had
just happened and all. There was an awkward silence around
the room, the tension even thicker now than it had been be-
fore, with Grandmama and Nana staring daggers at each other.
I absently wondered whether it was just the situation with us
that made them hate each other so deeply, or if there was more
going on there than I knew about. I was in the dark about so
much—why not keep adding to the list?

Since it seemed as though no one was ever going to say any-
thing—instead they just continued staring and stewing in their
individual anger—I figured I might as well be the one to speak
up. “This silence thing isn’t going to help anything, and neither
will everyone shouting over everyone else. And the ones who
truly have the right to be angry are me and Anya, and Elyssia
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too, especially since that poor little screwball is still in the dark
about all of this. So how about you all take that anger and fo-
cus all that energy elsewhere—somewhere that could possibly
fix all this shit.

“And Nana, if you know something more than everyone
else in this room, you truly need to step down off your high
horse and let us in on whatever deep, dark secret you have
in that conniving head of yours. Grandmama, unfortunately I
don’t know you as well as I know Nana, but if you can think of
anything that may help with a game plan, please do.”

“Of course I will, my little milayas.” I thought she’d said
that extra sweetly just for Nana’s sake, though I could have been
wrong. Doubted I was, but I could have been, so I just gave a
slight eye-roll and kept going.

“Dad, I know this is something that may make your head
burst, but could you please work with Mom and attempt to
figure out an end game? We already know the king who shall
remain strong could only possibly be you. I need the two of
you to discuss how best to make the other one fall. Him falling
doesn’t necessarily mean he has to die, but as long as he’s on
that throne, witches will remain repressed, and he’ll want if not
my head, my family’s heads on a platter.”

Sundiata may not be my father by blood, and might have
been a rotten-ass leader by treating witches as though they
needed to be kept secluded from other beings, and holding
them back from doing anything that didn’t result in building
a power base. But he was still the man who’d raised me, and
Elyssia’s father. If there was a way to kick him off the throne
without killing him... When it came down to it, though, some-
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times blood truly was thicker than water. I wouldn’t just stand
by if he came after my vampire family.

“Anya, if you and everyone else could fill all the Royal
Guards in on what’s going on, that’d be great. Then maybe we
can all reconvene here at dawn, before we attempt to get what
I’m sure will be some much-needed rest.” I stood to leave. Time
for me to do my part as well.

Chandler made a move as if to come along with me. I held
my hand up to him in a “stay” motion. “Don’t. I need you to
stay and help Anya and the rest. What I have to do will be
much better if I do it alone. Time to face my demon. Literally.”

Without waiting for anyone’s reply, I turned and walked
out of the door. Once in the hall, I flashed myself back to the
Whispering Woods.

SOMETHING ELSE I HAD noticed when I looked in that
full-length three-way mirror, but hadn’t been ready to acknowl-
edge at the time, was that Demon Bran had marked me. It was
an emblem of a flame with a dagger in the center placed on my
right hip, which explained how it was that he kept finding me.
At least he hadn’t been a complete ass and decided to place it
somewhere for all the world to see. I wasn’t one hundred per-
cent sure how all this worked, but I had an inkling of an idea,
and at this point I was ready to try just about anything.

I’d never done this before, so I decided to just go with
my gut instincts and see what happened, and hope against
hope that this worked, because we were running out of options
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quick, fast, and in a hurry. I was sure whatever compulsion
Young Rasputin had placed on Elyssia and my former family
was going to be wearing off sooner rather than later.

I placed my hand on top of the mark on my hip and pic-
tured Demon Bran in my mind’s eye. Beginning to feel silly, I
was just about ready to give up and call it quits when I really be-
gan focusing on him and all his quirks. Focusing on how I real-
ly felt for him, as opposed to how I should feel about him. His
sinister laughter was signature him, and the truth of the mat-
ter was that it didn’t grate on my nerves when he did it, except
he usually did it when I was wrong and he was right. I focused
on the fact that he truly didn’t give a damn about what oth-
ers thought, just did whatever he needed to do in order to get
whatever he wanted. The spark that gleamed in his eye when-
ever he was up to no good, which was almost always.

This time I felt the change in the atmosphere before he ap-
peared, which I had never noticed before. Probably because I
had never before been consciously looking for it, nor looking
forward to it. This time I was. The air surrounding me suddenly
became more humid and a whole lot thicker. The wind also
seemed to pick up just a notch, and if I hadn’t know better, I
would have sworn the trees inched back ever so slightly. Look-
ing down at the ground, I could also see the leaves in the circle
around where I sat wither and die right before he appeared,
with the smuggest look I had ever seen on his face, thus far.

“Ah, did my little witchy-poo miss me? How sweet. And
here I am, but I didn’t even think to bring flowers. Perhaps I
should have thought to bring sweets as well. Hmmm... I’m still
new to all this. What is it that princesses like these days?” He
stood there in all his evil glory, with his arms crossed over his
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chest. Inhaling deeply, he looked utterly disappointed. “So to
what do I owe the pleasure of this call? Since it most certainly
isn’t pleasure, because I don’t smell lust coming off you in the
slightest.”

“You’re right, it isn’t. And, that would probably be due to
the fact that I’m trying to keep my head attached just where I
like it, on my shoulders. And I have an inkling that you sort of
like it there too.”

“Actually, I like your head even better when it’s by my
nether regions or thrown back screaming my new name. But
I can see your point—you wouldn’t be able to do either if it
wasn’t actually attached to you, now would you? Reality does
have a way of always biting you on the ass, now doesn’t it?”

I couldn’t quite figure out whether he was still speaking to
me or just plain talking to himself. “Yes, yes it does, and right
about now it’s taking a huge chunk out of my ass. And as much
as it burns my throat to ask you this, I need your help.” I think I
threw up just a little bit in my mouth. Yuck. And cue the laugh
in five, four, three, two...

And there it went, ladies and gentleman, that damn laugh
again, “You, my little witch, need help from the likes of moi?
Oh, this is priceless. Why don’t you sit with me and tell Big
Daddy all about it?” With a snap of his fingers, he made the
sleaziest chaise longue I had ever seen appear, red leather with
embroidered black lace.

He sat back with his arms spread wide and his legs
stretched the same way so I had no choice other than to sit be-
tween them. So I sat, and rehashed all the tidbits that I was
pretty sure, though I could be wrong, he didn’t know anything
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about. And he actually listened without making any snide com-
ments, which I admit truly surprised me.

“Quite the dilemma. I would ask if you were absolutely
sure your mother’s people weren’t part demon for all their con-
niving, manipulative ways, if it weren’t for their superiority
complex.” He pulled me closer to him then, and began rubbing
my lower back, from beneath my shirt. “I will help you. But
know this: no demon does anything without a price. Don’t
worry, the cost for this may appear to be high, but while it is, it
will benefit both of us, not only myself. So depending on how
you look at it, this could definitely be a win-win situation for
you.

“The question is, are you willing to open up your mind to
really see the truth? For me to help you, you will have to let
all your guards down.” His hands began creeping around to the
front, one hand towards my breast, the other lower towards my
waistline. “You are going to have to allow yourself to remember
those two weeks we shared as they truly went down. Not the
way you wish to remember them.”

He started kissing the back of my neck and fondling me in
earnest then. One hand tweaked at my nipple while the lower
began playing with my clitoris. He continued like that, loosen-
ing me up in every way, then moved his lips to my ear, whisper-
ing in a language I had never before heard. As he did so, mem-
ories and feelings came rushing back, tiny snippets at first, then
flooding my brain.

First there seemed to be a fast-forward version of our very
first sexual escapade, with all the players involved. What really
got to me were the more intimate moments he and I shared to-
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gether. Just as he’d said before, it had been more than just sex
between us for those two weeks—much more.

During our initial rendezvous together, he’d ensured he did
everything by the book, albeit in a conniving way that benefit-
ted him much more than it did the person who’d summoned
him. Since he had done so and still hadn’t been pulled back in-
to his own realm, and since he was also not bound by a circle,
he’d decided to test the boundaries that much more. He’d told
me who he really was. Oh, no, nothing so much as a name, so
maybe a better way to describe it would be to say he’d told me
what he was. He’d also told me about the elixir I’d been drink-
ing. As he’d stated before, it hadn’t forced me to do anything I
hadn’t already wanted to do anyway.

What the drink had done was enhance my emotions and
give me that devil-may-care attitude that all demons were
known for.

He’d gone on to tell me more about himself. And I’d been
able to learn how very much we were alike, how many things
we truly had in common.

Demon Bran was four hundred and twenty-three years old,
young for his species, but tired of what he’d been born into
nonetheless. He’d told me of how it felt to be summoned by
pesky humans and book-witches from the human realm for
such idiotic and self-centered reasons. Rarely was he sum-
moned for anything worthwhile, like seeking out justified
vengeance, or punishing someone who truly deserved it.

It wasn’t until he’d been just past one hundred years old
that he’d begun to...adjust the things he did for his temporary
master or mistress. He’d learned the art of doing exactly as he
was told, giving the person precisely what is was they’d asked
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for, even if not in the way they’d intended it to be done. For in-
stance, there had once been a female human who had desired
to be the most beautiful, most desired amongst her entire fam-
ily. Well, instead of enhancing her looks, which was what I was
sure she’d expected, he’d done something to diminish the rest
of her family members’ looks instead.

Laughing at what I pictured her outraged face must have
looked like, I’d asked him, “Aren’t you ever afraid of being
trapped by your summoner by not doing what it is they intend-
ed for you to do?”

“Nope,” had been his simple reply. “As long as they have
what it is they asked for, there is nothing they can do or say
about it. Their own fault for making a deal with a demon.”

For days we’d talked and laughed and played, sharing sto-
ries of our pasts with each other. And in between, I’d imbibed
more of the elixir and we had made love, just the two of us. Our
two playmates hadn’t come to join us again until the final day
we’d been together. We had connected on more than just a vis-
ceral level. We had truly come to know each other. I had not
been a captive or prisoner at that point. I’d been free to leave
at any time—I just hadn’t wanted to. Grimm had never joined
us again, since apparently he’d had a bad reaction to the elixir
when he’d drunk it.

It was then that all hell had broken loose. Demon Bran had
gone off to speak with the sorcerer not only about Grimm, but
me as well. The last time I’d drunk the elixir, it hadn’t seemed
to be agreeing with me. While he was away, I’d heard a commo-
tion outside the door. When I’d tried to get up off the couch,
all I’d done was end up landing in a heap on the floor. When
I’d heard several beings enter, and then fighting, I’d managed
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to make it as far as the wall. Once I’d been able to slightly focus
my hazy vision, it had been to see both our companions’ heads
being detached from their bodies. And there had been nothing
I could do about it, not even so much as scream. Then darkness
had overtaken my vision and I had passed out on the floor.

As my mind came back to the here and now, my eyes were
clouded over with unshed tears. I turned to look at Demon
Bran, and this time I truly saw him. “I’m so sorry. I am so, so
sorry.”

Pulling me in to him, he just held me close. “Nah, uh-uh,
demons don’t do apologies, my little witch. What we do is re-
venge. And there is a certain sorcerer I am sure knows much
more than he’s letting on.”

I let hold him hold me a while longer like that, thinking
precisely the same thing.
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CHAPTER 22:
BACK

TOGETHER
AGAIN

Once I was finished soaking his shirt by sobbing uncon-
trollably, I looked up at him to find him looking at me as

well, and upon eye-contact, we each knew what the other need-
ed at that very moment. Which was just to feel.

Without uttering one word, our lips met in a crushing,
brutalizing kiss, our tongues battling it out in an epically sen-
sual dance. We literally ripped each other’s clothing off like
two wild animals, first tops, then bottoms. When we were both
completely bare, I straddled him, and as soon as he placed him-
self at the heat of my entrance, I sank down on top of him until
his balls were smacking up against my ass, the sound and feel of
that turning me on so much more. With one hand, he palmed
my breast in a punishing grip, while the other sought out my
clitoris, tweaking it, rubbing it until I was coming so hard we
were both soaking wet with my juices.

Then he stood while still pumping into me, never even
missing a beat until he was slamming my back up against a tree,
going ever deeper within me. The only sounds I heard were
those of him entering me again and again and again, and my
own voice as I screamed his name and asked...no, I begged for
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more. After several more deep thrusts, he pulled out of me, elic-
iting a whimper from my mouth. Until suddenly, quicker than
I could even blink, he had me on all fours and was slamming in-
to me even harder, deeper and faster than before, his hand grip-
ping the back of my neck in an almost punishing grip.

As he continued to thrust, I could feel him growing larger
still inside my walls. Placing his wrist to my parted lips, he de-
manded, “Drink”, in a deep, hoarse, guttural, demonic tone.

Without any further questions, I allowed my fangs to ex-
tend fully and sank them deeply into his wrist. I felt him grow-
ing even more as he took on his true demonic form, his entire
body becoming thicker, larger and scalier.

“Let me see you,” I heard myself saying.
He froze. Just completely stopped midstroke. “Don’t want

you to see me like this,” he responded with a lisp. “Might scare
you away.” That admission almost shattered my heart into a
million pieces, because with a certainty that defied all logic, I
knew that it wouldn’t. It made me sad to hear the fear of rejec-
tion in his voice, his real voice.

“I want to see all of you, the real you, please.”
This time he pulled out of me slowly so as not to hurt me as

he moved to stand. I turned around on my knees and my eyes
grew wide at the sight of wonder before me.

There he stood in all his glory, his skin the black oasis of
a starless night, deep, dark and alluring, glistening with sweat.
He stood at just over seven feet tall, and every inch of him was
nothing more than masses of pure muscle. His face was beau-
tiful for all of its masculinity, a work of art chiseled from the
most precious stone. His fangs, which were too large for him to
conceal, did not detract from that beauty, simply enhanced it.
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And his glorious, wavy locks of hair that ran just past his shoul-
ders were several different shades of red, amber, auburn, burnt
ash and gold. The package was completed by a tail he attempt-
ed to keep hidden behind him.

As I began to crawl towards him, he started to back away.
“Baby, stop, please,” I said to him in what I hoped was a reassur-
ing tone.

I crawled more slowly to him this time, as if I were ap-
proaching a deadly beast, and truly, I was. But he was my deadly
beast. No, I by no means wanted to tame him, only to claim
what was mine, and that was him. Once I reached his enor-
mous clawed feet, I began to stand, kissing my way up his leg
as I did so until I was standing damn near eye to eye with the
extremely large, long and rock-hard length of him. I had a stray
thought as I wrapped both my hands around him of how in the
worlds all that had fit inside of me, then I thought it proba-
bly had something to do with having ingested his blood, which
was why he’d been so urgent for me to do so. I glided my hands
down until they were gripping his sac, then glided my tongue
along the underside of his length all the way to his tip. When I
got there, I continued licking, teasing and tasting, but I wanted
to do more.

“Tell, me”, I asked mid-lick, “is all of you, every inch of your
skin, damn near impenetrable while in this form?” When he
gave me a very eager nod of his head, I took as much of him in-
to my mouth as I possibly could until I was damn near choking
on it. Then I swallowed so that I could take even more, with-
out the fear of nicking him with my fangs to halt me. I could
feel him shuddering, his knees shaking as I continued to suck
on him while my hands stroked him at his base.
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He pulled me off him then. “Need to come,” he said, his
voice even rougher than before, “but not in your mouth, not
this time.”

My demon then lifted me by my waist with his enormous
hands, impaling me once again, and again there was nothing
gentle about it, nor did I want or need it to be. His tail wrapped
around me, fondling, grazing, then probing until he was pen-
etrating me again, filling both of my holes. He bent his head
until he made eye-contact with me, as if to seek permission for
what he did next. Then he struck, sinking his fangs into my
right breast, and I sank my own into his neck. I felt it then.
The same as with Chandler. Our souls made love to each oth-
er, bonded with each other. Only this time it was the magical
part of my soul that did so. After that, we both climaxed, find-
ing our release at the exact same moment, and it was so much
more than just an exchange of bodily fluids; it was pure eupho-
ria.

Once we were both spent, he sank down to a sitting posi-
tion on the ground, taking me with him. As he did so, he began
shrinking back down to Bran size while still inside me, and for
a while we just held each other, just like that.

“We’ll get this all sorted out, my little witch. And when I
discover Young Rasputin’s part in all this, I plan on crushing
him like the tiny bug he truly is.” That last was said on a growl
so low and lethal it sent chills skittering down my spine.
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CHAPTER 23:
TAINTED LOVE

G rateful that I now knew exactly where my living quarters
were, I flashed myself directly into my bathroom to

freshen up before I had to face everyone else once again. After
jumping in the shower and doing an insanely quick lather and
rinse, I went into the bedroom suite.

Instead of just throwing on some sweats as I normally
would, I had a feeling I was going to need more than just that
today. So walking into the closet, I grabbed a set of shit-kick-
er boots and leathers of the Guard. After donning my gear and
stashing daggers and knives in every secret compartment avail-
able (What? I like blades!) I pulled my mass of scarlet waves in-
to a high ponytail without bothering to put it in a bun. I just
let the ends hang down my back.

Passing by a mirror, I couldn’t help but think, Damn, I do
look good.

Walking into the living area, I spied Chandler already
there, waiting with a donor to share. After we had our fill, we
sent her away with a smile, and I filled him in on what I had
learned from Demon Bran (yes, I told him every single detail),
as well as everything I’d been told by my mom and dad. And
my suspicions about Young Rasputin, because I did not believe
in coincidences, and his name had popped up one too many
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times. He was up to something, and in order to sort this all out,
we needed to figure out what that something was.

When I asked Chandler if anything new had developed on
this end of things, I got a look that pretty much said Yeah,
right, or You must be joking—something along those lines, any-
way. Apparently, all Mom and Dad had done was continue to
bicker back and forth. Anya and Darvyn had, however, done
their part in rallying the troops, and letting them know to be
prepared for anything at any given moment. They’d basically
put the castle on high alert. Grandmama was thinking along
the same lines as me in the Rasputin aspect of things, so she was
doing her best to rack her brain, and trying to get Aunt Hilde-
garde to think coherently in case there was anything she knew
that we didn’t. Though if you asked me, that avenue was more
than likely a lost cause.

Nana...well, she apparently couldn’t get off her high horse
long enough to help anyone with anything. She wasn’t even in
the castle grounds anymore. Which, call me paranoid all you
want, didn’t add up to me either. She’d been the main one to go
to great pains to make sure no one knew about me and Anya.
The main one who’d been bound and determined to keep her
daughter married to the king. So why now, when all that was
being unraveled and in serious threat of flat-out falling apart,
wouldn’t she be there doing whatever it took to stop that from
happening? Not off somewhere still playing Ms. Holier Than
Thou.

“Just how long does this demon of yours plan on staying
laid up like he’s getting ready to die any day now?”

“That’s a good-ass question, ain’t it? One I don’t have the
answer to. Besides, just knowing how he feels about that family,
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I’m thinking he’s probably going to ride it out as long as pos-
sible, since he seems to genuinely despise even having to be in
the same room as them.” I laughed a little, thinking of how he
shuddered at the mere mention of that family.

“Okay, seriously, what is Young Rasputin really up to? Does
he truly think that Grandmama is from that Romanov family
his family had a feud with? They were human—has he forgot-
ten that tidbit of information?”

That had me thinking. “Wait, what if someone led him to
believe she was indeed that Anastasia? Imagine the Brownie
points he would gain by bagging and tagging her—or any of us,
for that manner?”

“Tia, don’t you think that’s stretching things just a little?”
“Is it? You’ve seen how batshit crazy that family is. I mean,

come on, who names their child Young? Not even as a nick-
name, but his real first name, for Goddess’ sake. So it wouldn’t
really take much to convince him of something like that. And
he wouldn’t tell anyone in his family about any of it, because
he would want to take any and all credit for himself. Meaning
no one in his family would have known what was going on, or
even had the opportunity to tell him the truth of the matter.
Come on, you know I’m right.” I started pacing back and forth,
knowing with my entire being that I was on to something.

Chandler put more of his two cents into the mix. “Okay,
let’s say you’re correct about all this, my love. Who would stand
to gain anything from doing such a thing?”

“Who has been orchestrating this thing from the very
start? Who has been pulling my gullible mother’s strings like
an expert conductor from the very beginning of all of this?”
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He gave me that look again—Are you insane? So I knelt be-
fore him, pleading to him with my eyes to see what I was trying
to tell him, to see things the way I did.

“Listen, I know how nuts all this sounds, but just think
about it. I know there must be more reasons behind this that
I don’t know about. But I’m telling you, Nana has got to be
behind all this. There’s something else going on here that we
don’t know about yet. And I promise you, I am going to find
out what that something is. But I’m going to need your help,
and everyone else’s. It’s almost mine and Anya’s birthday. So
whatever endgame Nana has up her sleeve is going to come to
fruition sooner rather than later. I’d much rather we be pre-
pared for it than be caught with our pants hanging down at our
ankles.”

“Okay, okay, what’s your plan? And get up off your knees
before talking is something we won’t be doing for a long while.”
He pulled me off the floor to sit beside him. “Now, this plan of
yours?”

“I’m not a hundred percent sure of it yet, but I do know
we’re going to need everyone to help put it in place.”

“How sweet. Too damn bad you’re too late for that, my
dear.” It was Nana. She’d flashed in right behind me like she
owned the place. She grabbed me and flashed us away before
Chandler or I could get our wits about us.

Sometimes, it really doesn’t pay to be right.
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CHAPTER 24: ALL
GOOD THINGS

COME TO AN
END

“S eriously, Nana?” It was amazing to me how being right
about something could suck so very much.

But to give credit where it was due, Nana sure was one
smart and powerful cookie, albeit a sick, twisted and maniacal-
ly dangerous one. When I came to this time, I at least wasn’t
chained down anywhere. And that thing Dad had said about
blood calling to blood for vampires was spot on, because I
knew without looking that both Anya and Elyssia were also
there. And to say we were far from home would be a severely
drastic understatement. We were definitely no longer in Un-
derlayes.

Before I even opened my eyes, I had a slight inkling of
where we were from the cold moisture and the smells in the
air, which were common this time of year. Then again, when it
came to the city of Detroit, any type of weather could hit at any
moment. No magic was involved in that fact, it was just how
the city was. It could go not only from hot to cold, but from
sunshine to a snowstorm the following day. I could tell by the
sounds that it had to be towards the middle of the night; there
was no hustle or bustle about, no more people taking late-night
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strolls or the like, not even many cars on the roads from what I
could hear. I knew all this because it was where Grimm used to
sneak me off to.

We were in the true heart of downtown Detroit, Michigan.
After shooting pool at Roscoe’s, me and Grimm would come
down here to Hart Plaza and either enjoy one of the ethnic
festivals going on, or just walk hand in hand along the water
while the sounds of different types of music from all around the
world, from reggae to country to techno, played in the back-
ground. During the seasons when there were no festivities go-
ing on, we either sat on the few steps looking up at the starry
night sky, or leaned against the railings and stared out into the
majestic waters of the Detroit River. There was absolutely noth-
ing romantic about the place right now.

Like I said, I wasn’t chained up this time around, but Nana
had done something to me. Either she had drugged me, spelled
me, or just plain knocked my ass the fuck out. I was still trying
to figure out which, or if it had been a combination of all three.
There was a big-ass knot on my head that was already healing
on its own, but that could have been from being dropped to the
ground like a rag doll, which was what had made me alert in the
first place. The other question I had was how long had I been
out of it?

Last thing I remembered was trying to convince Chandler
of my theory involving Nana and Young Rasputin. Anya and
Elyssia hadn’t been anywhere around. So had she gone around
picking us off one by one, or had she had accomplices helping
her out, and scooped us all up in one fell swoop? None of that
really mattered right now, because what I really needed to wor-
ry about was the here and now. Because it was up to us to get
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ourselves out of this mess. If we were in the Earth realm, help
would not be on the way, with or without blood bonds. I didn’t
even know if my demon could cross over to this side. And if we
were indeed coming up to sunrise soon, what would that mean
for me and Anya? Did we have enough witch blood to be able
to survive the sunlight? Or would we be shit out of luck once
the sun came up?

Right about now, things were not looking too good for
the three of us. When I was finally able to pry my eyes open,
I saw that not only had I been right about our location, but
our predicament was not looking good in the slightest. Elyssia
was tied to some type of chair and was looking much worse
for wear. I didn’t know what had been done to her, but I could
tell even from this distance that she was severely dehydrated.
Not only would that mean her magic would be weak, but while
a witch would die from dehydration slower than a human, it
would take place more rapidly for Elyssia, with water being her
element. With all the moisture in the air, you would think she’d
be able to at least draw on that. That was when I looked more
closely and saw that she was trapped within a circle, and so was
I.

While Anya appeared to be the only one of us not con-
tained within a circle, she didn’t seem to be faring any better.
I couldn’t tell whether or not she was awake, but I could see
that she was shivering uncontrollably. Anya was tied to the rail-
ings right off the water, and she was soaking wet, every part of
her body drenched, her clothes—a pair of jeans and a thick cot-
ton T-shirt—clinging to her body, ensuring she was thorough-
ly cold and completely weak. Being right by the water on an
October night in Detroit was almost guaranteed to make any-
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one cold. Adding in being dripping wet on top of that was sure
to chill a being right to their very core. And devastatingly so for
a witch whose element to call was fire.

But what about her—our—vampire side? Then again, I
didn’t know how long we’d been out of it, and if neither of us
had fed, that side wouldn’t be of much help either. Seemed like
Nana really had thought of everything, but I refused to give
up. That bitch would not get away with whatever the fuck she
was up to. And for her to go to all this trouble, it had to be
something big. I needed to warm up, if only a little bit; the cold
was making my brain sluggish, and I had to come up with some
type of plan.

I thought of trying to summon my demon to my side, but
thought better of it. Even if he could cross to this realm, I
didn’t know whether if he showed up he would be trapped
right alongside me within the bounds of the circle. I didn’t
know enough about doing a summoning to put his life at risk,
or his newly found freedom. Had we been in Underlayes, sure,
but we weren’t.

No sooner had that thought crossed my mind than I began
to smell brimstone, but I couldn’t let him come—I wouldn’t.
Getting to my knees, I forced my mind to focus and pulled
every bit of magic I could grasp within myself, every shred of
strength left in my being to push him back out. It wasn’t easy.
Just as I was determined to keep him away, he was determined
to get to where I was, and he was fighting back just as hard. I
could hear him literally growling within my mind, the smell of
him growing stronger, and I also began to feel his heat, mean-
ing he was breaking through.
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Let me in, Princess. No one takes what is mine, and you’re
mine.

Hearing his voice and feeling his heat gave me the extra
strength I needed, and I grabbed on to it with all my might. “I
won’t let you be put back in chains, baby, unless it’s during fore-
play.”

Not wanting to risk placing him anywhere other than Un-
derlayes, I pictured the place that I had come to think of as
ours, and I shoved him out of this realm and into the Whis-
pering Forest. He was so angry I could still feel his heatwaves.
And I took that heat and shoved once more, breaking all three
of our circles.

Before I could revel in that tiny victory, someone was
standing over me and kicking me dead in my guts. “You little
bitch!”

“Get the fuck away from my daughter.” Someone knocked
Nana down to the ground with a huge gust of wind.

“Mom?” I barely managed to choke out, coughing up
blood in the process. If my eyes had been working properly they
would probably have bugged right out of my head. This had
to be the first time I had ever seen Mom completely witched
out, and she was a truly, magnificently frightening sight to be-
hold, her hair and her long black dress flying in the wind com-
ing from within her body, her eyes a swirling vortex of storm
clouds. Her hands were like wind catchers, of the scary, deadly
variety. She was like a walking, talking, fully functional, lethal
tornado and hurricane wrapped up in one.

Without another word or any fanfare, my mother
stretched towards the river and somehow manipulated the
wind into a giant scoop that gathered a giant amount of water,
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lifting it and carrying it to where Elyssia sat, still slumped over,
and dropping every ounce of it on top of her. Elyssia absorbed
every last bit of it, slowly at first, then quickly taking it all in,
even the few drops that had spilled onto the ground. I could see
her strengthening right before my eyes. While that was taking
place, Mom was somehow using the wind to break through the
chains that were holding a still weakened Anya. Once she final-
ly had her free of her bindings, Mom’s winds lifted Anya gently,
almost as if in a loving embrace, and carried her over to our ba-
by sister, who was looking even better still. The same could not
be said for Anya—she lay on the ground trembling like a leaf.

I was in the process of trying to get up, grabbing the ground
for purchase, when I felt a warm vial and grabbed on to it just as
Mom shouted at me, “Get to your sisters, now.” She gave me a
none-too-gentle shove with her wind, essentially gathering the
three of us into a pile of puppies.

I ended up rolling into a way-too-cold Anya, who from this
close I could see was even worse off than I’d originally thought.
Not only was she shivering so hard I could feel it through the
ground, her skin was so cold it was turning blue, and she didn’t
even so much as respond when I bumped into her. That last was
what scared me the most. It had a question rolling around in
my mind that I was ashamed I hadn’t thought of before. Was it
due only to what had been done to her, or was she so weak be-
cause she was experiencing what I was on top of that? So then
came the question, did I give the vial to her, or keep it for my-
self ? It was blood, and not just any blood, but Demon Bran’s.
I could smell it now. My sneaky, conniving demon must have
snuck it in right before I pushed him out.
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“Tia.” Elyssia transformed herself into liquid for only a sec-
ond, just long enough for her chains to slip right through her
and onto the ground. Looking from me to Anya, she did a dou-
ble take. “Tia? What the heck?”

“Meet your other big sister, Anya.”
“Wait, what?”
“I don’t have time to explain right now. Let’s just say we

have a lot of catching up to do. Look.”
As Elyssia took in our surroundings, I made a split-second

decision and drank the blood myself. I damn near gagged as it
burned its way down my throat. Demon Bran must have done
something to the blood. Whatever it was had made it into a
thick, horribly disgusting concoction that burned like a son of
a bitch, but it did the job in not only strengthening me, but also
heating up my insides. But as I turned to look at Anya, I could
see that it wasn’t helping her out at all. I sat up and pulled her
into my lap, trying to share my own heat with her, anything I
could think of. It wasn’t working.

“Come on, Anya. I just found you, girl. I need you.”
I rocked back and forth, uselessly stroking her hair, trying

to think of what else I could do. Pulling more on my own heat
only let off steam that still did nothing to help her. I looked
over at Nana and Mom still going at it with each other. Mom
was holding back, though, and I couldn’t figure out why.

“Mom, what the fuck are you doing?”
“She can’t use too much of her element on Nana.” This

from Elyssia. “Nana’s a Syphon. That’s why she left me dehy-
drated the way she did. When she came after me, I didn’t un-
derstand what was going on at first, but when she kept trying
to force me to use my water on her? I refused to do it. At
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first she just knocked me into a wall. That’s when you—well,
Anya—flashed in trying to help me. I thought Anya was you. I
was still in so much shock over what Nana was doing, I didn’t
pay much attention to the fact that her hair and fire were white.
But when she kept using fire on her, Nana just started laughing,
getting stronger and stronger, while Anya started getting weak-
er until she was only blowing smoke, literally. I think her plan
is to drain all of us.”

“So what are we supposed to do now? And what’s happen-
ing to Anya?” I was beginning to panic. Had Nana taken Anya’s
element away from her? If she had, how would she survive?
Was she dying in my arms right now?

“I don’t know, Tia, but looks like Mom has something fig-
ured out. Watch.”

I did just that. I truly looked at what Mom was doing this
time. The chains that had once held my sisters? She was slowly
pulling them towards her while using just small bursts of wind,
backing Nana up closer to the railings. Now that my other sens-
es were coming back online, I could vaguely make out what she
was saying to her.

“...no more, Mother. You will not use my daughters, none
of them!”

In one huge vortex, Mom carried them both to the very
center of the river, quickly wrapping the chains around Nana in
the process. Some even seemed to appear from the bottom of
the river, effectively wrapping Nana from head to toe.

Lifting her head, Mom began to chant. “Hail to the
Guardians of the Watchtowers of Air. Hear my plea and allow
your spirit to come forth! I thank you for all that you have ever
given me, and now ask you to bless my daughter.”
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“Mom, no!” If she did this...
“I bequeath my Winds unto you, my beloved Anya. May

they carry unto you the protection and joy they have always
given me. My will be done, and may our love never be undone.
So mote it be!”

As Anya rose into the air, letting out a huge gasp, Mom
looked at the three of us one last time.

“I love you all, now and always.”
Then both she and Nana dropped into the middle of the

river.
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CHAPTER 25: IS
THIS THE END?

Ifilled Anya in as best as I could while Elyssia dived for what
had to be the tenth time into the river, still searching for our

mother. It still hadn’t quite hit me yet that she was well and tru-
ly gone.

“Is it fucked up that I haven’t the slightest idea how to feel
right now?” Anya asked me. “I mean, I barely knew her, but not
only did she give birth to me, she essentially just saved my life.
So doesn’t that, like, mean she gave me life twice?”

I didn’t even have it in me to wonder if she was being seri-
ous, trying to make a joke, or in shock. So I just looked at her
and shook my head.

Elyssia finally surfaced again, and this time made her way
over to where we stood. “Tia, she’s gone.” She broke down into
a series of sobs, and I just grabbed her and held on.

“Really feeling like a third wheel right now,” said Anya.
She began to walk past us, but as she did so, she made brief

contact with Elyssia as I was still holding her. We all gasped as
we felt a major shock and something within all of us clicked.

Under our breath, Anya and I spoke as one. “Stronger to-
gether.”

“Grab each other’s hands.” When all they did was look at
me, I said, “Just do it.” They shrugged, and finally we did.
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As we grasped each other’s hands, first Elyssia spoke.
“Don’t think.” Then Anya and me. “Just feel.” What we did
next, we did on pure instinct.

Letting go of everything in this reality and all thoughts,
our bodies began to levitate. We ended up towards the middle
of the river, where Nana and Mom had last been seen before
plummeting to the very bottom. We released each other’s
hands and Anya used the air to part the waters and we saw
them both, lifeless, at the bottom. Elyssia went down to gather
our mother. Before Anya released the waters, and once Elyssia
and Mom were safely out of the way, I directed my fire to the
chains that bound Nana. Once all the links were melded to-
gether, Anya blew cold air onto them, turning them into a solid
grave she was sure never to break free of.

Once we were back on solid ground again, Elyssia laid
Mom’s body on the ground, a body that appeared its true age
now that she no longer held her element. She was more human
than witch now. When I knelt beside her, that was when I felt
it—a tiny spark of life remained inside her.

“She’s not gone yet.”
We all got to work then. No more words were needed.

Elyssia expelled all the water from her lungs, and Anya was
right there to blow air into them. I blew hot air directly onto
her to warm her body back up. At first it seemed as though I
must have been wrong, until she started having an uncontrol-
lable coughing fit. As bad as it sounded, it was our reassurance
that she was at least alive.

“Girls. My beautiful daughters,” she said in a very hoarse
voice. “I am so sorry for my part in all of this. It never should
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have gotten this far.” She sounded as though she was struggling
for breath with each word.

“Mom, it’s okay. Let’s just get you home—”
“No.” She stopped me mid-sentence, trying to sit up, but

she was too weak. Elyssia noticed and sat right behind her,
placing Mom’s head in her lap. She coughed again before con-
tinuing, “Girls, I don’t have much time left in this life. Our
Goddess, Sekhmet, is waiting for me to start my next journey.
She only allowed you all to bring me back to bring you up to
speed.”

Without giving us any time to process that, she continued.
“I did some more digging after you left the war room that day.
Turns out this whole thing is something that has been stirring
for centuries. Our bloodline, not that of Elyssia’s father, was
once the ruling house of Underlayes witches. Nana’s plan was
to get our line back on the throne, feeling that it was up to her
to do so since we’re the last of our line. The problem was, she
didn’t care who she had to manipulate, scheme against, hurt, or
even kill to do so. Originally she had only planned on killing
the two of you, Anya and Tia, which was when she brought
Young Rasputin into the mix. When that plan fell through, she
planned on getting rid of all of you, after stealing your powers
for herself, ensuring she would be strong enough to reclaim the
throne.”

She fell into another coughing fit. “Well, after everything
that has taken place lately, all hell is sure to break loose. So you
three had better be prepared for anything. I wish I could be
there with you, but I can’t. Elyssia, things may be the hardest
on you for a while, my dear, as you may feel conflicted when it
comes to your father. But know this: it is his line, their very be-
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liefs, that continues to hold witches back and separate from all
others. That was never what was intended for witches; we are
truly free spirits. We were always meant to love, live and prac-
tice magic freely. We aren’t just from the Earth but of the Earth.

“When you get back, things will not yet have begun. You
should have time to prepare. But Tialanna—you, my dear, have
even more to prepare for.”

“Why me?”
“Nana didn’t plan on killing you right away, baby. She

planned on using you as an incubator first and stealing the
child you’re carrying. A child that, as much as it may pain you,
you’re going to have to keep hidden. As much power as that lit-
tle one will possess, others will want to use it as well.”

I let that fly right over my head. A baby? I couldn’t even be-
gin to take that bit of information in. Not right then.

“Anya, I’m not going to insult you with apologies.” I saw
Anya’s left eye twitch at that. “What I did, I did only because
of how much I love you. The beliefs as they are right now with-
in the witch community? No way would you have been able to
survive that. The king would have taken one look at you and
killed you on sight, no questions asked and no answers needed.
Which is something you girls are going to have to change. Your
fire may be gone, but a flame still burns bright within you, hon-
ey. Hone your new element and let it shine through.”

Mom sucked in one long, final gasp of air. “I love you girls,
all of you, and I know you will make all of this right.”

With that, her eyes glazed over and her body went com-
pletely limp.
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WHEN THEY SPEAK OF wars in the history books, they
rarely speak of the battles that take place well before the front
lines draw first blood, or feel that first bite of cold steel. The
people lost before the war has officially begun, the casualties
that only fuel the fires for the inevitable. The empty, hollow
feelings of losing someone you thought you would have so
much more time with that losing them hadn’t even been a neg-
ligent thought in your mind.

And there is no describing the feelings that go through
your mind and your heart when watching someone you have
loved for the entirety of your life, no matter their mistakes or
faults, die while you sit there helpless to do anything about it.
And when you have people to direct all your negative feelings
towards, feelings that are eating away at your very soul because
the majority of the blame lies in their hands, it takes everything
you have not to go directly there, in that very moment, and say
screw it to the bigger picture. Your hands want nothing more
than to feel their hot and freshly spilled foul blood running be-
tween your fingers.

But Elyssia, Anya and I were not just anyone. We were
princesses, and we had been taught from birth to put our peo-
ple first above all others, including ourselves.

So before returning to Underlayes without any fanfare, we
gave our mother a makeshift pyre and let the wind take her ash-
es to the river. And even though we felt like broken shells, our
emotions a roller coaster, no clue what our next step should be,
we went back to our realm.
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Many plans would have to be made, but first we needed to
at least attempt to heal. We thought it best not to let on any-
thing to the witch community just yet, so we made a place in
the palace for Elyssia for the time being, letting everyone think
her, Nana, Mom and I were on a hiatus together. We knew that
ruse wouldn’t last forever, but at least long enough to figure out
what we would do next.

Anya went off with Kierra to heal, while I found my demon
and vampire fighting it out in my quarters over their plans to
get me back. They both stopped mid-swing once they saw me,
and all that built-up anger, hurt and aggression were put to a
much better use. I didn’t mention anything to them about the
pregnancy my mother had spoken of. That wasn’t a conversa-
tion I was ready for just yet, especially since I didn’t know ex-
actly when the child had been conceived, or with whom.

We now knew exactly who we were, and what we were, and
soon all of Underlayes would too. We knew to expect that the
more allies we gained, the more enemies we would gain as well.
But we would be ready when that time came.

We would see to it that our bloodline took its rightful place
back on the throne, but through blood, magic and tears, not
manipulation.

The Beginning...
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Still hungry for more?
Here’s a chapter from another erotic story from the world

of Underlayes.
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The Succubus, the
Witch and the

Vampire
Chapter 1

Birthday Wishes

I awoke with a start, gasping for air. Considering the
situation, I’m surprised I didn’t come to and start
screaming my head off like a banshee. Oh, I also
woke up not knowing where the Hel I was, or how I
got there. Some birthday this was turning out to be.

See, I went to bed like any other normal twenty-
four-year-old. I was turning twenty-five, would be
able to drink, legally anyway, and had finally saved
up enough to move out on my own. I even went to
bed early because my girls and I were supposed to
celebrate all day and all night. The celebration was
to include getting rid of my virginity. Growing up
in a house full of orphaned witches, vampires, were-
wolves and other types of shifters did not make a
dating life easy, believe me.

Well, one thing’s for certain, I no longer had to wor-
ry about losing my virginity. Oh stuff it! You stuff it.
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You’re the one who got us into this mess! Well, argu-
ing with you isn’t gonna help us remember jack!

Great, I was having a mental battle with myself;
that’ll really help me figure out what the fuck hap-
pened.

First thing I did was take in my surroundings, eh? I
was stark-bootie-butt-naked besides some damn col-
lar on my neck, in a huge bed with three just-as-
naked men with collars on their necks. Thankful-
ly they’re still blissfully sleeping. Thank Goddess for
small favors. Hopefully, I could figure this out be-
fore they woke-up. And from the smell of things,
I’d better act fast. I could smell shifter, vampire, and
holy shit! A damn demon?

Hookay, Jelissa, let’s pull it together. The only thing
I was missing, as of right now, was any memory of
last night. Well, that and my damn clothes. Time to
answer the question I’ve been dreading—did I still
have any powers? Screwed up as they may be, any-
thing was better than nothing at this point.

See, I’m a witch. Well actually, I’m more than that,
but that’s all the orphanage seers could see clearly
when I was brought to them as an infant. That, and
the fact I was pretty much a mutt. They ended up
having me sniffed out to try and figure out what
I was. All that concluded was I have four different
bloodlines within me. Talk about multiracial. The
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orphanage wasn’t an uncommon place for some-
thing like that. It was pretty much what made up
the whole place, unwanted cross-breeds, misfits, or
true orphans whose parents have passed on. Well,
okay, there were usually only two things kids were
cross-bred with, not four, and the seers usually had
no problem figuring out what those were. Guess I
was just special. So, I became a great guessing game,
and the seers were biding their time waiting to see
what powers, if any, I developed. So far, I had the
ability to call insects, which came in quite handy in
school, and some telekinesis (I say some ’cause if I got
too upset, I blew up whatever I was trying to move),
which would come in handy right about now.

I tried to use magick to open the door, not wanting
to wake up any of the sleeping-beauties at my side if
I didn’t have to, since I didn’t know yet if they were
as innocent in all of this as I was just yet. But it must
have been locked from the outside. Next, I focused
on the lock itself, whether it unlocked or would sim-
ply blow up, who the Hel cared, as long as it opened.
So, I focused, and focused some more, and the only
result I got was a little dizziness, and went cross-eyed
and nauseous in the process.

“Damnit,” I muttered.

Maybe I could do a past visualization. If I couldn’t
get out, maybe I could at the very least figure out
how I’d gotten there in the first place. A prayer to
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my Goddess that nothing else happened while I was
in a trance was probably in order first though.

As above so below, I began chanting, show me the
events I need to know. I let go of all and any other
thoughts. As above, so below, show me the events I
need to know. Taking in deep breaths, letting my
physical body go. As above so below, show me the
events I need to know. Letting my spirit slide into
the black stillness of the astral. Asabovesobelow-
showmetheeventsIneedtoknow, as above, so below, as
above, so below...

“Aww, shit,” I gasped, realizing I’d overdone it, like I
did so many things. Because instead of seeing what
happened last night, I’d ended up in the back of my
own mind and would not only watch the events that
took place, but get to relive them, without being
able to stop a damn thing.

Well, at least I didn’t go too far backwards. I was
back in my bedroom, putting on the black leather
and lace corset that Genie, my best-friend/wizard/
siren, had gotten me for my big day. I was deter-
mined to figure out how to work the damn garter
belt. I mean, really, who invented this crap? Oh
yeah, a sorceress who could just flash her clothes on
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with no prob, not thinking about poor lil’ misfits
who have had terrible incidents while trying to do
so. Yeah, so not going there.

But, anyway, I was looking pretty damn good. The
corset was perfect, hiding my love handles just so,
shaping my big-ass boobs quite nicely with just
enough cleavage spilling over. The leather of the boy
shorts was the soft kind that was smooth as butter
and didn’t ride. I even had my odd-colored hair cas-
cading down my back. No, I am not exaggerating.
It’s long and wavy and dark brown with some
blonde, red, and black highlights. Like an anime
style hairdo gone all wrong.

As I sat on the side of my bed, preparing for the das-
tardly task of working with the forsaken garter belt,
something on the end table next to my bed caught
my eye. A tall, skinny, frosty glass with something
that looked like smoke coming from the top, and a
note underneath from the third of our little triad,
best-friend/wolf/sorceress, Deelah.

Hey Lee,

Just a little something to calm your hectic nerves and
start the night off right. A wolfmist spritzer. Don’t
worry, there’s only just enough liquor in it. It won’t
knock you on your ass too hard. LOL. Just enough so
you can relax through the twelve o’clock mark and not
worry so much about what the rest of your bloodlines
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might have you turning into. LMAO. We love you girl
and want you on your WORST behavior tomorrow.

Love, Deelah

“Sweetness,” I said to myself.

I gingerly took a small sip, because you never know
what you might end up with when it came to D.
Good intentions and all that. She may have been
mixing liquor and potions all at the same time, and
might have given me the wrong glass. You get the
picture. But after a few delicate sips, it went down
nice and smooth, with a touch of bite to it, so I de-
cided to throw back the rest. Big mistake.

I didn’t realize I was feeling anything until I tried
standing up and plopped right back down on the
bed. All of a sudden, I got a major head rush and my
legs couldn’t even hold me up, which was weird. I
may be only now turning twenty-five, but this sure
as Hel wasn’t my first drink. I chalked it up to drink-
ing too fast. I ran a hand over my face and tried to
shake the feeling off. That so did not work. At that
point, I just wanted to get some water or something,
anything, because this feeling was so not right. Sec-
ond attempt at getting up was even worse than the
first; I went to stand and landed on my knees. Brac-
ing my hands on the floor, I tried to pull myself up,
only to end up on my hands and knees, barely able to
hold my head up. It was like a boulder on top of my
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shoulders. I would have fallen flat on my face had I
not been grabbed from behind, none too gently, by
a pair of rough, strong hands.

The stranger picked me up, then sat down on my
bed with me in his lap. My eyes were rolling to the
back of my head, and I fought desperately to keep
them open.

“Who...the fuck...are you?” I rasped.

“Never you mind,” answered a deep, gruff voice.
“Who I am is unimportant.”

“The...wards.” It was such a struggle to speak, to stay
conscious. But every room in here had wards. No
one was allowed in anyone else’s room without per-
mission, except for the headmistresses of course.
“How?”

“Those shabby sigils placed around here? Don’t
make me laugh.” He began touching me then, and I
was helpless to stop him. “Let’s see what merchan-
dise the master has me picking up now, shall we?”

“Don’t...please...don’t touch...me.” My words fell up-
on deaf ears. I tried to open my eyes wider, hoping
to see what this man looked like, but it was point-
less. He wore a cloak, and there was no way I could
try to pull it back. Holding me up by one arm, he
took his other hand and roughly grabbed my breast
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through the corset. Then he slid his hand slide down
my abdomen, then lower. I started breathing heav-
ier, and though I should have felt violated, I didn’t.
For whatever reason, it was as if his hand belonged
there.

“Mmm...very nice equipment you have here, but
that’s just the outside.” Using his thumb to push my
underwear aside, he jammed one finger inside me,
hard. I wanted to scream out, but I couldn’t find my
voice. He took it out and a second later I heard him
popping his finger out of his mouth. “Tastes love-
ly. But sadly, I have to hand you over to the oth-
ers, for now.” He began laughing then, a sick, sinister
chuckle, though the sound was fading in my ears, as
if I was falling down a tunnel. Everything dwindled
away.

No! Don’t black out! I shouted to myself, frantic,
knowing how futile it was. Get up! I can only see what
you can, and we need to figure this out!

Then blackness.

When I came to, I was being carried by the stranger.
I couldn’t get a smell on what he was exactly; my
mind was still too foggy. My entire body was hot
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from the inside out, as if I was coming down with
a fever, but sickness wasn’t a very apt description. I
just knew that I needed something, but what?

As he continued carrying me down a long darkened-
stone hallway, my terror grew, but my fear was noth-
ing compared to the unbearable heat I was filled
with.

The farther down the hall we went, the louder the
sounds of fighting grew. I could hear jaws snapping,
snarling, the sounds of flesh pounding on flesh. We
were going towards it, not away. The sounds became
so loud they were almost deafening.

It was too stifling to breathe. My breasts began feel-
ing so tight and heavy it was almost painful. The
ache didn’t stop there. Instead it travelled even lower
along with a liquefied heat, down past my abdomen,
all the way to my core. My clit was throbbing, pul-
sating. I was tempted to ask my captor if he felt it
too. Though I knew he couldn’t have; he was walk-
ing with not a break in his stride, carrying me as if I
were no more than a ragdoll. I peered up at my cap-
tor, trying once again in vain to get a glimpse of him,
but I couldn’t see past that damn cloak. It kept his
face hidden in shadows.

We finally came to a stop, and from the sounds of it,
we were about to enter right where all the fighting
sounds came from.
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Setting me on my feet, with his arm still around
my waist, my captor leaned down, putting his nose
in the crook of my neck and inhaling deeply.
“Mmm...smells like everything is kicking in quite
nicely. Seems as though all your bloodlines are ready
to merge together and come out and play. I think
you and your...roomies will get along just fine.

“Can you stand?” he asked, as he eased his arm from
around my waist, slowly stepping away from me.
Surprisingly, I was able to stand on my own, though
my brain was a jumbled mess. “Very good then, off
you go.” With that, he pushed open the massive ma-
hogany door we were standing in front of and
shoved me inside, closing the door firmly behind
me.

The room was enormous; stone walls painted black
with drips here and there running down looking
like blood. The only illumination came from the few
sconces on the walls. Though that didn’t seem to
matter—somehow I was seeing everything with
crystal clarity. I mean sure, I already had good eye-
sight, but this was something totally different. I
could make out every shape, every shadow, every
crease on the satin sheets that covered the huge bed
in the center of the room.

But that’s not what I was focusing on right then.
It was the sheer silence engulfing the room as I en-
tered. In the corner of the room a werewolf in wolf
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form, in all his silver glory, stopped in mid-swipe,
scenting the air. His head jerked in my direction as
he inhaled deeply and took a step back from his
combatants. He threw his head back and howled,
and I heard an answering howl in the back of my
mind. Sparks in the air indicated he was about to
change form.

An incredibly beautiful male, no, vampire, who was
on the receiving end of the would-be swipe, pivoted
in my direction. He had gorgeous red hair with sil-
ver streaks flowing down his bare back. A pair of
deadly yet sexy fangs protruded from his mouth,
and his eyes bled a dangerously violent red. Tilting
his head almost catlike to the side, he looked directly
into my eyes, hissed, and took a huge jump back.
While I stared at him in wonder and awe I felt my
gums begin to ache.

Looking down on the floor beside the vampire, I
saw a demon with his gaze transfixed on me. And
not just any demon. He was an incubus. With hazel,
bedroom eyes shining in his cream-colored face,
which was chiseled to utter perfection. Some for-
eign part of me had recognized him as an incubus,
and that part seemed to want to get closer to him.
He jumped from his back to his hands and knees,
crawling towards me.

They all started towards me slowly, with curiosity
and hunger in their eyes. Even the wolf who had
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finished changing into a gleaming, sweaty, muscular
male the color of hot chocolate with no hair on his
entire body from head to toe. I began to walk to-
wards them, drawn to all of them.

Once they reached me, there were no words; none
were needed, not here and not now. It was like a
well-choreographed dance. Each male knew exactly
where to go, and none of them so much as flinched
if they accidentally touched one another.

The demon reached me first. He stood and took
my lips in a devouring kiss, one meant to steal souls
away in glorious agony; only that wasn’t what hap-
pened. And I began to realize what my captor
meant, because the succubus in me came to the fore-
front to devour him as well. Our souls did sensual
battle with each other, almost causing us both to cli-
max right then. We broke the kiss on a shocked gasp.
He then went behind me to work the lace of my
corset.

The vampire was suddenly there, capturing my face
in his hands and staring into my eyes. Fangs still pro-
truding from his gums had fangs of my own rip-
ping through my gums. I had no time to feel the
pain though, and as if he knew I was about to, he
pressed his lips against mine, sliding in his tongue to
glide it against my gums, coating them with a heal-
ing salve I had only heard about. He began kissing
me in earnest, until we were nibbling at each oth-
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er with our fangs drawing just a taste and oh, how
sweet it was. He dropped to his knees, then began to
work my underwear off my hips.

There was no gentleness with the werewolf. He
grabbed a fistful of my hair and yanked my head to
the side to sniff at my neck. Whatever he smelled
there must have pleased him, because he crushed his
mouth to mine. His kiss was hard and demanding,
as he explored my entire mouth with his tongue.
Then his inner wolf melded with the wolf I never
even knew I had.

Somehow, we all ended up on the bed, all of us
naked, all of them kissing or licking some part of my
body. It was glorious. Being part succubus had every
one of my holes hot, wet, and ready, and seemed to
have the three beings in the dungeon with me hard,
stiff, and waiting.

On my knees, I was kissing the vampire as he knead-
ed my breasts and tugged and twisted my nipples.
The demon was on his back, his tongue working
wonders inside my heated entrance while his thumb
played with my clit. He rubbed at it in a motion
that made my body clench at his tongue, the friction
throwing my mind into a tailspin. He worked his
tongue in, out, and around. He was kissing and
sucking as if he had discovered the finest wine—lap-
ping at my juices as though he didn’t want to relin-
quish a single drop. The werewolf on his knees be-
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hind me worked his fingers into yet another hole,
stretching me, preparing me for what was to come. I
screamed an orgasm into the vampire’s mouth as the
were began to nudge into me from behind. The de-
mon got to his knees as the vampire began to work
his shaft into my core. Both the vampire and were-
wolf began thrusting into me at the exact same mo-
ment, slowly at first and then faster, both going at
a synchronized rhythm, inducing both pleasure and
exquisite pain inside me. I grabbed onto the demon
by his ass and brought him closer so I could fit his
entire long, thick shaft in my mouth until it touched
the back of my throat.

Which was how I bonded with him first. When
he spent his seed inside my mouth and it trickled
warmly down my throat, our souls went in and out
of each other’s bodies, the souls of our demons
pledged to each other for all eternity.

I tightened and clenched around the vampire and
wolf as they grew even larger inside me, and I bond-
ed with them too. The vampire and I savagely
latched on to each other’s necks and our fangs sank
in so deep I was sure we both had hit bone before his
hot, tangy, succulent blood flowed down my throat,
and mine his. We marked each other both inside
and out. The wolf sank his own fangs into my shoul-
der, and my wolf eagerly answered his with claws
that sprang from my fingertips and latched on to his
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thigh deeply enough I was sure the wound would
not completely heal. Not without leaving our mark
embedded on his skin. And we all climaxed as one,
going over the edge together in pure unadulterated
bliss.

There were no thoughts or question as to what had
happened, not the how or the why. Just a content-
edness in what we had done. No worries about the
sheer chaos that might be the end result.

Coming back to where I’d started, all I realized was I
was even more screwed than I thought. I was bond-
ed with a wolf, a demon, and a vampire, and we
didn’t even know one another’s names. Not only
that, how were they going to feel about being bond-
ed when they woke? Had they been drugged like
I was? Would they remember everything that hap-
pened?

I finally knew everything I was, and it was a truly
messed-up combo; a witch, a vampire, a wolf, and a
succubus. What good did it do me when I was be-
ing held captive by who knows what, or why? And a
collar on me that I surmised blocked me from using
any of those powers.
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Dear Goddess, I needed help!
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Did you love Witch Wars? Then you should read Hybrids1 by
T. A. Moorman!

2

Anya has never been one for the spotlight, but her family seems
to now be front and center, and the talk of the town in Un-
derlayes. In the aftermath of her mother's death, the discovery
of said mother's deceit, and Anya's half sister getting ready to
challenge her own father for the witches throne, keeping a low
profile may prove to be difficult. Add in the fact that she's preg-
nant, by her female mate, and it may turn out to be impossible.

Kierra has never been one for many words. So if she were
forced to explain how she impregnated Anya, it probably

1. https://books2read.com/u/4787lq
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wouldn't be easy for her. Especially since the truth would mean
revealing her origins; she's not a vampire, or even anything
close to it. And living in a realm where her kind isn't allowed
may cause a few ramifications. Plus, should the kid call her
Mom, or Dad?

Jump right back into the world of Underlayes where this
magical family takes dysfunction to brand new heights.

Read more at gothicmoms.blogspot.com.
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